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tt1'he ideas of Blchard Wagnel" were 3ust as muah illf'luenoea 
b7 the uns.ttaiable ideal ot Greek music as were the :retoftla~ 
aottvitiee et the Camerata .in F.lorenee or as have been the neCk> 
olasstcal. oratorios of Stravinstcy tocla7.,01• !he legends of antd..ent 
Cbteeee, u well as the ideals of Ol'eek music, have had an ~ 
1ntlueru:e a the history of mus1e. The ft017' of Hercul.es has been 
used oae h~ times in mus:t.e, that of lphigenia fttty times,. and 
the cme we are concerned wlth1 Orpheu and 'E1ul7d1ce, approxlmatel7 
sevent1-fi'Ve times. 
!'\ it possible that the stoley' of Ol'pheus bas attra.oted 
composers because of its simple action and many emotional situations, 
eoupl.ed td.tb the possibility of various scenic effects, However, 
there are tmobab17 deepeli' reasons tw tbie attraction, as we wUl 
t2.7 to oow. Significantly enough., the periods in whieb thel"& have 
bea opens 'ba$e4 on the Orpheus l.egeml ue primarily the classict:rid.o 
peri.ode., fh~se aN almost the entire seventeenth and eigbteenih 
eenturiea sad the ;veal'S from l92S to UJ!,. 'l'he only gaps are tza 
1619 to 3.647 and from 1'114 1io·17h01 and of course the very lU'ge 
49ne extend:lng from 1810 mtil l.92S,. We shall point out later uhJ 
~ AM ao ~ens operas in these latt.- periods. 
v 
Orpheus has also turnished material tor parodies, ballets., 
pantondnes, and ca;t.tatas ra:tber continuously from 1631 to 19>1. 
These however tdll not be discussed :tn any great detaU in the 
body of the thesis. Al 'though the months tjf' resea.roh have constantly 
yielded new examples of Orpheus in xnusic1 it is nearly' impossible 
to comp11e an exact list of early music tables. not only because 
of the extreme rarity ot examPles and the difficulty of searching 
~s, but also because it is hard to determine the difference 
between ba..Uets., intarmedia, and melodramas., 
This thesis 'Will therefore diS<mas the Orpheus op'eras in 
theh respective artistic periods. S®ne mention will be made of 
the ~ artistic mentaliily and operatic traditions within 
eaeh perua.. An attempt Will be made to show the 'tllliversality ot 
tlte legend and how it has appealed in difterent times to the same 
basic etttlo~ 1be greater part of the emphasis w.Ul be on the 
tim ha1:f.' af the seventeenth centUJ:1'., li:Xl'galy' because there is 
much mate:t'ial available here, and beea.use (with the exception of 
Gluck who has been ainp]Jr treated b:y others) these are the most 
importa.'n't. 
CHAPTER O!iE 
ORPBE'O'S BEFORE 16® 
'The ancient ~ legend of Orpheus and Eu:r,rdioe can be told 
briefly as tollQtliS ~ 
1
'0rpheus, a legendary p~~Homeric poet, said to be the son 
of the muse Calliope, and a follower of Di~. He was so 
skilled. a player on the lyre that the wild beasts were held 
spellbound by hi$ musie.,u He passionate~ loved his wife :Eur,y .... 
dice, and, when she died of the "bite of a serpent, dete:rmined 
to recover· her.., He entered the infernal regions and charmed 
Pluto and Persephnne with his musio ._ 'fhey consented to restore 
Eury'dice to him on oondi tion that he forbore to look behind him 
until he had emerged £1'0lll Hades.. Orpheus was alreactr in sight 
of the upper regions when be i'orgf)irt the condition and turned 
bank to look at Eurydice. She instantly vanished from his aight1 
and his attempt$ to rejoin her were vain~ He now separated him ... 
self' hom the sooiety of mankind, and the ~raoian women~ whom 
he had offended by his coldness, tore him to pieces and thrsw his·· 1 ._ head, which still uttered the· name tEturydiae* into the river Hebrus_.u · 
An interesting comment on the relation between Orpheus and musio 
. was made by Pope Olement ot AJ.esndria (150 .... 216 A.D .. ) in his Exhorta• 
a~ 
tion ~ the Greeks. 
. n:rn m;r opinion,. therefore, our !hraoian, Orpheus, and ·the 
Theban and the Me~ too, are not worthy ot the name of' man, 
since they- were deceivers~ Under cover of music the;r outraged 
human life,. being infl:u.encenl by daemons~ through some artful 
soroe:cy-, to compass m,ant s ruin~. ·By commemorating deeds of vio• 
lance in theit'" religious r1 tea, and by bringing stories of sorrow 
into wo:t'sbip;~ they were the fust to lead. men by the hand to 
idolatr.yJ yes, and with stoQks and stones1 that is to sq1 statues 
and piot'tll'elif1 to build up the stupidity of custom* By' their 
chants and enchantments they have held captive in the lotrest 
slavery that t:rul:;r noble f.toeedom which belong$ to those who are 
citiaens under heaven. 
l~ Sir Paul uat've;r, editor, :!.'he O:xford ComPanion !2 ~&'ish Literature (Oxf'ord 1 19.48) 
1 
P ... 576. - · ·· · · ·· · · · · · · · 
!. ~!i&~ Strunk,. Source ReadinS!,.!!! Music Risto& {Mew York = 1950) 1 
l. 
But :tar ditterent is· rrq min~tml1 tor Be has come to bring 
to a speedy' end the bitter slavery of' the daemons that lord it 
over us J and by leading ns back to the mild and ldndly yoke of 
piety He calls once again to heaven tb.ose who have been east 
down to earth.-"' 
Greek drama was directed to the masses, i.e.- :tt expressed the ,, 
"oommtmity spirit ot Brei$ democracy~~ u Opera. however, was hom 
among the aristoeracy 1 and became an a.rti:fio:i.al s.nd overomate art~. 
·With· gt>eat stress on vo~al. diSplay., However~ the periods of' operatic 
ref em have stressed th$ tellt ae well as the mus.io 1 and attempts have 
been made to i~tegrate the action, music, and soenio effects to. re .... 
store the original classi-cal intention of unity... These periods are 
the Renaissance, the early .se-venteenth oent.ury', the mid•eighteenth 
century" or the A.ge of Beason., and the tnid"""ninateenth oent111'7 • In the 
late seventeenth oen~ came the lll.~vy- Baroque opel"a d'll'rl.ng a period 
of absolute monarchies 1 and in the aal"ly nineteenth century came the 
·grand ope~a during a pericd ot political reaction. Significantly 
enough" the Orpheus legend has bean nasd in opera primarily during 
the periods ot :reform.~~' 
Opera was not reall7 created -in 1600. It emerged from .. oen ..... 
turl.es of lyr:to drama• :tnciuding the early' l:ttu.rg.tcal dramas, the 
sacre .:~I!Pres~ntazio~, the l.auda, and the saaular drama whiCh was 
featured in Mantua.. One o:t the .fmr prese:t"V'ed secular dramas iS in 
' . ' 
the work o£ Poliziano' (lh~k-1494) ~ a pastoral, Orfeo1 with trnlSic by 
Clermi, this being the fi~t known attempt at music dr.ama. Then came 
plays whioh used tbe trottola for sotlla sections 1 and f:l.nally; the 
a,rcles of ~~gale of qt~si-dramatio nature, not necessa~~ ~tended 
-'• Herbert Gra£11 . 'fhe .. Opera _and its Future i!!, A.merica (~lew York ; l9la.). P. 76. -. . . . ... - . ' . . . . . 
for stage Pl"Oduotion:9. Composers of this latter type include Willaert~ 
Jannequin (i~fh the descriptive chansons)1 Gonibert# and Josquin. 
Later in the Renaissance we find many spaotaoulaX> entertainments 
which alweys included m;rthol.ogioal cha!rl'aoters. · Jlext~ the F'l.orentiae 
. 
Oamerata triad to reatore wbat was tbough:t to be the Greek method 
of declamation, and to reduce musical£~ to a rational level to. 
which intelligible- texts colild be adapted. Specifically 1 it was a 
revolt against polyphony,_ elabcra:te solo singing, ~nd vooal display 
for its 01rn $aka,., 
Foli.miano*s Orteo 'WaS pttoduoed in Mantua on July 1.81 1472 to 
celebrate the !r$turn of Cardinal Francesco ·Gon~aga to that city~ 
{!here is a fresco by Andrea. Mantegna called ttCamera degli Sposau 
which shows Leon BattiSta Alberti and Angelo Poli'Ziano standing be-
hind the Oariinal.} !he !!ill.Sio,. . whieh iS lost~ was Wl"itten by AngelQ 
Oerrnil but tbe:t"e are many speculati01ls as to where in the drama the 
music was used and haw it. was performedto.o 
4~ . 
Donald ferguson. says thers: were mat)3" musical num.'bers 1 but th;: 
were inoidental to the ~~ and certairily not elaborate" l1ell.esz 
thinks musie ·was added Where the dramatic teneion was the greatestJ: 
6., 
and Reese assumes that. musio was p:t>evided f(!r a ·~ene, the chorus 
' . . 7 .. 
ot Dryads and Bacchantes, and the prayer of Ox-reo.. Sa~de feels 
that the d)mma was performed ·aa a~ musical "recitationtt and that B$.Coio 
li •. · Doriald N~ · Ferguson, A R:i.sto!l of Musical Th~gp.t (New York • l9h8),. 
P,. !42 n_. - ·.· ·· - · . 
)ill Egon Well~z, ;Ess9s!! 92era (New York t 19~0)., P • 20 .. 
6. Gustave Reese, Music !! the Renaissance (New York # 1954), P. 1.13• 
7.,. Lao · ~:brade1 Monteverdi,~ OreatoX" e! Modern Musi4 (New York 1 1950) 1, 
p.._ 2~ # 
11golino ,usangn to tbS aeeompaniment of a viol ·or·lut~. 
Wa hav$ here not ~ nthe earliest. dramatic production on a. 
a. 
olassical·theme :t.n a modem J.tmguage" but also· the oldest example 
of musio insarte4 in~o. a spoken ·mma, a drama which forms . the ·link 
between the religious pla;ys a.nd psuedo-olassic drama of Italy-. The 
influence o£ Lorenzo d!L Medici is shown by the use of pagan themes 
which. crept into the tri~nti and sacre .~ppr3sentaeioni;J and it was 
::,: 
fxtem these latter that Or.teo grew; t~formed by- olast:tic eleP1Gnts. 
Poliziano (actually' An~lo Ambrogini) was only Sf,W&ntean }"ears 
old11 and a protege of torermo: the Magnificent, when he wrotEt Or.feo 
in two days., His model was the Florentine «opera« of the day',.... the 
Baore Rapp~santE!zion:t, and thus O~eo se~es as the tranei tion 
from religious tragedy to paatoll'al tragedy. All. the scenes were 
played before on~ set, painted by Raphael, hut the play' was later 
dividEiCI into five acts. 
' . . . 9. 
w. J., Henderson t:reQ.t~ at length~ of Poliziano's pla.y-.. Italian 
li teratura after Dante ·began to· revive ancient forms~ a movement 
started by' 'Petrarch. The charms. of pagan life seemed more attraotiw 
than the starness of early Christianity,. Orpheua1 ruling nature, 
became the new symbol of the promi'$ed land, since the b'lll'OS.nism of tbe 
Renaissance did not oars for mere ljry theology. 
Pol~iano1. even as a youth, was considered the greatest writer 
ot his day, and for this reason he could write in Italian versa, 
!.., Gil.bert Highet, ~ Uiaet:Jic:8.1 Tradition (mew York c 1949)1 P. 13$. 
9-g W,. J., Henderson., S0111G Forerwmers of Italian :9P!ra. (New York t 
l9U), Chapters v.;.u: miiii most Of the follmdng materlal'~' 
rather than Latin, s~ that everyone could understand it. There are 
two known editione and both appear in.!!!! Stanza~ ltOrreo.! !!,·Rime 
~ lfasser Anselo Ambro~ Polis:tano.'by' Giosure Carducci6 Florence, 
186,3'"' The first version was printed in lh?h and often reprinted 
up to 1776 when the second version was b:i!'ought -out by Padre Irenao 
Ofi'o at Venice, which divided the drama into five aots and added 
some verses., ~is was reprinted up to 1890. An English transla-
tion of Poliraia.nots Orfeo. and T~sso1 s Aminta along with an introdua-
tox"j essay was d'?ne by L. E. Lord. and p~lished b:y Oxford in 19.31. 
The libretto gave .. ample room for the conventional forms of 
solo, chorus, and ballet. !he characters were olearly defined_, al• 
tbou11.h this .oharacteruation was probably not carried over into the 
music~ which very likely was in the style <~f the madrigal., !he ·Pr() ... 
lo'g\le is spoken by Mea~.. In Scene :t, called «Pastorale'", Mopsus, 
an old shepherd warns Aristae'l'lS, a young shephel"d• about falling 1n 
love with a ~h. In scene II, nu:tnsal:an,~~ the eymph Eur;ydica iS 
pursued by Aristaeus. ·abe is bitten by' a snake.w In. scene ni, 
11Eroieo0 , a Dryad tells of the tragedy to her sistersfl' Orpheus 
appears in scene ;r;:v -."Nagromantieon1 a.nd his song is interrupted by 
a shepherd who announces Ea:iey'dice\5 de.ath~ .scene V, "Baccanale0 is 
the fam.ilia:t' SCenEl in Hel.1,. Pluto yields Eurydice, but Orpheus dis• 
Qbeys the requirement not to look baak, so loses his wife. t.t'he Maenads 
kill him fo:ro advising all husbands to leave their wives and sing a 
final. ehorus in praise of Bacchus. 
Although Or.faQ was performed for a privata audience~ it probably 
had elaborate seenery and costuming"' The stage was di vified into two 
parts. one being the .. ThraciaP, countryside, and the other, Inferno. 
'. 
All the raw.arks made ,about the music and the peri'orma.xiee· are the 
result of uanalogieal reconstruction" because there are not ~ 
· eontemporar;y reports left. We have already' mentioned Ugolino 1 a 
profe'ssional singer; the rest of the cast awl ehorus were taken 
from the court. 
The pro'logue and opening dialogue were spoken" but the oan .... 
. ' ~
~ona, or the ~nto !,! Aristeo, the prayer of Orl"eo, and the ohorusea 
of Dryads anci Bacchantes were S\Ulg6 the latter lik~ the popular 
f'rottola which was in ita period of maturity. The final chorus was 
. . . 
like a eandval song with dancing. ~ eolo parts were similar to 
poiyphonio Qempositi.ons for lute mid voice, the voioe having O!lel 
part of the polyphonic. textureit Eiren though tha Renaissance favored 
a polyphonic chol"US., Henderson feels that there are solos in Or.feo 
a.coom,panied by the :m.e. ~ braeeith He· says that solo songs exist 
as fa:r:t back as Dante and Boacs.ccio1 and that .frottole were often 
arranged as solos by' giving thEr polyphony to the lute" Bumey .feels 
that the whole work was stmg beeause of the brevity of the text. 1-1hioh 
' 10-
was »admirably calculated fw imPassioned music ot sver:r kind!iltt 
It an orohastra of a!W si:ae -was used, it moat likely' did not 
present ~ independent solos. 
One ruther eonneDtion o£ Polimiano with music was when he 
collaborated with tsaae 0 in a lament to mark the death of Lorenzo i1 
n. 
Magnifico in Florence#" 
10. i1i'iarles Bnrney~ 1 aeneral Histor.v o£ Musie (London t 1789}" vol. IV" P,.,. l~"' - ..... . .. . . -
ll* Simon T. Worsthorne• Venetian Qpera in~ Seventeenth Oent!!X (Oxford t 1954) 1 P .. 1!3... .. - . . 
' 
Wallace K. ·Ferguson gi V$S st:)me insight into Pol.biano 1 the m.an. 
Be was a prominent figure in the ·· spirit of ·Italian humanism,_ and notes 
· that DeSanctis describes Poliziano as ftbO't:lJ:tgeois, secular., and :Lndivi .... 
dualistic in the sense of caring little tor public like or comm:n.nal 
welfare~ indifferent to religion_, mo:ralit;v, or patriotism, devoted to 
art and giving artistic form to eve:cy- aspect ot life, condi tionetl by 
a. 
the et'fldy .of classical. antiquitjr., but not determined by it~11 But as 
Fergt'ISon latex- notes, B\u"okllard't ami SymOnds saw :tn the- ienaissance 
. . 
»an intense vi tali v 1 Vigorous individualism.; a positive attitude · 
towards life, and a keen cur:i.osi ty regarding the ·1torld and man" while 
nne Sanctis ·Saw only a spiritual void, indU'f'erenceJt negation, and a 
. 1311 
sel"ene mocking spirit that .took nothing sarlo.J.sly except art" u · 
. . 
'="1~2.-· r.l'l:-:aJ.::-ii:-a-ce~Kr;!/",..-. ·.:;;;.~:-er_w;_m~on-.··~-. ";:;lfii~e--=Re::-:paissance in Historical Thought 
(Boston 1 19h8 )1 P il1 i1ii • · · · · · · · 
13., ibid., p •. 242 •. 
1 
·OH.AnER TWO 
THE ~y Is.f!LIAN OPJRAS 
:r" THE MONODIO REVOLU'fiGN 
~-···- -.----
ffThose who believe in instinct ra the:r:- than in 
intelligence will have some ditfieul ty in accepting 
erudite argamants as the source ot a creative 
revolution.. !hay ehoul.d understand that the bi:tl'th 
of a new style can be f'acili tated by the purely' 
intellectual process of eliminating inhibitions, 
questioning prejudi.oes~ and bringing the blurred 
outlines of a: n'* trend into focus. But thEW also 
eho'titd understand that the camerata alone did not 
:i.nvent the style to eome. !t was one cog in the 
complicated organization that ended . the Renaissance 
and prepared toft the Baroque in an the fields of 
hlltllan activity. 
Fe:r the reaction. of the- camerata was no longer 
a pa~ of the Rena.isSI3noa. 1iiat it started from the 
ideals of Greek oult'W:"e an,d used to refer to P,ato 
·and Aristctt.le was only natural in an e-&:tcated oirele ... 
All centuries have firmly believ9d that they have 
tound their own dreams come to life :tn Greek and Roman 
antiquity# Gluck and, a ·hundf'ed years l-ater, Wagner, 
no les.s that Pe:n and Caecini1 thought that they 
were recreating ancient tragedy. There is no trend in 
any- ·period of histoey that humanists cannot );agali• 
by a referenae to e).assie antiqnity.t just as there is. 
no way of thinldng ~or whioh the preachers eamt$Jb find 
a corroborating Bible versa • · 
!he road IJ!.Way trcm the Henaissanoa that the 
c~rata opened led to' emotionalism, individualisms 
· illusionism,~ and the .disintegration. of music as a1i 
end in itsel£._ It le.tt behind the ideals of poly ... · 
phony.,« (1) 
1ihis quote from Sa~s · aptl.y sets the stage for a d.eseri:ption 
of what the monodic revolution consisted,.. It is simply the ova~ 
th1"'W of ~ impo:r.-trmoe of" <tounterpoint; a return to a simple styl.e 
of writing, that ot a malady aeeompanied by ohO'l"ds. The complex 
polyphoq of the l.a t$ s~nth oentu:ri'.r was too abstruse for the 
growing middle class. Since the Renaissance had revived classic 
Latin and Greek art, the Florentine Qanlm-ata felt they were in the 
true spir:t t of the Rena:!ssance when they- used a form ot ~usioal 
declamation. But 11not realising the enol"mous differences 'between 
the very substanae as wen a~ the purpose of music in ancient and 
contempors.ry times, these eager etudents took the doctrines of 
Plato as .fundamental and ewl.ved from them. a new theor,y of m.usioal 
,,a. 
art. 
!he Camsnta have lett behind m.aDY' wri tinge which prove their 
interest in mttsioal drama. Bal"di said Orpheus moved stones with 
trJ.USio; pamaps a naive reasen tor an the Orpheus operas. Dotd. 
thought it would be best to sat onl;y' the arlaes to music 1 not the 
whole dzoama. He also :felt that the original and true architects 
of scenieal m.tl.sio were Col"Si and Rinucoini 1 assisted by three 
......... 3. 
eminent artists, viz .. Pert, Caacini, and Monteverdi. Bard! (in his 
DiscoUNe ~ Ancient ~sic and. Good B.:tn~) not on:ty praisas 
Oaeein:i. but states that he wanted a l'J'lUSieal renascence to equal the 
humanistic spirit of the Renaissance 1. and wo'Ol.d tberefo:re help 
scholars and artists to imitate Q:reek tragedy;~ by sh£1Wing them how 
to fit music to a text11 
Galile:t (in his Dialoso ~ella F-i~a antiea.!. dena motierna) 
a.tt.aeks the harmony rules of Zarliuo (1517..,1590) and especially 
2.. n~ ferguson, op. .cit~., P~ 24·3 .. 
).,. ~ .. op., citlio, P, 20. 
h. Zax>lino had set music for a shorl dramatic piece,. Orfeo in 1574. 
It was pe:r:-formed as part of the greeting given Hel';lri II! on his 
visit to Venice when ;returning T.o France frO!ll Poland., The 
performance took place with great splendOl" in the Sale. del Gran 
Consiglio. ·. 
berates wol.'d painting; i.,e. using dissonances for Q.areh ideas, and 
descending scales ·for a descent"' atoll' Howe~r, what the Florentines 
did not realize was ifb,at they were aotually signalling a new era in 
m'tsic history whic:h :was to be oharac~rized by its pictorial nature• 
by its suggestive melodie or hamonio passages• b;r its expressive 
dissonance a,nd chromaticism., and by the merging of poetry and music 1 
as painting and arobiteotnre were also assimilated. Technicallrt of 
cou:rse, the . Monodiq. Revolution gave riSe to the figured bass and a 
feeling .for harmonic sequences and: cadences.-
, Three important eol!iollmes ~f the Oamer~ta are as followst 
1.) the text must be .ol.early under~tood ..;.., therefc>re1 the solo voice 
is nsed wi. th flimple a®otnl)an:iment and no .counterpoint} 2.-) the words 
must be sung with the correet and natural declamation • '\;herefo%"61 
simple~ are used;~ and there are no melodic repetitionss 
,3,.) the melqd-7 must interpt'e't the feeling of the text~ not merely 
graphically represent it. 
It is ~res't:\.ng to .compare ~se remarks with those made 
by Charles Burney~ tor a.ltho'Uf)l he was certaitll1' not a eontemporar.r 
o£ the ·Camarata, he still did not have the eorreot historical 
' 5~ 
perfipecti ve * He writes as follows t . 
' . 
HAt th~ lattel" end o£ the sixteenth oel\ltuey' 1 du.ring 
all the rage tor _fugue, elaborate contrivance, and the 
laboured complication of different partsp without rhythm1 
grace,. . melody'; or tmi ty o£ designJ. the lovet-s of poetry 
were meditating 'the means of resotdng her :frOJU. nmsfeal 
pedants, who, with a tru.s G&thio spirit, had loaded.· her 
with oombrous ornaments, in order# e.s was pretended, to 
render her m'Ore tine, beautiful,. and pleasing1 after having 
,fettered, _maiiued1. •d mangled her.u 
lS 
•; 
'*!'his iS fine, but he goefj ~n to say that Doni was tra learned and 
elegant writer on NtmiG!J though ext~ely wa:rped in his judgement 
6. 
by a predilection fo~ antiqmtytt and that all1 except Monteverdi, 
w:re Dilettanti and shallow ,eo!1,trapU11tists who oondemmed what they 
oould neither understand nor excel 1n. AJ. though the learned oonjtl;> 
trapuntists co't'lld only ruin lyrio poetry, the Camerata made tl'O· 
advances in ins.t.rumental music and produced only dry music. Burney 
does add that ~~eir ea~ attempts at grace and clearness, although 
feeble, was actually good to~r the history ot music. 
A correct evaluation ef the camerata is practi<eally impossible. 
Oontetnp-wary IJ!USioologists axte s-till under that impression that 
theory oame be£ore practice" However, a neoent article by Nino 
1 .. 
Pirrotta which is sensible and based on smnd logic seems to believe 
that theory and practice coincided within the Oamerata9 It is also 
t~us that at some times the praetiee preceeded the theor,y1 which is 
the normal order in an artistic development. file Ch!merata. brou.ght 
' -- -- .... 
abottt opera by their praetioal attempts to realit?Ja individual ideals 
and were probably. guided 1Fe"'."1'.11ttle by predetermined theonea. 
The F.l.Ol"entines am the link between Poli~aiano and Monteverdi. 
Th~ diaoovared the ens element necessary tor lyrio drama ... '*tb.a 
way to sat speeches fo~ one actor to music having communicative 
8~ 
potency and capable of. preserving the intelligibilit,y of t.he text,.n 
~- ibid., Pill ao. 
111 Nine Pi:t:'lrotta, ttfemperaments and !endanoies in the Fl•rentine 
Camerata"J· .!he M~ical Quax-tf)r£y:, I.V (AprU., 1954), PP,. 10, ... 189~ 
8f,l. w. J •. Hendersoncr ,op.,. cit"', P• 23>• 
t.rhe mua:tc to·Peri 1s Dafne iS lostg therefore, the first operas as 
we lmaw them are the ~~c~. operas, of Peri and C:acei.ni. And of 
all the operas wri'tten. before Mo~art, only the· Orfeo operas ot 
Montever:di and Gluck .remain at all in the active repertoire. There 
have also been man;v other Ot'pbeus operas which were successes in· 
their om time. Using the Orpheus legend .for an operatic plot will 
not necessarily gua:rantea a great opere, but the stopY haa appealed 
tc so ·many composers that we might stop here, before going on with 
Peri and 0aecin1, to try to outline the development that is to ooma. 
All sto:ri.es and events which become legendary have a certain 
universality about them. Some, like ~~stan would appeal or1lg to 
the romantic m1nd1 the· emotional lllYStic • Othera" like ~heus, 
Faust,. and Don ~uan appeal to the rational, clasSical mind, the 
mind that seeks the un1versa11irutb.* While these legetads all con• 
tain :romantic elements, ii; is the noble aspects and uJ.titixate search 
foX" right and wrong which dominates.. The period we are concerned 
·with now is the early Baroq_ue, an essentially ethos . period• a break 
f:rom the heaviness of the late Renaissanoet~ Although the Baroque 
period, and ·opera in pa'l:'tieul~n .. ~ was to be noted for its elaborate 
and complicated. a.rtistr..r., the early part of the Baroque era was 
essentially classicistic., !here is little kntWn about the Orpheus 
operas of the late seventeenth eentur;r1 and the reason may be that 
a musical idiom was forced onto ~ story 'Which it did n"Ot fit., There 
ape no Orpheus operas in the late Baroque, a period marked by. an 
extreme ornatenesfl;f nor in the ltoeoco~ a period marked by' extl'eme. 
delic.atene~i!S 1 fancifulness:,. shepherds and shepherdesses_. 'lb.e refom 
operas of' cn.uck fom a high....water mark in the history of opera, and 
his first choice was again Ol'phens, the classieal period produced 
a few others, but the nineteenth century- produced nona, except. the 
-ohal*Jlling satire of Oftetibach. 'the neQo;o;olass:te movement 'between the 
two Wo:rl.d Wars again produced some O~eus operas~ 
It. PERI and OACOINl 
«the f'irs'f; public perfoxm.anee ot an .opera was )Eueydiee' with 
music by Jacopo Peri ()561,..163.3} and text by Ottavio Rinuccini. It 
l'7as written in honor of the wedding of Heney IV of France to Ma.t'ia 
di' Medici!:! In the official publication of the festivities surround..,. 
:tng the wedding, Pel"i 1s name was not even mentioned. f~o interest 
-was paid to an unkempt m.uaioian~ Of eot~rse, in the preface to the 
libretto~ Rinuceini r,aw him the tribu~ du.e hill1. Today 6 the tables 
a:re re,versed ... it is Peri whom musicologists study' and give the 
credit for the oldest extant opera,. , The seventeenth cent'tiry' Floren-
tines may have enjoyed the poetry more than the muSic, because the 
term. "operatt was a new one, and the .music was e:g:peoted to be subor-
dinate to the text.. But as alreaey noticed, the Camerata were 
experimenting witb a new .and interesting p~blem1 that of nnmsical 
X>eeitation".,. 
Marco da Gagliano,. a eontemporary of Peri :teports that •it was 
Jacopo ~eri who discovere.d that ingenious manner Gt speechwsong 1-1hich 
the whole of Italy admires. I shall. never be weary or praising him,~ 
' . 
since everyone m.ust .praise him unceasingly~·· and every music l.Dver 
has the songs &Olll the uorreo« constantly before him. But I must. 
also say that no one can tully appreciate the beauty and power of 
9.. . 
his songs who. has not heard them performed by him. tt And in the first 
.• ' 
performance,. Peri sang the part of Orfeo ... 
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'!he· episode of Orpheus' looking baok and losing Euridice is· 
omitted because as Ri.Uuoeini.t in his Dedication nto the most Christian 
Mana· Mediei1 Queen of France and of Uavanen, sayst 8 'fo some I li1S¥ 
seem . to have been too bold in altering the conclusion of the !table 
of·Orpheus1 but so it seemed .fitting to me at a time of such great 
rejoi~ing, having as illY justification the example of the Greek poe$S 
1Ch 
in other fables'l'in However" Rinuceini· did not have to jttstify·his 
changing o.t the original Greek ll(9'th. 'Ehe· happy ending in no we::t · 
changes the essential nature of the stoiY.- !he faithfulness and 
devotion of Orpheus a:O.d Eb.i'>ydice iS in no way altered,. In tact, 
Hugo Riemann feels that the libretto actually ne.eds a happy ending. 
While the verse is on the whole axoeUent1 the dramatic theme 
is handled rather timidly and uneffeotively. But while the musie · 
• seems all too subdued and unpretentious, it probab~ pleased the 
audience mqre by its noV'elty than by its intl'insic value., Perhaps 
they too realized the potentialities of the new style,. The score is 
largely recitative, occasionally showing traces of expressive ~.nten ... 
tion., the highest point of dramatic int-ensity being Orpheus 1 despair 1 
UE voi Debl" {see example 9.) 
There are no duets or concerted numbers by the principals 1 but 
there are polyphonic ehoroeas. 'fhe score consists o~ of a i'i~red 
bass and the voice parts,.. However, an orchestra which pl~d behind 
the scenes was used, eons:tsting of the following instruments t. 
eraVieembalo, cbitarrQna (large lutah lira gpande. and a 'l.uito m:osso. 
Also used were three flutes for the shepherdt,J scenes,. The desig ... 
nation Aria. re!'errGd to a form in which the ·rete-titiim of tbe second 
strophe was set to the music of' the rust. The natural emphasis was 
on declamation, "but the de$pe~ psycho1ogical truth which music can 
. . . . . . n. ~ . . , . 
reveal is as yet urdtnaginedt There are also a few inStrumental 
I 
dances and interludes,. The aeenery was probably sumpt'I1QUS J painted 
' 
by Bu.onta.lente, a. pupU of Mi.chelangelo..-
'lhe · libretto is divided in~ six scenes; Peri • s so ore marks 
no divisions except. when the scene changes to the Undewwld6 whil.e I . 
Oacoini 1 s :scot'$ marks orr most o£ the scenes* The Pl"<Jlogne, seven 
verses set to a declamatory melody ld. th a short rl.to:mello at the 
I f •• • . 
end of each, is sung hyo Tmgddia (see example l,) .,. 'l'he action of 
, 
Act I is as follows t scene 1.) a gt>oup ot shepherds are oonV'ersing, 
often interrupted by a simple ellorus10 Elll7dica joins them~ but 
soon departs. Orpheus then appears and expresses happiness over his 
marriage., Saene 2-.) "lhyr1a~ a shepherd., plays what is the only 
" ' 
extensive piece of instrtl'ln$lltal musitt in. the score on the triple 
.flute J and makes a few appZ'opriate remarks. Then Dafne tells of 
Eurydice*$ death beoa~e of the snake bite1 and Orpheus sings his 
famous and moving re~d tative., Scene ;3,) The chorus goes to make 
saerifioes and there is some eonoluding dialoguefl '.fhe secOlld ~rt 
. . 
of the opera is il'J. the flndexworld ... Scene 4* )" Orpheus sucaeeds in 
getting E~ee baak1 with na stipulat-ions put on him. Scene;.,) 
is like the beginning and -~diae raturns~ . In the final. scene, 
Orpheus expresses his happiness (e:xe.mple n.) and the opera aloses 
with choruses {ex .. 12.} and danoing,.. 
Both the musical :resou.rC$8 and the dramatic plan are meager, 
simple, and innocent. The :reoi tatives are often hea'7"'-footed.t bu-t 
the choruses are more agreeable and masterly* In .fact, the 
whole idea of the choru$:$S and the dancing, and the flute playing 
are veey nw. The instrwrtental portions are weak and thin, probablY' 
because instrumental music had not yet beoome a distinctive meditnn 
' 
of expression.- The vocal parts~ for all that has been said, axre 
often pathetiCt and expressive. Whereas most of the songs are in 
tree meter, there are a few in .regular meterw These occur at the 
end ot a scene and are either a solo or a solo alternating with 
the chorus 1 and like the polyphonic choruses 1 are usually more 
florid than the rest of the reoi tati1l'GS-t 
In the foreword to the score 1 Pe:t'i himself tells t.7hy the bass 
holds throtlghout so many' t.Ussona.neea 1n the vocal line. The reoi""~ 
tative line nows more easily and there is no stumbling as there 
would be 1£ the harmony" constantly- changed., Also the rhythm wtn:dd 
be too quick and f!IJ.Y' sounding for such a sad subject; the- various 
false relations which result would be appropl'iate to the stor.Y• 
The first performance o£ Peri t s ope:ta. contained marw sections 
which were composed by' Guil:to Caooini1 a rival composer.. These 
sections included same of the arias of Eur.rQice~ of the shepherd, and 
of the ehorns ot nymphs~ These selections are also included in 
QaocinS.t.s own score, whioh received its first performance on Dec. $1 
1602 in honor of Cardinals Montalto and Dal.Monte and Marchese Peretti~t 
Certain ohG:ruses :Oaccini inserted also, probab)$ because he was di~ 
ect:tng the performance!£ It was his daughter, :trraneesca.1 also a noted 
composer,. who sang the title role in Perils opera~ !he choruses that 
f) 
Caecini Weried were· probably' ttSospirati n 1 "Poi obe gl.e 9terne imperi u 1 
s.nd "Al canto, al bal.lo.,fJ (Qompa:re the two versions of this latter 
in examples 7* and 8*.) Peri leads ns to believe that these interpo .... 
lationS were forced npon him and wholl3' 'tmneacessary. Partioularly" 
upsetting to· Pert also, was the tact that Caecini succeeded in 
pub1ishing his score first. (in 10001 and Pertts was published in 1601), 
even though it was not finished~ or perhaps not fien started at the 
time ot Perils per.fo'X"!llanoe. H~wevett1 the dates of dedication in the 
Peri. aeore· are October k~ 1600 {Mnuccinits signature) and Feb:ruar.r 61 
1600 {Perl*e signatm:'e) while .Qaccinife dedication is signed December 
20, 1600. 'It is quite possible that these dates prove nothing. 
Penta score waa republished in Venice in l6o8.t subsequent 
editions appeared in 186,31 in 1900· ('l'oj;tcb.:t1 edittlr}, in 1910 (l?i:t:'in...., 
ello, editor),, and a. :taesimile rep:M.n~ in l.93b~ Caooinits soore was 
reprinted in Venice in 161!1; and subsequent editions appeared in 
18631 1880* 1881 (Eitner, ·editor)1. but :tt. appears never to have been 
revived.· 
The first Um.odem"' perf'o~noe of Peri 1 s score seems to have 
been at the American Acadenw o.t thfli Dram.atio Arts, at the Berkel$7 
Lyceum• New York Gity1 on Harob 1!), 1894. '.ftle first part of the 
op$ra (ending with the ohorns 118ospiratett on pa·ge 18 of the origine.l). 
o~, was done in English., 'fhese s9tions 'Bare subsequently published 
·by Oliver Di tson Company ~ "En~ ish text attanged. by Frank Botume . 
from a translation by lhirrison Millard., Accompaniments arranged frrim. 
the original figured bass by J,. Frank ·Botume and William It,. Jr., 
MetBalt. u An article ·in the Wfribune" (probably the ttNew York Herald 
Tribuneu of March 16 or 178 l891t, :round in a score of ~ice, in the 
11 
Brow collection at the Boston Pnblie Library, no. M3S5.13} speaks 
of the -score as being midway between the Greek drama and the Wagner .. 
ian musie drama 1 and. notes that although 1 t instituted a period of 
umusioal evolution• it led to "dramatic degenaration.-u 
Other performances ot Perils ~ice have beeru 1,.) at the 
Roy-al Academy of Music at Florance in 1900) 2,.) a two.....act version 
in Milan in 1916J :; •. ) by the Aesociazione Seal"latti at the Politeama.., 
Naples. Jan~ 2.8, 1920J h,.) by the second Italian Musical Oong:ress 
on December 291 1923 at the Palamso Pitti {where it was first per-
.:f.'ormed in 16oo), and the Oon~ss m.et in the original Bardi Palace 
in the Via dei BenoiJ ,$',.) at florence in 19.34; 6.) by the Collegit.UD. 
Mu.sicnun of·Munioh University in l9.3S' in a Oerman version by Bernward 
Beyerle. 
Right from the ve'I!f' begimdng of operats histor.v we can see 
the essential oonfiict whif.1h has resulted in this strange. union of 
words and music* Peri1 primarily a composer, wrote simple music, 
always subordinate to the text~ Caccini, on the other hand1 was 
primarily a singer (and father ot a famous singer) 1 and thus 
ornamented his -vocal line,., Peri emphasized the trage~ with almost 
affective intensity-, whereas Oaccini w.s more tuneM and elegiac and 
emphasised virtuoso singing ., Compare examples 2.., and )., fo:r a good 
illuai;ration of this., Another good. example 
voei, etl cor cantando'al cielo" which p 
Oaecini has hh notes on the syllable ttanli 
line tlAJ.ziam le 
chorus ... here 
has only onell Strunk puts it this ways Caocini was ua gifted writer 
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of melodiesu while nPeri w~s primarilY interested. in dr9ma and 
J2-
deelamation. !tprlmarlly intereswd in singing, Ca.ccini shunned 
dey- musical r~oit.ati9n of the text; in his epoch-making collection 
of monodic songs 1 ~ N:nove rwtusiche (1602) he made ab~dant use of 
,J-3· 
colorat~a. u, 
Howeve:r, it iS Ca.eeini who said that m~ic "should be speech 
and rhythm in the f~rst placet; sound only in the second, and not 
lh. 
the o~er way aro~~ n He. was a thorough theorist who often com• 
plained wh!!m h~s singers ignored his intruotions and added orna., 
men:ts of thei:P own.., for lite £elt that there should be tra certain . 
14, 
noble sul>o~ination of s:tngtng.tt For .all this, ~d in spite or 
his jealousy of Peli, his music is stronger than Peri ·•s • but that 
does not mean that it is better or- more suited to the text, except 
in the sensa that he was more preoccupied wi tb.. various types of 
exclamations. The scores of both composers are alike in their 
general application of ~nodie principles and in :form.. The idea 
of cont;i.nuous recitative and speeoh :rhythm is similar# the key scheme 
and module. tions am often alike~~". Since they- both used the same text 
for their first' operas~ these similarl ties may no-t sesm too strange' 
espee:ially in the plaoes where' thsy- both' depart from the recitative 
styl.e1 tor example the strophi<.J aria of the PrologUe and the refrain 
choruses~ Many choruses are e:sactly in the same chordal style as 
has been pointed out, the ·on::l3 exceptions being that oooasio~ 
' . 
Oacei.ni utU imee moving lines in any ot the four or five 'V'oioes * 
12, . Ol.ivesdStrtnik, · opit 01 t~, P• 373~ 
1:3. ibid, p: .. 370. 
14. Wellesa, op~ eit.,, p~ 2,~ 
Peri. usuallY has a &1ss-mo't1ing StlStained· bass, changing hamon:v 
cn3.y when it is 1Wtt$Ssitated b7 the affections~ Oaocini on the othelll* 
hand~: makes hiS bass s.s 1-mU ae· the· melotly Uns more florid •. In both 
operas tbel"e are no strictly periodic melodies 1n canmonetta stsrle J 
&t.ropbio songs ·are xoare. the f'ew :re~!.a ebol"USes are preoeeded by 
nd~ntary strophio variations"' M wovlcl be expacttid from these 
arch~opponente of intricate eeunterpotnt., the chttl'ftses 1 while pol~ 
phonic, seem ·deliberately anti-eontmpmt~ with their rigla chordal 
block$ ami etroq harmonic feeling. 
The question of whteh ~ has more lnttrinsic musical value 
is toq dttttcul\ tb solve, and probably not worth so1'\1'i!lg., Oaeoini•a 
. ,·.· 
Protogu.e is not as iftW!'eatinf! mu.s!csil ~ as Peri. •S;J there is no 
instrt.lmSnW solo by ~is '1& Ca«tebd•e and :feler ins'b~ental 
ri:torAello$J thE¥ ~-~~a have fewer m.omsnte of melc69' &nd exprqsa• 
iveness- ~but tb~ arias aN mO!'e flori« and the Ol'l'llSB1ents are made 
interesting by a vme'Y' of motion in Oaccint.. Hrmever, this floridity-
iS handled with taste and 3udgemeat. Common cadence formulae._._.._ 
evident in all the nm.e1u of tbe !'"!!!.!!. . ...,. one such t 
the voice pan J!lntieipates the balll'nlony .of t.he final ohOJ!Id1 ·but when 
the harmony reeelves, the V&ice pa~ changes it~ nota (see tbe 
mm"ked places in ~.) J an:ether is the device of ending phrases 
wiiih the repetition or e. uta r~~ elu:wd~, 
Pietro da BSI'd11 writiftg to o.s, Doni s.n 163h said Uferi bad 
~ seienae, and having found a way· of Ud.tattq tam1liar epfleoh 
by v.amg few sounds and ~ metimlloua exactness in other respects, 
1S. 
he was ~at. Oiulio*s ( Oacoin1) imt&ntiollS bad me~ elegance«" 
fbe weakness of both, however, was the laok of individual chamctar .. 
ization and· the l:tmited .emotional expression •. The ootlStant eadenoe 
fo~ and the lack of musical organization only prove tha~ the 
Florentines produced no great mueieiant only poets~ singers- and 
theorists~ 
UBoth Caceini. and Peri were men or talent, but a.pparen~ 
1,- devoid of genius. Without commanding gifts to draw upon, 
witbo'\l't tradition to store up their feeble inepiration~: it 
iS no wonder that, 'ri.th nothing but the desire to unearth a 
novel. antiqt.t61 they prmiuoed operaa of l.itiile value in them. ... 
selves, aerviceabl.e onlJr as rough models tor future master._n 16., 
Even it thEiJ operas of Peri ami Caccini are "of little value 
in themselves11 thei:t- ~lue "as models for future masterstt is not 
to be underestimated. Music historians have always been aware of 
the impor~e of' composers 'Who serve as links betwe~n. two great 
styles or schools. It has already been shown how Poliz:t.ano serves 
as a bridge between the medieval. nt,VSteri'S'S and the Florentines 1 · and 
later how the Florentines serve as a bri<ige between the .Renaissance 
madrigal dramas .and Monteverdi~ The greatest ereators in any art 
are those who have bl"''ugb.t a style to its final. fruition and thus 
culminated a period-., Brockway and WeinstC'Jtlk are ·aealin.g with 
opera from the standpoint of the popular operas ·and . are thus not 
particularly conoarnefi wi t..'*l: the forel'Umlers· or the great operatic 
periods, Grout, h~r, throughout his A .iJhort ~St()!f 2£ Rfera,, 
has :rather suocessfully pMsented a history flf opera wi 1ib the 
correct historical. perspectives-,. 
Bukofzer likewi.se, ·has pl.aoed the Camer§~ correotly. lle 
points out the fonowtng differences between the Renaissance and 
17« 
Baroque$ "in the Bena:l.Saar.tee .verbal representati,on was direct.,. 
psychological, and emoticnal.J in the <Baroq,ue it was indirect,.. 
intellectual, and pictorial. Feelinr,s or affections became class""' 
itied and stereotyped in the ·Baroque J but this does not mean they 
were not known in the Renaissance,, e.g., the Penitential Psalms of 
Lasso~ and the piotorialism of the madrigal* It is the method of 
application which is differ.ent-. in tbflt Renaissance it took the 
form of restrai.nsd• .noble simpliCity; whereas in the Baroque1 ex.-
treme affections- S\tch as Violent pain or exuberan~ j_oy-1 were in 
!he invention of the Recitative would have seemed a ri.d:tculou 
experl.ment to the Renaissance composer, but to the ~amerata its 
extrrem.ely affective quality is what made it superior to the dr.r 
pedantli'Y of tb.e Renaissance J and f'or this reason, opera (with tts 
reali0ation of extreme af'feeUons) is a 'Baroque innovation. Both 
the Renaissance ·and Baroque were fortified b;r P'3;.. a to and Aristotle, 
in ~g to make art imitate nature* But 1n the Ra:naissanee, 
mitsic was "a sel:f' ... oontained autonomous art_, sub jee-t only to its own 
lB. . 
J.awslt. whereas 1n the Baroque, music was ·na heteronomous art, 
subordinated w words and serving only as musical means to a dramatic 
. 18. ' 
end that transcended mnsio4u 
17.. Mani:red F, Bukofzer, i'-tus:tc !!!_~Baroque!!:!. (New York r l9h7), 
condensed from chapter i .. 
1.8. Bukof:aer,· op;, oit..1 P• 8,. 
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III. MON'.PEV:mmt 
Monteverdi was a pxseduot of the early Baroque, a period that 
so- a new sense of power1 a power fo:rr inan to shape bis own sooieta" 
and destiny., Oomm.on .feelingS were movement, intensityp tension, and 
.fo:tee J and art reached its richest :fulfillment in the castle and 
the opera, for in each man:r arts had to be fused, 'l'hey are integrated 
wholes which "represent the cul.mins.tion of' that spirit of extravagant 
vitality and complex mathematical design, of overweening sense of 
19. 
unity and power as the meaning and significance o£ creative e.i'fort.•t 
Monteverdi conceived his operas in the «spirit of uni'tq and 
power, of deep emotion and stately zsitual in which the Baroque 
ao. 
gloried. 11 Although the words contx-olled the musie ~ emotions were 
restrained and presented in a non-sen~M.m.ental fashion..- BaroQ.'IlS opera 
instituted a new style or composition in which naturalism and formal. ... 
ism, emotionalism and :rationalism were oombin~. !he three basic 
sty1es werat 1.) thS monodic or recitative style whfoch had tew notes, 
but was sui ted for every kind of melody if the text was clearly 
enuncfatedJ 2*) the :representat.iva style which was used only on the 
stage £01! a partiottlar action or si tuationJ )"} the expressive style 
whiah the l.yrio poetry in the arias of Per:t, Caeoini., and Monteverdi 
furniSh good examples. 
19• c-J• Frledrloh1 The -Ise~ot"the Baro9."12 ~· 1610-1660 (New York t US!),.p.·8;J. - · · -- ·. · --- . 
:SO.. ibid~,~ P• 86. 
'l'he firet masterpiece in operatic history, or rather the 
first opera in the sense. of practical music making I was performed 
in the Aecademia degl.i Invaghiti at the court ot Mantua en February 
,, 2h and March l, 160?6 durlng the Oarniva.l. The opera was ?:r'f~P~ 
. . . 
text by Alessandro. Striggio_. and music by Claudio Monteverdi (l$68-
l6h2)~ It was Monteverd:tts first opera., but he was already well• 
lmow for his w.ubrl.gals and church music 1 and thus was the first 
professional musician to write an opera~ The opera has many s.m ... 
portant features :whieh immediately mark it off .from anything that, 
had been written p;tteviousl.y~ or for a long time after .. the music 
is very well adapted to the text; there are rather fully developed 
!f!Phon5.$S (e.g. the introductt>l'Y ol"Chestral pieces) and Ritornel111 
Which serve as interludes J both the voices and inStruments are used 
in D.EM and intet'esti.ng way&J the choruses reflect Monteverdi's 
great abili tq as a madrigalist; chromatic ha.rmotlY' is used for ex ... 
p:reas:i.ve purposes; impressivf.? reoitatives have an unsurpassed pathosJ 
there is a large orchestra includ~ng 2 vavicembtlli, 2: contrabassi 
~ rlol~~ 10 viols.!!. pracaia, a double harp., 2 small '1Tiolfni1 
2 phitarord., 2 .or.tmfli!!!, ~ggo1 3 hassi_!! mzriba1 h tronibones, 
a r,ega.le1 2 t'l,ornett!;1 a 11 ttle flute in the 22nd (l octaves higher 
than written), a high trumpet, 3 muted trumPetss and.others added 
during the performan~ including !) trombones" ,; chitarone.t 2 fie:o.tini~, 
and at the end of' Act IV 'botb. a chitar.oni and a. cite.roni (base -either}. 
There ara some works which are a reneotion of their t.ims and. 
. . 
the?efore the J'orm: can be anticipated. Good examples are operas written 
between '1700 and 16$01 i.e. Gluck, Weber, Wagner, and the opera btlffa 
of the Neapolitans and Venetians. There are other works which are 
without precetlent. ~q e.ri.se spontal'le0usl7 and perhaps have no 
e•cessor. fwe sttch solitat1' la.ndmal:'ks are Orfeo of' MQntever41 
{J.607) aad Pe:L1ea.s et l4elisande of Debu.ssy (1902) • Both operas 
....... ~- . 
a~ in agr~ as to the humani t;r of the drama ami the importance 
ot the ohief preta.gonists. Each in its C)wn. way represents a etyliza,.,.. 
t:ton :1r1 which the drama is conaeived il'J. musical terms. There are 
.even ll7.an3' pa:tallels in the score. 'fhe recitative arises t.rom the 
tell:t;1 i.e. i'h is tbe structure of the tekt which determines the 
fom of the recitative.- But added te this there is in both a. care. 
ful organization of the score in musical terms. 'fhe music under. 
lies the dramatic psyollology-1 and there iS no declamation as stmb. 11l 
either scotte., 'Where men like Gl:uck aJtd wagner have interpreted the 
text and made the libretto serve as s. J»!'~ for the musia; 
Monteverdi and Debussy ha.ve really fused the two. Rarmonically1 both 
opel'as have few modulations and usa striking changes only when nee• 
esaa.ry; and both use :modal harmony, elt.hough et dU!'erent types., In 
both scores are found homogeneous grouping of inst:t"mnents 1 and 
21• 
symphonie interludes. 
· Orfect is an 1mportan't work, but it did not institute the new 
sty-listie tel'lc1Eme7 which is shown in Monteverdi t s last opera• 
L*l'necwcma.!d.tme ~ Pop;peat that of a biglay personal means of 
expression.. These two operas 1 unlike so ll'JatlT C)ther spectaeles 
Wl"itten for eourt festivities, such as Oe$'t!*s,!!. Pomo d1()ro1 e.xoe 
30 
dramatic unities which have to be perfo:rmed in toto• the poetry~ 
music 11 and scenery forming an organic whole_. 'l'h'I.W, this is one 
of the best examples ot .the fact .that OrpheuS operas belong to 
perlcds in which tllUSic and drama are kept :!n balance,. 
'prteo~ 't1ritten in 10071 is still ccmnected with sixteenth 
century format the monoiogr!e and dialogue are connected with the' 
dramatic · recita.tiVEJ .and the orchestra has the fullness and variety' 
of tha sixteenth c.enttt.ury, Some o:t the instl"umental pieces are like 
the earlier Intermadi'Wil; f'or eDmple the opeJ.ling · WJ.'occatao ami thS 
closing "Mol'esoatt are like the early "Trionfo"l the pasto!'al seeries 
l'es&mble the earlier 1'Fav&1a ~Pastoralett 1 a term which is even 
ilieluded in ~ title of' tb.e work~ The mdriiaJ,ian parts recall 
. the . ea:rly' madrigal operas of Marenzio and Veochii But Montevel"dfu 
makes these forms more drani.atie and makes them serve the ten, e.g • 
.a recitative will become an aeeom.paxdment 'for lUI ari.oso or an a.rioso 
will ~into an ana or··strophio ·song.., 
. Thus it is a work whieh looks backwards with :t ts polyPhony 1 
and .f'orwards with its· expreSSive stile reeitatiw, independent 
orohast~l pieces and short da capo arias. Peri ha.d used the 
orchestra only faX"" background, but Monteverdi must have f'elt that 
certain dramatic situations actually demanded a specific grouping of 
i~ents. 'fbe work then has a stylistic oompleld.ty ... wh!.le 
Monteverdi uses the (still) radical stile rappresenta.tivo of the 
Florentines, he reali~es the dramatic potential of the closed toms 
which i:he. Q~merat~ diseal:lded* One example of the fusion of monoe\Y 
and polyphonv is when the recitative ot the messenger is later used 
by 'bhe ohoros in five ... part harmony-. 'fhus 1: in a way the use of 
tra~i tian.al. forms is more vevolu.tionary .than the 1;1.se of the J.arge: 
o:rche~tra.. 'the opera .can be said to comb in~ the d~ama o£. the early-
Renaissan(l& and its humanism w1 th · the ideals . of" the Camerata and 
thei'r '-'tloJ;~ough-Bass., 
Ox,-teo presents a. veey personal style,. largely because it was 
.. , ·t 
written in one of the darkest moments of Monteverdi t s life .... 
written with a supreme efi'on aritl an understanding, not eimpl;r 
intellectual, .spb."it. P!PJ?et1.t hwevar, written in 16421 has an 
individual musical et;vl~ rm longer oonnected with the eixteenth 
eentur.r1 the instrum.ental. parts a:re reduced . to. a min:i.muxn;t · the baas 
l~ is less stat.ic 1 there a~ a):"ias on. short chacon.ne basses~' there 
iS less polyphony~ and the whole ~.am is on the. way to a matU'.t"'fg 
bel canto style .. 
fhe act~on of Orteo is divided ro•ghl.v into three partst 
. . 
Aots i and II are pastoral, At:'ts: III and IV are :infarnal.t and Aot V 
represents Orteo' l:i ascent to hea'Q'en* The original ending b.a4 
Orpheus killed by the mad Bacehantas, but the new ending, with 
Apolllll as a deus. ~ ~china,~ was probably sugges~d by Montevenii. 
'fhe two big Ql.im.axes are when thlil messsnjer reports Etl1";1dicats 
death and the lf)ng invoeation to Qharcn,. "Possente spirto.,tt (Se~ 
examples '• and k., for sele~tions from these passages.) Through• 
out there are two striking features= l.) there is a .aonstant at.tem.pt 
made £or."l'U'd.ty1 e.-g. Act I :i.$ organised as a whole by' two ehol"''llses 
~an ·intervening r].tomallo$ all of whieh .are repeated later in 
reverse orderJ and 2") the ~hens is a comtemplative bcdy1 and does. 
not participate in the action~ 
~e main vocal toms ara the a-trophia song ~ the strophic 
variation 'with occasional r:ttomelli betwe~ staM~s. The dramatic 
avents hcnrever, take plaoe in reeit.ative style usually with highly 
affective harmonies ·aver a static ba&a. U the situation demands,. 
as when Orteo learns of his wifets death_, there are abru.pt key changes 
to set off eaoh oharaeter. (see ex* 3.) !he instrumental seetions., 
as a rnle~: are not -chromatic, bu.t are often in hal'lfi.Onic clash :with 
the non-hat-mania tones ot the ·vocal 1ine;j 'fhe orchestra seldOlll 
supports the the singer1 except in tt:Possente spirto" which has two 
versions of the vocal line_, one with embellishments and one without. 
· Because Montev-erdi had to e~ss. the passion and emotions · 
of the drama, be felt that in the vocal line dissonan~s no lo:rigel" 
shonid always ~ prepa.redllf In instrumental mu.si<!J it was not 
necessal'y', but in voaal m"'lSic:t the qnestion of intonation made it 
necessaryi> Monteverdi thUB demanded more from his singe:tts and 
instituted a praotiae which resulted in ftpuren sacred music becoming 
essentially seeula~ or ebe veey dull. 
Monteverdi was · veey fand.l1ar with instrmnen,tal musio and tha 
doaen or so separate instrt~mental interl'Q.des ara inte~tsd into 
the drama;: :t01.1r ~f' them in tari rec\'U'rl.l!l.g twiee * The instrumental 
'element in" the score often seems mor-e important than the vocal .. 
1"he instrumental score ·is always in ·:rive parts with the inStrtuo.ents 
to be used indicated for ~:eh piGr6e.- The direction over the Ufocaatan ~ 
tt'fo be heard three times with'all the instl"'ltlt1ent~:J before the rising 
of the curtainu, leaves great leew~ fo~ an arranger. ~is opening 
"Tocoatan, trumpet fanfares over a tonic and dominant pedal, imm.ediately' 
arrests our attention. HOTJever1 it is not. barbaric, .and it is not 
characteristic .o£ MonteverdiJ toP· five-part trumpet music was of'ten 
heard at court festivities,. Monteverdi has been called a pionee3;' 
orchestrator because of his choice· of inatruments and the use he 
made o£ them. Actually he bad no Qhoioa• for evsr.v aourt employed . 
any type. of per£orm.el" ·that -was needed· and an elaborate orchestra was 
quite customaey in the aixt~entb century.., Orfeo asked .fo!* no unusual 
instJlUlllents, and even the gro\tpings for dramatic situations are quite 
normal.· 'fhe only real innO<vation is the return of several ritorne;y,. 
~e ~tomello ~t follews the ."Tocoatan {see ex.l~) has 
been called ~llmlSY' and awkward beoatt.Se Monteverdi is trying to be 
too subtle musically'.,. Roweve~1 it seems to be a very moving piece 
of musio, .capable of. much variety of· tonal shading and feeling. I'h 
is repeated tour times between the sections of the Prologn.eJ and 
again t:l~ an int~uotion to Aot I~ near 'the end of Act IIt and as 
an introduction to Aet Vo Obviously,. it bad a certain signi.i"icanoe 
to Monteverdi .. 
The opera as a whole contains more variety than is to be £o1lllti 
in Peri o;r Cacoini.. The dialogue is mi1lted with. sinfonias, ritom&llos1 
· choruses, and dances. i'he instt'ttnlentation iS diversified, suitable 
to the dramatic mood'll One combination is 2 ol:!~tarroX1f,~ 2 flutes,. and 
ol,avicembaleJ another is 5 Viola da bra.coio, a ~ontrabast1f?,1 3 ,ch:ttarroni, 
and 2 g;oavioembaloSJ and in one of the infemal scenes. the chorus sings 
in som.ber tones in a lmr l;'egister accompanied by da~k brass i.natrwnente 
and a reedy' nasal regal as continuo.- The important fact here is that 
the !6 instrumental pieces shotlr a real feeling tor an instrumental s$y1E:h 
!he Sinf'onie are· like Gq Gabrieli, ioe4,l1 chordal, lrl.'th a f\dl tex:ture., 
only a little' imitation or crossing of partsJ the ntornelli are 
lighter, more eontrapuntal, and' sequential. Of course the voice 
parts show ·improvement in effect and made unusual demands on the ' 
Singer. The recitatives a:re ot~tl real melodi.esJ the ornamental 
passages are ·not mere ·roulades,_ but· are oharaoteristically devised. 
In the strophic song:, which has the same bass tor each strophe6 the 
me1ody is· altY"ays varied just slightly so ·as to fit the. text. On 
the ether hand1 Monteverdi was not ignorant of the- demands and basic 
artificiality ·of opera.~~ and· thus ended each· aot with a big chows 
and Binfonia .. 
· , Monteverdi t s muaic h'om Or:t,eo on had a human quali tq which 
never failed -to influence the ·feelings ot an a-u,dience. In the 
Baroque period works W?itten tor a apeoific occasion seldom had 
more than one perform.anae. 'lhis 1s w~ there were so mal\V operas 
. . 
and cantatas vritten and so few· 'Published.- But the libretto ot 
Or.reo was prlnted by the ·llnk$ls· printer:,. and the score puhl1$hed 
in Venice in 1609 and reprinted ( 1) in 161~., Th~ Duke himself was 
very interested in the work. He not only attended the prmiere, but 
many -rehearsals also6 and then ordered another pePfOl"mance for the 
ladies or the city'. ,fhe genera1 public liked the sldll of' the 
singers~: but the connoisseurs praised ltthe dramatic, emotional 
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qualit-y of the work and the unitq of text and musio.n 
!hie Ul'lity is what sets OrfGo of£ from all. previous operas. 
. ' . . - . . . . ·, ' ~ -
f.b.e Florentines were sti.ftled b7 their intelle~tuality,- but Monteverdi 
. ~ . . ~ ' 
oombinen the int&lleotual and the emotional. Monteverdi was free 
of theoretical considerations and imbued his soore w1 th a musical 
and dramatie quality not known before\! Attar all, he had learned 
much about tha expressivs qualities inherent in musia long before 
coming to opera, through his madrigal wrl.ting and also from the 
elU"omatio mad.rlgals of Marenzio and Gesualdo. \•'hat he did with the 
sti).e reoitativo, the Flot>errhines ecntld not l:lave imagined possible. 
Monteverdi's reoitatives are basioal~ musical and the relationships 
between the text and mllSia are his own ""' :t.e;.., the musical form is 
derived from the spirl tual eseenoe o:£ the wolid•:: • In order to real .... 
ize the drama as something progressing and ehanging~: nai the:r l!'igid 
nor preeonoeived ful"lllS could. be usedJ. Monteverdi thus was on'17 the 
first of the m:usieal thtamat:t.stsit. the other greatest being Gluck and 
Wagner, 
·The soheme of the pl.a.y is a~ followst !he Prologue is sung 
by ttLa Muaioau who tells of her powers1 or ra.ther1 ot the power o:f' 
Orfeo, It ia a strophic song introduced and concluded by an 
instrumental X'itornello which reappears later in the drama. Tbia 
rttorneue·is of mournful character, hinting of the illlpend:t.ng 
tragedy, 1.-Jhen it is repeated between the stanzas,. the $ight meaSUl*es 
are shortened to six, omitting tl'J.e first two J but 'When :1. t concludes 
the Prologue and when it oonelttdes Acts II and IV 1 it iS complete-
The same harmonio bass is used for all the stanzas of' the Prologue, 
but the vocal line is ohanred to fit the text* The whole represents 
a rise to a climax neal" the middle# i.-e~~ the thi.ro. stanza is the: 
·moat varied,, and a denOlll'llSn:b following.. Tftis is a. favo~te device 
of Monteverdi. 'fhe function of the Prologue in the GNek ~ma 
was to inform the publie of the detai.l.s of the l.egend about which 
the play was. conoemedlf !ha Prologues ot Peri and Oaooini are plain 
and simple, sung by fra.gadif1tt In Italian opera a£ter Monteverdi, 
the :Prologue beoama a place in wbieh homage was done to the princely 
patron.. BOWevar, Monteverdi's Prologue containS an impressive 
artistr,v in which homage i$ done to mtwio• It is ·touching, aineere 1 
and beautiful, aptly' prepared by the UfJ!oeoatatt* Its tlbaartfelt 
. 23. 
aocentsu .. and~·ul:yriu Beauty" give tta, oonoentrated lyrie essence 
. 23{!1 ' 
o£ thf3 emotional spherett just as the Prelude to Trist~ doee~ 
Act I iS <Conoerneil with rejoi<ri.ng over the wedding ot Orr eo 
and Eurydi:oe,. and the ebwus prays that no misfortune betall them. 
'lhe reeita.tives are quite lyric and the choruses joyous, usua.U7 
in a straight· chordal style,. but often opening with imitative 
ent~anees in all· five parts. 
In Act II Orfe~sings. nne of his p~er;ful songs that charm 
. the uni:verse and. Pastore l'e'marks that natura has bso~e more 
beautiful., fhe unusual feature o£. thi.s long song is the rbythm. 
(Sera ax., 2"') !he best V4Y' to explain it is that each f'ull. meas'l.'l.re 
contains a measure of )/k and 6/8, w1 th the eighth note always . 
being equal , to create a. constant hemiola lasting throughout th~ 
24-
four Sta;ft21S.S and £.our n tornalli" Willi A pel has written an article 
'23* Hugo.Leichtentr1tt.Jq iidn the Prologue in ~rly Opera.~u Volume 
~ Pro(leedinss 2£ the M .. -r.M~A~, 31 (1936), 294~ . · 
!b.. 'W'.Uli Apel1 tJAnent a r1torna:i1o in Monteverdits Orfeo," f.tusica DiseiBlinti, V (19!)1) 1 21.3+222. · · ··· 
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it has had eight differant interpreta.t:lons1 even though the early 
seventeenth centur,y has few it a:ny nota:tional problems~ While 
Riemann.had stated that bis version was ·def~tive1 Apel believes 
that his (Apel1s) has merits not shown in arzy- o£ the others. Be 
pl'Oceeds to compare the va?:"ious. solutions; points out that the dis ... 
turbing problem is a l?".Rf>l'!ti;o; tri:pla, sign which oocurs before 
groups of four OX" eight notes,. not three or six. Apel points out 
the faults in all tb~ foUowint:r editions t Eitner (1681) 1 Hauss 
(1903), d tindy (~90!)}, Leichtentri t.t (1909}, Riemann {1912)., t-«slipiero 
(1923. and 1936), Orff (l$t2)) 1. Epstein (1927) 1 and then justifies 
his own version. As stated above,. the eighth . note must be: the unit 
ot beat at all time. The Bibliography o.f' this thesis eontains a 
few remarks about the various t4onteverdi editions that were avau ... 
able to the wr.tter, 
When1 in Act II of "Orf~o- the rejoicd.ng is at. a elimax1 the 
t~"essass;era, to the sudden aeoompanimen'h of' an organ,. reports that 
Eilrydioe has been biten by a snake~ (Notice in example 2. the 
abrupt hanaonic changes, explainable o~ by The. emotional si tuat:ton.,) 
After the details. of the accident are told, Orfeo sings the famous 
lJfu sehnortan.,. ~he ehol'l$ then rema.r.ke that mortals shouldn,t 
-trust ·the gods, because the gods 1 in their jealou.s;y of the happiness 
of Orpheus and Eurydice 1 kave destroyed the happiness. 
Aot n:, probabJ.7 more than any other act shows Monteverdi J s 
remarkabl.e sense of form., fhe:re are Ve'Jrff. few breaks". The opening 
ot the aot which includ.es dialogue between Or.feo and Paetore1 a 
duet of twq Pastore, maey- ritornellt, and a chons, are all jois.ed 
together.. Thus 1.n turn is connected w1 tb Orfeo t s song to nature 
Which itself 1.ncludes the scene with the messenger and Orfeo's 
song ot lament~· All that remains to conclude the act is a chorus 
whose first line is the same as the Messenger's entrance linel' and 
a few more comments by the Messenger and the two shepherds. ThiS 
excellent 1mity of' text and mnsic1 with nothing extraneotlS_, combined 
with appropriate scenery and acting could well be not only the first 
but perhaps the only example of real 1tmusic..draman, a true 
Gesa.mtkumttwexok. As ~ntioned before, the rltornello that .concludes 
this act is the .same as the opening or the opera1 reminding us of. 
inexorable fate .whose tragedy has ~en realized* 
In Act III Orfeo descends to the Underworld,. and by menas of 
his singing, persuades Csronte to ferry him aol"'ss the river. In 
Act IV 1 01-i'eo regains Eurydice .from. Pluto~ after Persephone's 
intercession,. Eurydice is supposed to know that. Orpheus eannot 
look baok at herJ however, she forces -him to do so ~4 she is lost 
forever, ifhis time Or;teots lament is useless, and the chorus sings 
of the vil"tue of self-control. 
In Aet V Orfeo continues his de~iring and vows never to 
love woman again.. Apollo appears and takes him to the heavens:~· 
giving him divine immortality,. {$ee ex.6 .. ) This ending may seem 
artifieal and forced ~tieal:I.y because it ohanees the original. 
· t!l.V'th1. but it. may serve to glorify the noble art of music and its muse. 
The oonolusion of the opera is a "Moresca'* danced by the heavenll" host. 
A Moresca is "a concluding Morns dance which is intended either to 
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4ispel o:ur sadness over the .tate of Eurydice, or to amus~ 'llS while 
we aon O~).umed. hats and SWOrd'S. preparatory to leaving the 
tbeater.u 
!be beginning and end of each act utilize the most resot~oes 
and are the most impressive, giving a balance to each act._ The 
greatest scenes are in the center. of each act~ and thus nthe climax 
~ .. 
of an act comes in the scene which Iihs the gx-ea~st dramatic 
ocnoentration1 though the act may proceed to a conclusion of far 
. !6 .. 
greater bi'Ulia~4h8· Only the fifth. act has no eent:ral dramatic 
nore, bnt 1 t is perhaps beat that. the end of the . opera has a 
- -~ 
direction stead~ moving forward~ There is thus eerta~ a feel~ 
ing for an overall arohiteott'lre* These central sceiJ.$s have the 
most .flexible structures J · {j~ g* when Orfeo first sings of his happiness 
there is a mixtUre c>f anoso and reeitat:bte~t- Often an arioso wu.l 
appea%' in t~ nd.d.st of a recitative because of the text. Monteverdi. 
tries to give the reoita.ti:ve a formal struoture by' giving the. basso 
continu~ a modulator;r echeme that ~revents each line from haVing a 
full cadence as was so true of: the Florent::tries ~ 
The greates points ot the opera all concern Prfeot his p:raisEJ 
of Amor (joined by- Eurydice) 1 h:t.s song to Caronte, his lament A and 
his ascent to heaven. The most grandiose. scene is when the Messenger 
brings the news of Eurydioe\9 death. He enters on the last line o.f 
Pastore's reply to Orfeo emphasizing the "happy day.,n Or.feo does not 
25'* R11 L. Stuart, the Boston b'!Pho& O~hestra Bul1e1iin1 April 71 1936. . . . . ..... 
sense the traged,y in the messenger's t84e and when he hears of her 
death, all he can say is "Ohime""' · 'fhe report is long and "the 
recitation responds to the emotional quality of every word in a 
style that is not simply narrative, with a melody in which Monteverdi 
realizes characteristics tluit belong neither to an arloso nor to a 
recitative.~ yet which he always employs in a situation of the 
27. 
highest dramatic intensity; previously tried out in various madrigala.u 
Orpheus is silent at first, too stlUined to speak, as he should beJ 
thus, not until atter the· shepherd's Chorus does he sing the 0 'l'u se'mol"ta"u 
The Act closes with more music bY' cbot"U$ k soloist$1 and orchestra. 
At the beginning of Act III 'when Orfeo sings to Oaronte, the 
.form agam grows and adapts to the drama. This aot shows a Whole 
new art or solo singing, the gl:tsatest- example being tha 11Possente 
Spirto..,n It is organized by the bass which· is the same in all stanzas: 
e~ept. the fOUl"th. !he rhythm, hm.;ever) is always va.ried. Both 
versions of the melody that are given are of equal artistic valuea 
when the vDice line is elaborate IJ so ia the aceompaniment. '!'he aria 
is constructed thusly: intrcductory Sinf.onia. with trombones• vocal 
solo with two violins, ntomello (cadenea for two violins),. vocal 
solo with tlro ·~ornetti, ritomello (cadenza fer two coriletti1, vocal 
solo with ~ doppi9., ri tomelln ( oadenaa for ~ do:J!pia} 1 vocal 
solo (ex. L.) with two violins and 'basso ,!! braes~, and .'t.~~ the 
tina.l concluding section (ex. 4., Ending}. The ariA ends without 
any virtuosity as Orfeo•s plea baoomes more intense and direct. 
• 
lt, is u.t ~ly a displaY piece# but ra;thel' it sh~s Orfeots 
St;~.prente eb:m't to overcome the power! ~f R$11. Arias are used 
. . 
:roarely 11\ ~r£'&f;l; and only men they are really appropl'iate1 as 
tor ~le the above a:r:ta1- and tha One when Ortao leads E'ln:7dice 
baok to earih~ 
The integration $:f 'text and musie we have just seen led 
D'Indy to o11ee say that MonteverG.i Wll$ the direct forermmer .of 
Debusqt's PelleQl1 .2 M~~t a ~ already' noted here. 
Ns.tipi~1 who has edited al:t o-t Monteve.rc:11 t s works teels that 
the graeaful instrum:ental :t'ite)11flll' . 'Which 'become like lead!ng 
motifs d(!) M ·aqwil. the phrases of the ~Ollie vocal: writing* 
HowevSl'1 the progressions and cadences Which are oha.racteristic of 
what pa~ed the ~til"e early- seve.nte•th eentur,r connect Or.feo 
'idth the ~a.ta.. :Evela though Montwerdi wa~;~ ~t concerned With 
thei.X' :1.4eals he most nearly real.i~ them in Qrte.o4 a true step 
fo~r4. 
It is strange that Monteverdi paii little attention to pure 
instrurneatal. muai~1 BS did his great ~ontempOX"ary Schuetz, for 
he had 1~~ $t:t'ing tenhtd.que frma ha.rtng been 'Violist at the 
CCJU'h ef ~tua £or ma.n,y years. Roweve%le 
U!he orohestrat ~to~~ of p:de(J,. 1601 ~ 
miu ~$ -obviously &pired BY tbe ~onate and 
Ja.t~a.!G!e, :Of the tw Oabrl.eUEJ Md other ttQmPoaers, 
can - nw~e be detached fl"om. tbeU" drama:tie lnneltion, 
ncr: ttan thq lead atlY' more ixl.depe:ndent ~ sd.stenee_, 
tb.a.n om the mueh mere prenta.~y C<Jll$tl:"tleted buii 
mueh more pl"aeti~eabl.e md lllCftS~ modell'n sttring 
lfiwmel.li of the late Venetie operas-.tt 28.,. 
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SOURCES FOR MUSICAL ~~LES 
1. ]g;ontevcr di, L'Orfeo, ;f'ayola ip. musioa (London, 1g23, ]g;alipiero, ed. 
P• • 
2. ibid., I>· 40. 3. ibid., I>• 47• note va.Jnes danbled. 
4. Parry, o~. cit., pp. 53 54. 
5. MOnteverdi, op. cit•, pp. 87-89. 6. ibid .. t :P• 127. 
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fhe most remarkable featve of Orfeo is its sense· or fom, 
of being a logically.planned structure. Even the reoitativa 
sections lose the rhapsodic quality of Peri and C:a.oeini., Perhaps 
Monteverdi realized what nope:ra11 could be1 whereas the Florentines, 
' ! 
being the innovatol'a, coUld not-. In other words, the (Jamerata 
tried to be ascetic 1 but ended up by being almost · anaemic4 Orteo 
is the first ttmusic dratna.n for the Upoetic words, the ·dramatic aation 
' 29. 
and the musical construction are held in creative equilibrltl.lll,n 
The most significant accomplishment of the Camerata was that they 
realized.the musical posstblities of the Orpheus and similar legends, 
but their attempts resulted in reoi ted plays 1 pastorals wham the 
meaning o£ the words was heightened by music, 'Whereas .Binueaini, 
and later Oalzabigi, almost overshadowed Peri, Oacaini1 and Gluck, 
Mont$Verdi•s lib-rei>+~ist., Strl.ggio;t was kept in the baokground .. 
Charles Burney~ although acknowledging the improvements that 
Monteverdi made over .the Camerata, still ean find :no superio%'1 ty i,n 
Monteverdi. He finds both the re~itative and counterpoint deflcient. 
- "Mista.lmsn such as parallel f'i:ftha or octaves offend his ears, .as do 
anticipations.. He doss single out the descent of ~feo to Hell as 
. '30 .. 
the best scene .• 
"Monte'lterdi, Gluek, and Wagner have been linked together 
as the keystones of a three.arched b:ttidge,. · Yet Monteverdi,. 
although the composer of magnificent opera:, is hardly conee'.t"'led 
in the struggle to diSoovel" the perf'fict :form. foX* the medium. 
I1is scores of eo'llrSe show that he was perfe~ctly' clear as to · 
the direotion'in which opera should go,..tt 31, 
29. · Redlich, op_. cit •. P• 95. 
30.. Burney, op ... cit-, first chapter .• 
Modern editors of ell or parts of Orteo have beent Eitne~ 
{1881) 1 Hett.Se (1903) 1 D1Indy' (1904 or l90SJ the score iS dated l926, 
but this may be a second edition), Leichtentritt (1909) 1 Orefice 
(1909), Riemann (1912 or 1913) • Ortf (1923 and 19&2) ~ Malipiero 
(1923 and 1936J or~hestral pieces~ 1930) 1 Benven11ti (in l93h, intro ... 
ducing madrigals and other passages o£ MonteverdiJ and in. 191&2) 1 
Eps~in (1927) 1 RQspighi (19.35) 1 Fraz'ai {unpublished)·" Single copies 
of the 1009 edition are in Berlin.; Rome 1 Modena, and GenoaJ artd ot' 
the 16JS edition1 in Breslau• Bl'tl6sels, London.;. and Oxford. 
The first modern performance sinae 1610 was in l90h. by D 'Indy , 
on February 5$,1 a performance of his own edition. IPindy produced 
it again on January n J 1910 a>t the ~~'Ocmoert13 Popula:t.resn in B1"11SSels • 
. In 1911 Orfeo was produced both at Paris and ;i.n Italy. On April lh1 
19191 it. was c~en.sed and sung in English at the Metropoli.ta,n in 
New York on a. Sunday: evening. Since it was preoeeded by a. recital 
by. Destinn and Amato.- tha audience was not in a mood ror· it,. . -n 
though eondueted by Toscanini-. 
The Chicago ~nd Opera Gompany tried it on Januar,y 4, 19l3. 
but it was tmsuoc~ssful., Otto Kinkeldy produced Orfeo on June 8tt 
191.3 in Breslau •. The first use o-f Malipiero's edition 1n the United 
States was a stage perf'orm.a.nne at Smith College on May 1!1 19!9. 
The firat performance in England had been December 7" 192S at Oxford 
University, Carl Orff produced Orf&o at Mannhe:t.m in 191.)1 .at Mu.ni-eh 
in 19311 and at Dresden in 19ho~ *there was ·a. performanoe of the t:t.rst 
Benvenuti edition in Rome in 193S. On February 22, 19411 a conoert. 
.. 
performance was given b,v the Maw England Conservatory' of Music in 
Jordan Hall, Quincy Porter~ director~ The unpublished editicn of 
L8 
Fra.sstld. has been perfo:rmeet at Oremona it'l 1943, and three :times ~n 
the :Florence May Fss~ival. ot 1949 • 
'the Boston Symphony- Oreest~s. performed the Sinfonia ,! 
Ritornelli, as transcribed by Malipiero on April 1 J: 1;936• !he 
ttorohes~ realizationtt of Re~ighi• •hl:ch was f'irs:t done a~ La 
Soala Milan. on .Maroh 16• l?,;g.t and which has besn part of the re~ 
reperto:ey" .in ~dapest since 19~, was performed by' the Philhal."nlonic 
Symphcny Society of New t"rk" oonducted :t>Y Mitr~polous on Feb:ruary · 
211. 2~., and 24, 3:9>3.. !he. eon!ert version was ,sung in Italian, 
with Mack Harre11.1 :Frane~$ :C.Jreer1 Jane ~obsan 1 Charles ·Kullman, 
the Schola Ca.n~ol"lllll Chol'US, HUgh Ross, director.. 1or thiE~ rsalua ... 
. . 
tion, done in 1934, Resp:Lghi used the. modern full orohest:tta, and :re ... 
ta.ined the original ending with the chorus of the Bacohantes. 
On April 6 and 71 '19Sl1. the C.incitumti Symphony" Orchestra. 1 
Thor lohnaon eonduot~ngJ" performed a~ Suite from O:ri.'et\ in thl:'ee 
parts, consisting of .si.Jtteen nllmbel"'S' rescored by Hans 'f • llavid, 
(This Suit& had its first performance at Dalla&1 Texas in 1948.) 
The saoring is for full twentieth orchest't'at 'Winds in foll'.t'1 brass _in 
three, pexoeuasion, h~~ and atll'ings* However, the first parfo~nce 
in Dallas "Was for. ,a smaller orchestra ;,.;, string$, seven brass wtru. .... 
ments,. and two flutes .... this 'titS.& arrange4. by David fo'Tf a meeting of' 
the Amet"inan Mnsi~ologieal Society, 1\axa~it obapter, and later Dorati. 
arranged the fUll score~ 
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"Ignore the Masters: Nature alone is worth imitating," Cara-
vaggio declared to his fellow artists. His advice came at a time of 
confusion as well as indifference-and it was uttered with charac-
teristic finality. Obstinately self-willed and uncompromising, 
Michelangelo Merisi da Caravaggio (1573-1610) berated conven-
tions of every sort. Instead ·of repeating the currently idealized 
types, he sought his models among ordinary people: instead of 
making preparatory drawings, he painted directly from nature. 
An unrelenting experimentalist, he soon developed a style of 
violent contrasts in light and shadow that profoundly influenced 
art. This "tenebroso" can be seen in our cover plate, a slightly 
cropped reproduction of The iVIusicians) whose coordinating 
element is a web of curving rhythms and whose general effect 
suggests a sculptured panel in high relief. (Copies available to 
faculty members.) CouTtesy: i\tfet1'0fJolitan Museum of ATt 
.-·;\ 
·, 
' 
IV. BEtti · 
Domenico Belli1s opera" Ori'eo Dolente, has some sections which 
·• . . . . 32. 
surpass UMonteverdi :1n harmonic boldness" even though the music 
does not have the same dramatie.funeti()n. In l3elli's opera, the 
protagonists ne:xpress sentiments rather than ideas in very high ... 
tlewn language; complicated by the most artificial syntax and 
' 33-
overburdensd with onomatapoeia~n Or.teo Dolente is claimed to have 
3k. 
been the very first ()perth *l'irabassi, who makes this claim, eanno't 
understand wh:r Belli is omitted from accounts· of the 'Camerat,a l:l.nd 
why he is omitted from most modem music histories. The score of· 
only' .3k pages, printed in 16'161 is now in the public library ot 
Breslatt1 Germany. A few airs -.ere performed in Brussels in l9l.3 
and this prompted Tiraba.ssi ts investigation., The second edition of 
the opera is also date(!' 1616 with this titlel WJ.'he Sorrowing Orpheus, 
music by Domenico Bel1i1 divided :into fi:ve divertissements with which 
Signor Ugo Jinaldi has represented the Aminta1 a 1"\Wt:tc tale by 
Sign~ Torquato 'lEH~so., ~lewly composed and printed at Veniee by 
Ricoiardo Amadino'1 1616· .. u 
The five shor\ IntermedU or intermezzi were performed between 
the abts of 'l'asso1s Am.inta at the Fl.Grence Carnival tit 1616 and are 
32. Bilkofeer, op.,. oit., p* tll. 
33., Antonio Tirahassi_. ttTbe ·oldest Opera t Belli*s ()rf~,! Dolante," 
The Musioal Qt'l.arher&,~ XXV (January, 1939) P• 21J..,.f9- · 
Jh,. ibid.,, p .. 26 fftt- ttbis article f'urnishes most of the material on 
Belli.-
as, foUm;rs; Ftret Inta:t"lu.det Orpheus confesses his erro:r in breaking 
his bargain with Pluto.;; thus li>sing Eurydice, and asks tor the return 
of his beloved. Pluto sends, Orpheus away,. and he,ot ·in despair, ·play$ 
the · ritornello on his 1~1 as h& does in the next two interludes also. 
Second Interlude t Oalliepe I mothe:tt o.f Orpheus' :ts moved by hie d~pair, 
but Pluto rebukes her too. ·tJ:hiri Interludet Orpheus addresses· the 
hills and broolcs ~: and again Cal'liope asks the shepherds to console him., 
but to no. avaU. Fourth Interludat Orpheus cannot be consoled by 
e:t:ther the three· g~aes or a ehorus of nymphs. · Fifth Interlude I All 
the characters play and Sing, including a ballet of' nymphs and 
shephe:tlda . ., The finale is "an apotheosis of the f'aithfld love of 
' ' ~. Orpheus and of their (i.e. the '~phs) attenq:Jts to turn it aside.u 
The sc~e consists of but one voioe part and a figured bass. 
'lhe ohril"USes and ritQrt!eU1 are written outj. a. riormal procedure for 
the urlgured Bass Era*" The o~hestra aonsisted of a conp~ of 
harpsiahol'ds1 a qua.rte1; ·of viols, and an entire famUy of lutes .. 
Belli ·.served as · (Jboit'tllaster at the Chl.WYth of San LGI"enao from 
1610 to 161.3, succeeding MQ:rao Gagliano,.. Tirabass:t .feels that the 
music ·tor Orf'eci Dol.ente ··eomea fiom the second half of the sixteenth 
centnt"'Y', for to him the mtlSie seema more archaic than Oaecini or 
Peri. 'lasso died 'in 1593, thus 'Tirabassi assumes that the opera was 
written before tbat6 Alsos in the Dedicat:ton, 'l'asso is called 
USignwll and Tirabassi states that only the living are called "SignarltJ 
and if this be correct, Bell:tts opera is the first. opera, tor Perl ts 
Da£ne was perfome~d in 1S9h., 
·~ 
'"" 
• 
Howe111ar., Grout does not tM.nk 'l'iraba.ssi.Js evidence :ts convincing_, 
and neithel" does Loewenberg, 1'irabassi took ,the phrase "Nouame11te 
eomposta et data in luce'* to mean a new edition, but it more likel? 
. ' 
means simply a new aomposi~ion.. :FOr example, 1-fonteverdifs Ol'feo, 
printed by the same Amadino in 1609 says "Rapp~esentata in Mantova 
l 'Anno 1607 et nou.amante data in lucett J but . the second edi tiontf: also 
by ·Amadino1 in.l~lS also says 11nouamente X'eetampata.tt {< Other operas · 
likewise use the work UNoumente;». or "Novamenteu and because they 
cannot all be second editions, it is obvious~ a ·practice of the times. 
Dealing with the ttSignor" problem, there are many other posei .... 
. bili ties ~ro and oon., all ot whiah seem to disprove eaoh other and 
apparently leads to abs:u.rdi ty.. Belli probably wrote the opera in 
1615., had it produced at the Carnaval in l6l6Jt and published later in 
May ·or June., 
In 1904 Solerti pUblished Qli Albori del Melodrama wh~eh 
'"1 ~-. ~
included the text of n Pian-to d 10r.feo b7 Gaetano Chibre:ra1 first 
. ........ . . - - ~ - . -
printed in 161S and dedicated to Ugo Rinaldi ~ 2), 16161 "Al Molto 
Ulustre Signor et Patron Oolendissimc,.'!'~u* ~e first half of this 
text is :i.dentical·with the ano1\)1llloUS text of Belli's operatt Thus the 
text se~ms to settle the question r;t when Ori'eo D.olente was written,. 
Whethw Ghiabrera rewrote the final scenes er not is irrelevant • 
53 
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In 1619,~~; Stefano Landi (eire. l$9Q ... ei.t'C,. 1655) wrote!!. Morta 
~ •orteo; ~Jdoomedia paste?~~ eon Musi~he:. For the first time in 
opera., a htllllorous .figu,re is introduced to sing a comic ana - it is 
Charon. The wwk was performed in the palace-theater of a cardinal, 
although two other reports seem to thtnk that either it was never 
performed, or else it was done before the Papal ocn:o:"t.,. Another opera 
of Landi, San A.less:to (scenery by Bernini). had a text written by 
·Oardina.l Rospighosi, later Pope Ol.ement IX wh& was the poet of the 
first two oorn:ic o:);)eras, Chi sottre !Perl and!!!:, male.!! beme. 
. . . . .. ~ - ' . . . 
Landf1s treatment of the Orpheus legend is essentially an 
Intern1editllll1 which was so popular in the. tit'teenth and sixteenth 
centuries. · 'these contained madrigals~ dumb shows, and often solo 
songs t always With Jm!ln:r i»:stnmtents;jf The entire show was inserted 
between the acts of serious plays., 
'l'he most remaX>kable paris of Landi 'a score are an eight part. 
ohorus foX" shepherds a~ the end of Act I and the comic bass solo in 
Aot v~ Throughout t~e wo~k, there is a tenden~ to emphasize th$ 
aria at the expense of the recitative, and the latter are- made less 
affeoti ve thereby"' 
Stefano Landi was a. contralto in the Papal Chapel~· he wrote 
sacred musio1 cantatas~ canzonas., and. two operaslll' He was the first 
compose~ to w:dte his own libretto,. 'fhe score, dedicated to A.A .. 
Matther1 was printed in 1619 and again in 16.39. There iS only one 
oopy o£ the first edition extant and that is in the Bri t:l.sh Musemn •. 
Parts of the score were reprinted in 190lJ the libretto was printed 
in 1619 and again by Solerli in 190.$'. 
mtAP!D.T~ 
·OlmmlJS FROM loh 1 kfO ~714 
Bossi's opera based ClD. the Orpheus lagend is far from the· 
e.Jimplicity of the Oamemta. It u a true Baroque opera.. Per_its 
~diae took only- ninety minutes to performJ . Roesi ts opera 
takes m.aey- houl"S..- and is ea.et in a Prologue and three acts.. There · 
are frequent ehanges of elaborate scenery, ballets, and even comie 
scenes~ It may seem surprising to .find operas based on the 
Orpheus legend in the second half ot the sevent.eenth cent~,. for 
as we have stated, Orpheus ope~ are to be foll.tld predominately 
in classical perlcds.. Howevear, we shall aee that these Baroque 
.operas were not too suocessM..1 and that1 with the exception of 
Bossi,. ve'1!3' little information eanlle had about I?J.fJ.Y' of them,. 
~e Italian cardinal,. Maear.tn, introduoed opera to F:r:oance by 
inviting a group of !Qman singers to Paris~· In 16~ ta Finta. Pazza 
" . . ~· . ._ ..... · ·-· 
was performed, s»d in 1646, Qa.vaUi1 s !£iisto.. The lavishness of 
these performances amiably sut:ted the :French eouttt. Ortj!e, musio 
by l.uigi J!?ssi (l$98•16$)) 1 and .libretto by Buti ltU first performed 
on March 2., 1647. It was this oparawhiob nt:teoidetl the fortunes of 
l. 
opera in Fra~ce,!!J•· It had a great suoceEu~J1 but mat Vi~ ~ruth 
opposition hem both religious and po'litiaal le~"' 18rgaly because 
of the expense invol.:ved in t.be produeti,m,. W~ila the victory of 
Italian opera was short lived in France, Orfeo resulted in the 
f ounding of music drama in France, especially as r egards the use 
of eJ.a orate sets ,. In fact, Corneille 1 a Andremede utilized the 
same machinery as Orfeo, later in 1650. 
~fazarin had invited the Italians to Paris not only l.,ecause 
he lvas a n Italian by birth and was associated with the patrons of 
opera in Rome, but also because he 'l.·.ras 11convinced .that t he opera 
2. 
was the most aristocratic of spectacles" and thus 11 he supported 
it to keep the conrt entert.a i.ned and to divert attention from his 
2. 
machinations ." Rossi was cor.manded to 't•irite Orfeo by Hazarin and 
Barberini , a patron of opera in Rome and an exile i n Paris because 
of h:ls dubious financi al operati ons . Although the bel canto style 
l<TaS too strange, and the French faction criticized the violence of 
singing, the lavish sets and marvelous machines were greatly 
admired . Tho pr oduction cost 300 ,ooo or more ecus which l-Jere 
r aised by hit;h taxes . The resnl t was that eventually Rossi and 
other Italians at court had to flee ., 1-1hile still others l'lere 
imprisoned .. 
Rossi 1 s · nfluent~e extended to Lull y who lmi ta ted the sl nmber 
trio1 · "Dormite begli" of Orfeo for a sol o t rio, "Dormez beaux yeux" 
i n his opera Amant !1agni..fique in 1670, I n fact, Lull y t s harmonic 
vocabulary is not much r:tcher than Rossi 1 s . There is only one other 
gpera known of Rossi- !1 Palaz~o I ncantato (The Enchanted Palace) 
produced in Rome in 16L.2 . 
2. Bukofzer, op . cit., p . lL7 
··'<; 
fhe title of the Paris parfornta.ltce of Or£eo is ~ Me.rrlap 
~'Orphe~!!, E;nridiea* The poem of Francesco ;auti is a C<!irioature 
of the Orpheus nwthl the pl:St is con:.tus-ed, serlous and comic 
episodes mixing with ballets and elaborate scenic effects., The score 
. . 
has recitatives, ,!! capo a:ri~l~fc arias w1:th ostinato basses1 two4i!pal"t 
arias 1. buf.fo -arias, and · ma:h.y ldnds. of ~msembles. Bowe'V'et" 1 the whole 
. ' .• . . . 
is east in a graceful and r.atine4 st;.vle~ ·The lamentation of tour 
sop:ranot& over the death or ~:.t$ (see e-x, l,.) :shows a masterly' 
use of dissonanmh Eueydicets aria (ex,. 2"') is a flowing vocal line 
ovm:- an ostinato bass, Bu.t the opera does not represent a dramatic. 
whole1 rather a succession Gf l:f;'rlo scenes in which the beauty of ~ 
mnsi4 and ~a decor hide tba laok or dramatic p~ose. 
fne manus<Jript saore of O:rf'eo was discovel"Sti at the Biblioteca 
,·. 
research on the part of Rolland to discover the facts of Rossi t s lite 
and especially' those which prompted the writing of Or.teo. The results 
~ ... 
.,J~ 
of' this :research furnish most ot the :following informs. ticrlll.-
Mamari:n was a. musieian and a oonnoissoeu.r o:t nmaiof and thus in 
I . 
l6kJ1 while with th~ ambassador to Franae, he invited. RoJttan musieians1 
and especially- those of the papal .obApel to Paris !'o:r a, oomeq or a 
masieal drama.., liven thoUgh many sol(} s~ers a+so ~ame., Mhzarin was 
. . 
cunning enough to kn• how to please the French mnsicans as yen. 
~u aven remark~d in his noveil., D.er Mu.siealiache QuaalN.SaJ.ber 
. . 
(Milsioa1 O~rlatan), Leipzig~ 1700~ chapter 43f that politietans used. 
music to divert peopi-es t minds from serious things, or rather :trem. the 
. . 
•outh peli~lttia.ns. 
); Romain Roiiana, Musicians ~tautre£ots; the seations entitled 
"Le premier opera joue a Paris; L'Or.feo de Luigi. Rossttt (Paris! 1912}. 
!he ~beri.nis1 a f'amil.y' ment.iomJi al!iove1 had bunt in their 
pala® a. theater 'Wldch eotll.d ho~d t~e tht:rnsand peopl$. The ~ 
•para to be perf(l)rmed there was Landi*Et San AlesSio in 16321, a.n4 
. ~ ·--· . 
lik~ so ~ of the others produced tbere1 it became wEit.l""kn~ 
in l$th Ital.y and F.ttance. After Pope :aa.rberi:ni di$d in 1644,. the 
rest $f' the ~ left :Rome 'b.eoanae an ~ of thebs succeeded. 
to the l)a.pal. thr&ne. He was Innocent X who had been Cal'dinal 
F~, and h~ asked the Barberild.s w ahount tor themsel"\r613 
· tin!!Woially. ·ttn'llS it is that tbey' a.:te f~ connected with th~ 
speotaale E'tf' Mareh 2, 1647 ail the Pala.is.,.:byal. Cardinal Ant~ 
'Wo had eome tG P~is in .. 1645 had brm.tgh"t 'With him :anti, the poet, 
and Ressi1 the musieian. Att. Melani was called in from FJ.(Jremc0 to 
direct the pel'£~~, and was himself pleased wi tb. the w0rk• 
tuigi ~sst was completelY" t:mknoa laefore Rolland discovered 
the sco:t"e t4 Orfeo. He was not :mentioned in contemJQ:Mry aco&uniia 
of ,Orfer41 and thus the opera was attribttbad to Montevet"di.- Abbe 
:Per.rl..n, A'tll"elio Aureli1 Guts (by Riero.e.ml :tn 1867) ~d to Peri (by-
B!.~ h a French translation. in 1899). Rossi was born in 
Naples ami went to Rome w join a gr~up of' Neapolitan aomposeN, 
and became friendly with Oarissimi, Oestt, ami Cavalli. His t.tldaf 
g1.9).7 eonsisted in his eontribu.tion to the ~h f!f the eantata.f 
a :t-e1.a.tively new form lm.own as the Sf.iGPa J!i came$. It was born 
•ut ~JJf a ~ to d1'8.luati~e (Joneert lJl'llfid.e1 and suceeedd the rna.dng4 
as a pepulu form, which itself ha.d bs-Qllle :ii.tfused with many 
dramatic so~nes. Rossi f s cantatas U*ide~~ :perfq;r:med in 1646 is 
itself' a. good model. of the opera. ~be .full t1 t:te of Rossi t s first 
$paPa 1s A l?al.asZO :tneanta:to, overo !! Q-uerriere amant!• :It i$ 
in fifteen seenes Md requires twen.t:r tht'$e characters, thus ea.eh 
a.otQX' pl~a two parts. The whole wx-k :ta itt an elaborate Venetia 
sty-le,. The libret~st and lead singers were the most pc:tpular of 
the day1 giving lo$s:l a definate aixo of diatinction. 
'The names o~ the first east of Ort'eo are known from. a letter 
of Atto Meloni, who hitnSelf play-ed Ortao, a.nd it waa a very 
distingUished cast. Successive performances of the opera were on 
March .3 and 5, AprU ~ (b;y or<Jer of the queen in honor of the ambas .... 
sador frau l'lenmal"k) and ·May 6 and a (tor the Duchess ot Longueilille) .. 
~e olerg.v o£ Paris ~ agab)st the Italian spectacles, espeoialJ.1' 
sinae the quean ~a.vore~ them too mnoh. At the moment Qrfeo was 
produoed there was .a movement against the Italian theater, in the 
name of' a purl. taniam DJ.Ore or less bypocri tical.. l4hile the oardi.mll 
remained ·quiet, the quean di.d not renounce these pleas'IU'ea., 
fhe press objeeted to the presence of Venus, Baoehus, and 
Amour trying to separate Or.feo. and Eurydice and make them untai tb""' 
tal.. Ot oourse,. what they did not realize was that li:Ul'ydice"$ 
£aithfulr:\ess ended in hex- mm. death oaused 'by the serpsnt b:tte. 
Even the Italian lan:gt'~Age bl)rad them and met with objection. How .... 
ever,_ the ptlblic liked the opera, eepecWl.y the machinery and 
certain musieal highlights, e.g., the lament .of the Nymphs: and Apollo 
over the poor prinoess a::tto~d tea:~s :i.la the audience., i'he opposi,. 
tion could not call it a had performance, b'U.t said it was too 
beauti:f'ttl and cost too muG.·,. !n !aotilf Lorelli1. th~l machinist was 
ilnprisoned and finall.T li"'linafi~t Italian npera thus took a long 
time before it could. reestabliSh itself in France. 
Two eGn~mpo;rar;r aceounta f'urniSh most of the Wormat:ion 
about the performances of Orfeo. . The;r:oe were twenty ohal'Soters 
plus the three Gracefl, thB th:t>ee Parqttes, the Dryads, the f'ol.lawer\9 
.J 
ot the A~~ and the Gelestial choir 1 Many ridiculous incidents 
oomplic~te the story;, already btU'Clened W1 th all the. rrwthologica.l 
gods 1 ineluding those of Hades. There is a grarul Apotheosis 
af'ter the Bacchantes destroy Orfeo* His. lyre is made into a 
constellation, choirs sing or the graxideur of love and conjugal. 
fidelity, and. Jupiter "dans 1m air recitati.t a vocalises pompeuses, h 
tue la morale de lfhistoire en un ma.drlgal a lfadresse de la Raine.n. 
Thus Rosst•s ()rfso is fat" ft"om the sober tragedies of 
Ri.nuccini and Striggio, ami the concentrated and nobly plastic 
art of the Florentines. fhe Venetian and Neapolitan taste dominates, 
addressing 1.tself to the weal thy and pleasure ... r,;taeking• not to the 
intellectual arlstocraoy. The plot is practically lost in the 
elaborate decor -.r.tth many changes of Beene, extx-aneous ballets., 
mock battles, and oonstant descents from the clouds and ascents 
t:rom. Hell., 
~e Sintonias and ballets are in four parts 1 while the 
aeoompanied airs are fUrnished with a figttt"ed bass, With no. 
instruments specified. Most of the voices at'$ sopranos., There is 
a p~ponderanoe of 3/4 meter-,. largely beea'I!Se it iS characteristic 
· ot French ballet'* Howewr, iossi· tried to vary- the meter e.-g .. , 
in one aria# ltQhe ~osa me drasi" of olicy' sa tneasnres, there are 
eleven meter eha~Jges alternating 6/6 •. 3/4,. k/kll 3/8;r and 3/1. 'fhe 
res'Ul t is a supple declamation of the text., Throughout the opera,. 
there is a great emphasis on the aria .and little .on the reoitative .. 
Arias and ensembles have the most interest~ for the recitative and 
arloso are not distinguished-. ~int Evremond" who foumi mueh charm 
.in the score,, was paTtieula)!!'ly bored by- the rscitatives,. and 
:it is m.ore than likelY tha~ Rossi. did not .enjoy- writing them, for 
the ~ria.s alway-s have melodic. ~ham and expres.sion, the da capo . 
. aria being the mo~t trequent!f.o Rol).and describes the lament of 
- / Orpheus this vayJ noe reaitatii' alJI1.oso stmltpe a la Gluok • ·· 
, 
oteat· le. reoitatif' a hant lteliet des grands ~lassiques, zwn plus / . . s. 
le reei tatif a relief presque effac$ des p:r-emie.rs Flerentin .. n 
The opera. also eontainS solos and reoitatives for two,- three, 
and .tour voieee, and ob~e$ :tol" six anc:l eight voicee~ 'but the 
ohol'ltses are 4 :.li:ttle tptohaic~ The trios ~re especially good as 
the vo-icea interlace with eaoh .other and :t"$ply to the instruments .. _ 
Rossi's m~ieal aotivity was eonino:J.dental with the new-style 
o.t bel eanto £rom about 1630 on. Musin bet.'ame more coordinate~ 
with the words, and less affective than had been that ot the 
monodic oQltlpos~. 1'b.e melodic ideas are short and there are man.T 
cadences~ employing simple . triadic harmony. . ~si ia knorrm 
primal'ily as a compottel' of cantata~, aso of whieh lill"e still extant., 
and e.mll)rous airs"' H.i~ mU&ic on _tbe whole is eharaoteri~ed by 
a distinguishable and beautifUl torm• and a classic a~lawithont 
pedantism and ar,baiSM.tt 
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'two copies were made of the manuscript score of Orf'eo 
. . ( ....• 
and are in the Conservatory at Paris, and Brussels. One manuscript 
score also existed in Paris in the Conservatory Library in the 
Philidor collection. The opera seems to have no further performances 
except one in Munich in 1663. 
'l'ha artistic mind of. the second half o:f the seventeenth 
century is represen~d. by two main aspects ... the first is ittil 
sensuality, imagination• and,.sentimental materialism, and the second 
i& the intelleotualism with 1 ts ideas of the freedom ot men and th~ 
prooeases of becoming and being. That is, there is always a elarity' 
of' form, with a. bombastic and :redundant oontent1 which was at the 
same time v1 tal and vigorous-.. We have already seen these characteristios 
in the work of Luigi Rossi# and should be :able to expect them 
in other composers .o£ the second half of the seventeenth centur,r. 
Although there are Orphans operas in this period, and some by wry 
notable oomposers, n~ne o·f them have aaheived any success and little 
is known about them. It is probable that the noble and classical 
myth of Orpheus cannot be handled in a sentimental or red-+an-t 
manner. !his. period also gives rise to the first parodies on the 
Or-pheus legend_, furnishing more material for the sensual mind 
'~ ... 
of' the Baroque. However :1 these wUl be grouped together ls ter 
in the tbasis. 
!&e period in whioh the prilDa donna or castrate voice 
:.f'urnished the prime attraction in opera cannot be expeotad ·to 
contain librettos concerning ideas and ideals.. Eva~ing had to 
be contrived to set off the st.ar~ Oost'llll1$S were ll.tlttil"ious1 settings 
hnge, machiner.r elaborate~ but the plots of operas were generally 
absvd"' In O&rmany 1 art was seoularizedJ in France a::ttt was controlled 
by the court ot Varsaillest These limitations plus tb.G general 
massiveness, ornateness and regim.entation o£ BaroqUe art could 
not have produ"Oed an Orpheus opera comparable to the grandeur and 
yet the Simpli:oity of Monteverdi or Gl.'llOk. Therefore, the following 
. . 
section itlll contain only a few faots abcn.tt the Orpheus operas 
ot the late seventeenth century • 
A .. LOEWE 
Johann JakOb Lowe11 a pupU of _Sohiltfl, and a. tnem.ber of the 
n~rth O?~n school of composers 1 w.as one of' the first composer$ 
to indicate .the introduction to .sui tas .as ttsinfonie. n On August 
301 l65St, at Wolfenbl\ttel, Oreheus!!!!. Tbraeien was performed. 
It consisted of a Prologue and thltee acts~- with text by A. Ulr:t.eh, 
Duke of Brtll'lSlrlck*' The music is lost,, but the libretto is 
preserved~ the full title of whioh is as foUowst Orpheus aus 
!hracien;; Der Calliope :!!!! des AE;eollinis &Im, wie!!: seinp 
$m7dice naoh ihrem lft!ide 'U.llter dar Erden gaauchet, gefunden~ und 
wiedel" verlehren, ·a'tloh selbn ~lend!gliah 'QlilbeJtommeJ,l,. 
B._ 8ANTINELLI 
In Vienna, 1n 16601 !!fi Am.el1.!! Orf'eo!! ~tridiee, music 
·-
b,- Santiulli had its first {and only) pel'formanea.-. 
• 
On D~oernbell' 141 1671 in Vienna# t~O):ffeo, musie by- Sartorlo, 
libretto by A. Aureli, was performed in a Prologue and three acts. 
Subsettuent per!omances wet>et 1673 ... Veni~; 168!; Naples~ 1690, 
Brunswick; 1695• Bol()gnS.# 1697 • lJ?nrinJ and 1706,. Genoa-. 
D. DRAGHl 
!!, Lira d t Orfeo was first perf'omed in 1.683 in Vienna J the 
. . 
music was by- G~t B~ Draghi. {163~ ... 1700),. Dragbi was a most prolif'ic 
average seven~n~h centuey dramatie ·composer with 17~ operas 
and he ()%'1.\torios and miscellaneous works to his eredi t. His 
c~c sce,nes are good and.relieve the monotony of the solos and 
choral ,e~embles. The orcbestllation is stiff and heavy., ,All hiS: 
works were perfol'rl).ed in Vienna where :Q.e was the first Intendant of 
the col.U"t . theater .and then 4irector of' the impe:rial chapel,. The 
manuscript score of!,! ld,ra d~Orf.eo is in the •ti~1 tibra:r.r 
and Oesellsehaft dar ftusikfl'eltnde in Vienna,. llragbi'e pat:mn_was 
!m}lorer Leopold ~ who himself wrow ·airs for $ome :;> . operasit 
E~ LOttiS tuLLY 
'tha son o~ Jean..BaptiSte :Lu117 1 Loui$ (1664 .... 1736) wrow ·an 
. . 
opera called ·O;'p1;1~1 traEl,edie!!! ~usiq;ue. with word~ by Du Boulay. 
It was per£omed en April 81 l69dt and saemitig.'l:y never again1 f<2r 
it was a failure •. 
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F~ KEISER. 
The first . opera house -to be built outside Italy was in 
BambUl"g in 1678 where a flotwishing sohool of opera composers 
soon grew up,. One ot the most talented of these was Reinhard. 
. Keiser (167lt.-l739) • His gen~al. musical style .is characteri21ed 
as follO'G!>""St ly:ri:cal arias, simple1 popular melodies, masteey ot 
lyr:te .and_ dramatic affections# interpo~ation of' soilgs in the 
loool dialect into hi$ operas, the use of the Italian ooneerto 
style1 i.e~~ the use of' dramati~ violin passages in unison and 
running basses~ . arias eontaining rhythmical ool.oratva passages 
necessitating an. agile voice., and elaborate accompaniments. 
Keiser set to musie a t_ext by F._ c. Bressand in two part$~, 
diVided: into five .acts based on the Orpheus lagend. Tlle ttro parli$ 
are entitled Der. Sterbende ~i~~ ocler p:rphsus and l)ie ve:rwonde1 te 
Is!rer des Orphe'US. and were given their first performanee in Brunswick 
in February, 1699., In Hamburg in 1702 they- were performed as two 
three-act operas J in ~ek in 1707 and i.n Hamburg in 1709 -they 
were done in five acts entitled Die bias in unci nach dam Todt 
- . ~~~~~~~
1n 1727 when they were dme in. three acts*· 
F., CAMPBA 
Andre Oampra (l.f6owl1hb) wa~ one of the most important aueeessora 
ot Lt1ll;v atJd proQably the tllest • su.~ceeefnl opera composer hefere 
llameallt .. Thus~ overabadowett on both aides,.. his great lyric talent 
and :wida.spread t~e in opera and ballet have not given him an;r 
great fame in music histor,y,. Besides the 'U.Stl.al French .features, 
hie arias employ the Italian Qoneel'to £Jtyle1 i.e .. a.n extended da 
capo form. 
Oampra wrote a. mird.at't'We Italian opera in one act: and eigh-t 
scenes entitled Orfeo nen *inferid with a· text by Jean Franoois 
- . . 
Regnard. It. seems to have been performed on January' !0 1 1699 
. and again on·Febrnary. 28, 169? as Olj!hse ~= E.!trrs ~n it was 
interpola.ted into k! Oamaval . .:!! VeJJ,i.~~ an extravagant production 
made up main:cy- of ballets., 
H. FOX . 
. Fttx, a ver,r prolific composer (405 works still exist), is 
important. as· an .opera· composer. beeause of his :use of soloistie 
. I . 
ensembles, ill·e.Jt or S'•vo:tced ohol"tl.$es,. an~ grand da capo arias 
withd>bligato aeoompaniments. His~e is learn$d-and conservativ~, 
with the accompaniments o£ten employing contrapuntal devices. 
Single scenes are o£t~n organized as a large rondo with~~ 
. choruses; obbligatos fo1!' wind instrumenta,. ~specially the ohalumee.\Ut, 
are featured; the Italian owrlu!'ea are like church sonatas or 
even.~-~ with a thick texturEh 
Fux. wrote an opera based on the . Orpheus stor,v to a text 
by Panati whiah had ita :f."il'St perf'o:rmanee at court in Vienna 
on October 1, 1.1lh (or possibly 1715); 
QHA.Pi'ER J'ODB. 
ORPHEUS OPERAS IN THE EIGHTEmftH OENTUBl' 
The beginning pari of the eighteenth century is the period · 
known as the Roaoao 1 a peried in which there 'WS no dividing line 
between the useful arts and the ftne arts~ and a time when the arts 
were only- a means by wh:t.eb civil~ation progressed and gained 
comfort. Oharacte:ristie~ of Roeoco art aret l,} artifice, i.,e •. 
l. 
0 oc)ncentration on technique as an snd in i tsel:rn, 2.) pattern, 
i .. ~h noontining of artistic creation within the often narrow bounds 
lo . . · . . 
of con'V'Bntion. forms", and 3.) el.oqa.ence1 i.e., an 11emphasis on 
1. 
expressiveness independent of the thing· expressed7 tor example# 
the use o£ a previously secmltar' piece being used later for a 
sacred piece.. 'thus it is that there are no Orpheus operas in 
the ·first half o£ the eighteenth cantur.r1 a period dominated by'· 
the high Baroque and the lococe. 'While the Rococo was a ge:j 
reproach to the extravagance of the Baroque, it Trras actually mere 
artificial. 
However• the .second half of the eighteenth oentur,r did 
prcduee many- Orpheus operas 1 'th9 most important of which was by 
2. . 
fllueK:, Gluck~ being a product t~f the Age ot Enlighterlment, 
re~tored the naturalness to order• 'bu.t not the sentimental nnat'!Jl'ett 
of lionsseau.., His mmd.e is ~trl~l-and simple~ alway& supporting 
i-4~- :Penfield Roberts;; !he Quest for Seeurl;t:.z., m2_-l7h0 (New York t 1941), ~ 187-. -- - .. - . . . . . 
21(t- Howeve:v, in the following section I shall not treat at length 
the muaio ~f a.tuok~ ·· Not only is much o£ it common lulowl.adge1 
but therra iS a great weal.th of material1. easi:cy- 'to be found.,. 
7h 
and strengthening the drama~ 'the action is not interrupted, the 
melodies are plastic" the plot is skillf'ull., and the people are mal., 
Before proceeding on to Gluck# mention should be made of 
two other ·oper•s~ .The firat is! Lamento dfOr£eo1 the first 
opel"a. ,written by G. Christian Wagen$eil (17l,-""'17'77) 1 The text. was 
by ·rasq'Qini~ an4 i~ bad its t:trn perfo1'Btanee on·~ 26, l7L.o .. 
The caeeorid opera is ... b7 4 • . H,. Graun ·'1704~1?$9) entitled Tragedia. 
.. : ...... . ' 
m. ritusiea {or l$UBicalisches Trauel"Spiel} . ()rfeo a,d ~!lrt'dice 1 which 
• • ·- • • • • • • ......,_ I 
was p'erto~ed in Berlin in .l1!t! and in Hamburg in 176h~ 
A., GLUCK 
Gl.ttOkf·s first u~omlt opera was Orf'eo ~ E~ea which 
had its first perf'ormance on OctoberS, 1762. WbUe the overture 
may be musically disappointing, it has already. abandoned the old 
three-movement type •. Howeverr, f'or the rest o£ the opera, Gluck 
needed a librettist Who shared his: ~Jiews. fhe libretto had to be 
a dramatic unity,. which was not aut np for the traditi~nal arias 
and had no dialogue., !he man to do this was Raniaro de Calzabigi., 
lfbe plot ie thus told · auee1nctly and not· drawn out with many extra 
events,.. 'Two unuaua.l fe~tures are that Eurydice is already dead 
at the beginning, and there is a happy ending. 
While the nn~ic is not alw~s consistent~ strong~ the 
orches·tra often oommants on the action, a$ did the Ore.ek chortts·, 
and later as Wagner's orcheatra does*' The 4 ccompanied recitatives 
are probably the 'lllOSt powerful am$ interesting parts of' the score. 
15 
Howe'Ver1 there is no rtgid -Separation between the recitative ·and. 
the aria., Arias clo -not· contain any senseless ornaments; the da. 
capo aria is rarely used; and there is les& o~vious break between 
successive n'Unlbers-. Gl\tekfs Ori'eo has become the symbol of' the 
modem mU$ic drama, especially since it deals td th the oldest 
title in opera.. The chief aspect of' the nreform.tt is the disearding 
Of the Seoco recitative wi.th barps5.choard, and the substitution 
of the animated orchestral. recitative. The pantol!line element . 
has its origin .in the French opera ballet; the wailing chorusea 
derive from iameau1s Castor and rollUXJ the Furies Coma from 
Traatta ts Iphigenia J and the echo choruses resemble those in 
Perezts Soliman• 
It was Cal~abigi (l7lh ... 1795) who steered .Gluck toward his 
goal of creating characters, and not :type·s., thus, Orpheus a~:tn 
became a noble person~, fhe whole action is greatly simplified 
in oompartson with previous versions,. with most or the emphasis 
being placed .on the sentiments and emotions of the hero,. In 
a letter to the editor' of the Mercure de Franca m.:nck wrote in 
" . ........... ·- ' . . 
'1773 that the greatest et'$dit for the sn.ooess of his ~rfeo goes. 
to OalPlabigi tor "These '¥rot*ks' are £illed with those happy situa.tions1 
those terrible and pathetic st:rokes, whi·ch furnish to the composer 
the means of expressing the great passions and of creating a 
3~ 
music energetic and touching*'" 
One must howeve:r, be realistic and point out that the 
oJ:lChestral sections am often weak and thin" . ~d that of'ten the 
the vooai parts" 'sh® 'tlia'''eiitPti '"form.ula that W.uok was trying to 
get rid of·· In fact, in the opinion a£ one writer, 11Stri.otl.y' 
' ., . .. . . . . ' ' .. 
speaking, Gluck was by no means a i'irst-rate musician, and in 
1762 he had not mastered his new gospel of sineeri ty and t~ 
. . . ' . 'h. 
so tully as to d:Ls~tdse the paucity of his technical equipment.n 
!he p~r~omanoes of Orfeo were preceeded by' a J'renoh 
comedy at all performances, and that is why :tt is only ninety' 
mLlutes long without intervals..,, and why th$X'e is olbl.:r three 
. ' 
cha:raeters~ not. the regulation six or ssven"' !he Paris production 
of 177h was much longer because addi tit?nal songs wera added and 
th:e~e was mueh ballet. Also ~ tenor "Was subati tuted for the alto 
eastrato. The Vienna production had reduced the stoey- to a 
minimum be:$ause it was a ecurt entertainment 1 and thus the 
festive overt'l1.re and happy ending:!!- But by- return:tJ?,g to anti qui t.v _, 
Gluck returned to natttre1 not to an imagimu'j1' world,~ but to one of 
humans* A.ett III is not an anticlimax,. 'bu.t rather a study of 
woman's emotions, the real Ettrwdioe. 
Everything .oonoern.$d with the first produ.ctj,on was ot 
Italian origin. The melodic line is Italian,_ Gluck was educated 
as an Italian oomposer, the <Jhorus e£ internal spirits resemble 
Cavalli and StradeUa., the harp~ike aecompaniment of Orf'eo's 
solo in E'lysitun :ls sirdlar to Vinci and di Gapua., Only the idea. of 
the chorus and the ballet is ll-'r'anch .. 
}! •. -Roc Ajl Streatfield, ·~tie; P,era {London l 1697} p,. ~-
11 
'lhere have been, or «lotn:'se~ many revivals of Gluok•s Or.feo 
and no attempt will be made to list. them all here. Hatvever, a :taw 
notable productions may be mentioned., In 1769 it was given at 
Parma, and the entire work 'WaS heard as Aot III of a misaellacy-., 
Later in the same year 1 the Parma. cast sang the work in London 
and introduced ·many additions by other composers., As will be 
seen later, Gluck's Orteo. has tnrniahed mttoh material for parodies., 
paaticcios, and burletta:s, ~e remodeling of' the work tor Paris 
necessitated not only transp0$ing it for tenor~ bu~ also lengthen• 
ing it. b;r adding a long solo a-to the end ot act I (wh:teh oam.e f-rom 
~ F:est$ ,d•Aaono) and adding the trio at the end (which cams 
from -Pa:ride ed Bl.ena). Btrangel;r enough, the opera ws not heal'd. 
... ___ ........................ . 
in Vienna fitom 1781 until 1B6t., and then only in co:neert form. A 
stage revival., in German, came in 1882 .. 
Or£eo remained fair~ popular in Pa:rl.s w:t th a tenor in the 
. lead rol-e. However, in '1842, Viardot--.Garcia revived the practia~ 
of using a .female contralto, !his -was :tn a eonce:rt. later, in 
1859 Berlioa compUad both the Viennt;l. and Parl.s versions, and this 
edition still forms the basis ot most nontemporaey perf'ormanc ea., 
In l85h l.israt- performed it in 't-leimer and composed a symphonic poem 
tor the overture., and .also -wrote a new finale.. (A disouasion 
ot Lisr~Jt 1 s symphonic poem follows thlhs seo~on.} 
It was Vi.ardot who solved the problem of singing Ohe f'a:ro 
- - ~~
~Eurydice, an aria Which is baSically too cheer~ a rondo. 
She woul.d sing the first pan with an abo of :restrained grist;~ 
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the second pa'rt ve't'Y' so.ftl:y and sotto yaaa,. and the third part 
. ..~ . 
' 
Earlier in this section a compliment that Gluck 
' 
paid to ~lzabigi was quoted! it might be appropriate to elose 
with a remark that the libxoattist- madel 
tti read rrt1' Ol:t.feo aJ.oud to him,. declaiming various 
passages several timefl and calling his attention to 
differences in the shading o:t ll(V' delivery, to the pauses, 
the tempi, the dynamics, wherever :t wished that he 
should take note &f tr..e:tr effect in his eomposi tion .. 
At the same time I -begged hi.m to t"ef'rain from using 
the runs; cadences, rit~rnelli~ and all the other 
exaggerated aeoessories of our elll*l."ent music. Thus$ 
while Gluck. became the ereato't' of dramatic music, 
he 4id not orea te it out ot nothing--. I provided 
him with the basic material -the Ohaos:t if you willa 5 .. 
we both share., the1-efore., in the honor of this ceatien\0" 
Lismt eomp_osed his symphonic poem8 9;pheus;. in 18)4 a.n.4 
published it two years later* It -vms first performed as a prelude 
to Gluokta opera in Weimar, February 161 l8Sh• Nothing is know 
about the ending that he also wrote for Orf"eo.-. J..iszt wrote a 
long, romantic, effusive Preface {in french) to the lnll seore1 
in whieh he tells how he let his mind wander back to Greece and' 
how he saw beasts and stones aa well as man's brutal instincts 
sof'~ at the sound of' Orpheus's nri1Si4'h Obviously;~ Lisgt. intended 
to soften his audiences with his music_.. The seoring is for 
the usual nineteenth centur.r orohest.~, with harps particul~ 
predominant.. The work opens with an andante mod~rato introduction,_. 
proceeds wlth a oello solo which depicts Orpheus Sing of the ndgb.t 
of music. Then with a lento section for english horn and oboe· 
5-~ Fdgar Iste1;' nOO:uekts Dramaturgy-If., ~e. MusiQal Quarterl,z; ~:t: 
(April; 1931), ~28 - ' - . 
the song of Orpheus becomes more intimate. A E'Ulzy'dioe motto is 
heard, and attar a tremendous climax, the work enns majestically 
and myst.ioall;r ~ 
A score of OrJ!heUf! in the Boston Public Library contains . 
program notes and newspaper reviews which provides the following 
6. ' 
information,. Performances of the tone poem in America have beexu 
April 26, 1862 by the New York Philharmonio Booiety; by the Bos-ton 
Sympho!\9" on the following dates t Novem'bel\" 14, 1674 at a ~eodore 
Thomas COhCert·; Januar.v 171 168$',. Gericke conduatinrn March 31 1892, 
B., Listemann condueting~ 
The At.aadian o£ FebruaX~;r 61 1873 reports thus of ,Or.eheus t 
it is 11one of the most pleasing of the compositions of the 
venerable Abbe that we have yet listened ton and it "lacks in a 
great measure the ineongui ties and strivings .foro effeot that 
cbaracteriee so many of his efforts." A review in the Traveller 
of Januai.f 19, l88S states that it ~.s n<leoidedly less theatric, more 
consistent and better tol.<i than any of its conpauions" and tl$t 
it iS the ttmost delicate, dre8RtV and etheral of all his sympbOiliC 
poems.n 
The ~X. Note of July 20* 1886 (reporting a Philharmonis aonoer\i 
at the Aoa~) remarks ~t ~heus is "a rhapsodical piece of 
nonsense$ in which ult:t:'a.i.Sentimental!tyt and blatant vu)gal"itq a:re 
tbe cpiet ehara.oteristics.tt tt(lheap .e.ffeots" suoh as the string 
tremolos., the ;aolo violin or cello, and t1tts nexeessive and in• 
effective use of the Harptt am especially barated!)l Philip Hale~ wri~ 
ing on Mareh 3-t 1892 of the Listemann performance at the T:remon:t 
Theatre s~ that O;pheus tries to 'Show in music the "1nflu~ence 
or art o~ h'UIIlanity" but mankind won't be refo:rm.ed by it. BalG's 
descriptions are very d~;Jrogator.v, such as uin. his worst mannsr0 ,. 
ftpretantious and empty", nendless preparations lead to nothing 
real. or tangiblett 1 and ~overly o.f thought and vain striv-lngs 
after effect.,1f nttowe•.rer• it must. be remembel"fil.d that the 01>0pheus 
of old met w~.th a violent death, and Lis21t's poem may in reality· 
be a modern justification of an ancient cri:mett .... this is Hale's 
.r;p.al remark# and it is probably the most appropriate. 
Two o~er operas deservabrl.ef mention ... they are by A'* 
Dauvergne (l n)-1797} produeed in 1770 f; and by A •. 'l'cz~t, produced 
in 1775~ No further information could be ha.d on these two works. 
lilltrl.ng the battle between the Gl.uokists and the Piecinists 
in 1.779 a pamphlet was published saying that the air tti,tEspoir 
renai t dan.S mon amen whieh Gluck added at the and of Act I of his 
Grfao was, although bea:utii'ul, written by one Berthoni. It is 
claimed. to have been the a:tr ttSG che dal ciel destsendeu from 
Bertoni"s '.ranorede which had its fi);'St performance in f\u!:tn in 
1766. 'fb.is a.oeusat:ton 1$ probably not true} however, Ferdinanda 
:Sel'toni (172~.-.181,'3). set the Qalmab:tg:t text of Orfeo to music with 
the Gluak score open before him. !he result is a one aet opera 
'Whioh is rather a Clumsy' ind:bation o.f Gluck. Bertoni notes in 
the pre:taoe to his soore that he started Writing with some 
trepidation becattS& the 'Whole of Europe admired the GJ.uek 
Bertoni studied 'lllUSie at Bx-esaia and. later with Padre 
Martini at :Bologna • In l75t he became organist at St,. Marlt's 
in Venice and in 17,.t he added the job of choirmaster at Ospedale 
Ban Lozzane dei. Mandioant:t to his duties. fo his oredit there 61'$ 
48 operas1 ll ol"a.torios, and 1.2 cantatas, plus much oham'ber musia. 
Orfeo was the only' one of his operas, to b e published in .full 
soore1 so we eannot assume it 'Was a fail.ure. Its first performance 
was at the Teatro San Benedetto in Venice lit January, '1776. 
It was :revived often, the preface was printed saparatelyt and. the 
se&re Yas reissued in 178)., It was performed in 1778 at King's 
fbeatre in London, and on Majt )1• 1780 as an oratorio in Lonaon. 
! 
I 
i 
I 
Other. perto........,.,s have bemt at Casrel in 1781, at Eaterhao;r in 
l788, at Berlin in 17881 and at Vefoe in 1.195. 1b Berlin 
per£ormanoe is. noteworthy because i,t marked the firat opera. to 'be 
done in Berlin under Frederick Wil~iam II1 and also beeausa the 
score was enlarged to three acta w1ith additional music by J. F • 
Richardt. . · 1 · 
Bertoni was proud of b:ts 0 , o even though .adll1i tting his 
I 
indeb'Gedness to Gluck~ Acstua:Il:y 1 ~n examimtim of the score 
reveals that much of the lliUSic is Jer.r similar. The :rhythms and 
I 
.I 
the general wsioal style-~ be o~servad. Some sections o£ the 
I 
I 
text are omitted and there is no D~noe of the Faries,. The 
' 
. I .. 
charaoter Imeneo replace$ that o.f ~rn.or" but the significance is 
i 
the same. In the scene in El:ysium.fhere Qluek has triplets for 
the ha:rp1· Bertoni has sixteenths .. ~ut the general f'eeling is similar.-
1 . 
Thus Bertoni*$ Orf'eo, while ~tten with a seriot'tS purpose, 
I 
• . I 
represents somewhat of' an oddity 11 musieal literature. 
I . 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Friedneh Benda1 who spent ost o£ his lite in Potsdam from 
Jl.1J.7 l5, 174S to J\'Ule 19, l8lh ~a . the el~est son of Fl'&nz Benda 
(1709.,..1786) •.. His. -on'l.7· joh seems t have been that ot oham.bez. 
I 
musieian, ~ Berlin:; a job wbieh he ~eld t:rom 1765 to l8lo. His 
. . I 
singspiel in. tmoee aots s P!!he'US, ~as a libl'$\to by Lindemann 
whiah was Ol"iginally 1;.nte~ to~ ~umann. {See next section.) 
The first performanoe was at the C~rsiCJa...SaJU ~:m Janm;l'"Y' 16 # l78S 
in a concln't peri'o:nnaDCe• It""" .tlisbed by llellstab and tliJ<j 
dedication is signed. Potadam1 Jan,r.r, 18, 178?. Bendals other 
works inolude five ·more operas,. twd. cantatas, two watorlcs.t Six 
trios, • 'Oiolin <JOllC<ll"aol'• and +. i'l11te '"'""tes. 
The dramatis personae inc;tuqe Orpheus,. Eltll'S"dice, HertJilia, who 
. I . ., 
is Eury"dicefs ~val· or competitor;1: !Pluto, and choruses of Pl'iesta}f 
Etu:*y'diee·•s relati,vt;As~ 11u.ri..es, haj1 Shades, Baochantes1 and Gods. 
!he soo~ is printe4 in only twos vas and for the upper one the 
soprano alef iS uaedJ thus~: i.;t iS tten difficult to tell whieh is 
I 
the voice part and which the accotniment.. Uhoru.s indications 
are either with or without inst~,nts"' 
Although tha text is not t, same as in the Na'Q.tlll:l.ml opera, 
the action of the two opel'&S is 'V'eltr similar, and often the 
main ideas and even k97 wOl'ds i.n t. e text am the same., Di reetions 
for staging and seene17 are also t · o much alike to be eimple ooinoidenC~h 
After emmining both soores, the -o '3' conclusion that I can come to 
\ 
is tha't ai tber Natttnann and hiS lib~ettist. ebanged. the tindemann 
lib!'Btto OllOUgll 1<0 that tha.., 'II'OUl~ not be ll:rr!l ~egal tl'OUblet o:ll' 
else1 Oram.ar, the editor of the. Na~ score, made some alterations 
himself .. 
Bend.ats opera ·opens with an Ovel"'hure in the old thresMJ)art 
form of Gravsit Allegro,. and Ch-a.ve. Then there ia an Allegw which 
leads into Harsiliahl rE)Citative. ' arl.a., 'lhe act is not divided 
into scenes aa the Naumann score i 1 and the aeene with. 'the priest 
:ts otd t'bed~ Benda beginS his Aot · :t lP. th a . suene between Orpheus 
and Charon$ whereas Naum~nnt s oper has a ·chorus of FUJ"ies« Or'.J?hens 
appeals to Pl'\ltQ in Bendala opera,. 'bl1.t in :Naum.a.nn' a he appeals to 
! 
Proserpi.na.. thEi te~wll similari 't;ies aaem to disappear at this · 
point,. al tb.oagh the i~ remain ~~ sati$• Benda t s !et II continues 
as Orpheus trles w calm the ~Js whe usttall? sing ill unison •. 
Eurydice does not appear in Act J whieh.cl-ose$ with a long solo ey 
Orpheus,_. follfied by .a. March .and Allemande. 
Atlt II! opens in. Elysium th a ehorns of abades,. while 
Namnann.fs opei'a has hare a, mortiS ot Bacchantes in some wild regiQn. 
inridyfre then· appears and the forlowing scenes. seem similar to ~ I 
seenes /' ~ 7 at Aut n ot ufumi.nn•s score. Eur,y<Roe lilingiJ 
a love ~song to Oi"ph&'WJ 1 and when life camas. there is a duet., The . 
I 
remaimng a.etiGn of B&nda*s opera/ saems to agree with Act III d 
Na'l'U'l!ann. After anotheJ" lAve duett ~ailla trns to p~e\tent the 
passage of the lovers bat to no a.l, and Benda's opet>a oloses 
With a long aria 'b7 eithG!:II' j or liuey41ce. 
. Johann Gottlieb Naumann (Ap 1 17., l74l•Ooto'ber 23, 1801) 
became court composer o£ sactted mus c in Saxony in 1763, and at 
the same tim& produced. operas in I ly.,... In 1776 he was appointed 
Kapel'lm.eiste:t*. in Saxony,. and during temporar.r residences ·in 
Stockholm p:rodneed tlu*ee ~dish .op raa. ,When he rettlrned to llresden 
he· was made Oberkapp.ellmeioter and ote much chlll"oh lllUSio# 
· A Viai t to Copenhagen raaul d in the pxroduction of 
O!Ji?he'OS . Eli .~1o~ on Jantmry- 31; 786. The libretto of this 
three aot opera was by Oharlotte D rothea .Biehl1 based on the . 
t:alze.bigi libretto. It was the ti st ~and opera in the Danish 
language and· was given regulattly til 1791• !he· German Vtloal score 
was published by Oramer in 1787,; d. the opera ws given in concan 
f'orm the same year at Winterthtt.'l'• . 
'The long Prataoe whieh ·~ r ~rote for. the score is a: 
l"hapsodic piece extolling the beau ies of the Greek myth 1 and the 
versionS by Vil."gil and Ovid* He o ims that in his edition he has 
strengthened. the text by dwelling n the dramaturgical problems 
which azre inherent in the m;rth as irgU end Ovid saw it. 
Gramer also praises th~ Calzabigi... uek version and says that thE:t 
happy ending · ia not onllr significa t o£ the 11Reform0 of Gluek • but 
ia alao .a return to the simplioi ty ot the Greek theater# !he 
Preface is -written in a vex,- abst · e Gel"lllal11 and does not seem to 
be concerned with the music or eve the text of: the Naumann opera, 
but rather with the ~hens ·myth . a quasi ... philosophioal manne,.-. 
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· The characters of the op.era are ·as follows' Orpheus,. 
Eur.y"d:i.ce1 P:roserp:ina# HersUia who i~ a !hraeian Princess and the 
leader of a chorus of Bacchantes;~ ·he HifJh Priest o£ Apollo, and 
choruses of Eurydice•s kinSill$n, sp rits ot the Under WO!tld, happy 
Shades,~ Baoehantes1 and priests an worshippers of Apoltfh Act I 
opens in a shady' cypress gl'O'Ve Wi a long solo by Hers ilia., 'l'he 
priests and Eurydice's relatiVes m heP death1 followed by- a 
solo of Orpb.$us., 'fhe rttst of the a is concerned with dialogue 
betwoen Orpheus and HersUia., betwe n Orpheus and the H1gh Priest., 
and many solos by Orpheus.. '-'hese' l. tter arias are usually quite 
diffict1lt, with much o:f the tessit a lying aronnd high a arid b flat. 
Act II is set in the Unde:rw-o [d.. Proserpina disperses 
the Furies and Eurydice is retmi ted nth her· husband. Act III 
opens. ld. th a chorus. of Bacchantes 1 - by Hers ilia.- !he lovers 
then appeal", with Eul7di~ taunt-irig Orpheus for not looking back 
at her,. · He ·leads her by torce unt · they reach the upper air!' 
Hersili« ~ to 'kill Orpheus,. but the H'igh Priest stops her, 
and after another duet and cbol'tl81 opera eloses as the temple 
of Apollo is seen v.t th a btU"l11ng f · e on the a.l tar .. 
!he music on the whole J is io.a.l eighteenth century nlassic1sm. 
~e reCrl.tatives are alwayS shortl ar:e is some spoken. dialogue, 
Alberti basses are frequent, there s sotne florld vocal w:ri ting1 
there :ts a lot of aeqtl.ential passag s, .and there are some moments 
of intense pathos, examplitied by · shing seal.es and minor keys~ 
Many or the passages fer the lovers al'$ in a:LxthfJf 01' thirds. 
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' 
. I 
FfYtl the sake .ot eompletion 'ifhe .tollowi:n~ Orpheus operas 
. . i 
tllllSt be ~entioned ·be~ol'e procee4in. on the Haydn .. 
1. J)er 'l'"od des Orpheus • .~ic by Max Frhr .. von Droste• 
I 
tmlshott., libretto by J .. G. Jacobi~ first p~.formed in 1791. 
• I 
~ I 
,2• ()~,!! !u!zdioe • me~odrama in one act~ mu~o by 
Pbt {or Paar)~ libre~to by Dupless~SJ first pet'formed in 1~1 
at Parma. The libretto iS printed [in thl"'ee oolu.mrlst the f'irs'h 
i 
I 
' 
respective place in the text) the •eocmd giV'eS the durationJ and the 
. ! ' ~ 
.third gives the prose t~.,. 
I 
· )., An opera by tl. Bachmann i{li63 ... 18ltO) to the same text as 
• - . ! 
' i 
the Droste operag first performed $n Braunsebweig in 1798. 
! ' 
1h Orpl!eus by Carl Carmabi~h (l'76~18o6) J first performed 
i 
in 18001, and again in 1802 at ~blni~h~ 
I 
5. A:n opera by Lamerti· perJometl. in.J.8oo. 
• ! 
6. An opera blr. Ram1EJ. pel'fo~ in 1810. 
! 
. i 
i 
i 
In 1805 :~: Brei tkop~ and Hirt~l published Orfeo ~ ~*ae 
by Joset'!aydn4 This score consisted of seven separate numbers 
~m the' unperfonned,.but not ~1shed opera, L'Atrlma del Filosofo 
! 
which Haydn had written in 1?91.. 4lthough it wa.a entitled a dramma 
I 
per musica it never saw m.ore than~ concert hall performance tmtil. 
i 
19Sl. The reasons tor its net baing performed in 1791 we~ political. 
! 
. i . • 
Haydn had sold the score 'bb• Sil" Jo~ Gallini tor 300 po-Unds, but 
I 
Gallini, who was to have siaged it~ had hie royal patent withdrawn 
i . 
by King Geol"ge In the day the reh~arsals began. In order to give 
the soloists something to do for ~e money they were promised, a few 
ocncert performances were a~nge~· The first. stage performance 
I 
was at the ltlorence Ma.y FestiWl in l9Sl. The Haydn Society bad 
reassembled the work .from various ~utographs and Bioha:rd Wadleigh 
I 
made the version used at the Maggit? Musicale.,. 
Haydn1s Orfeo retains the orlginal tragic ending;~ ~d in. 
a pa;ycholcgioal" almost statio maruier1 the ope:r-a resembles Haydn's 
own oratorios :'ather than the oper~s of Monteverdi or Gluek. 
! 
Profuse use is made of the ehorv:s, [in fact, Act IV baa recitatives,~ 
I 
a shOl"t instl'Umental piece, a:ix oh~ral numbers, and no arias. 
I 
i 
Oenain numbers have a ver,r concis~ form1 and oertain individual 
I 
i 
scenes resemble the Neapolitan ope:J;'a seria of W..uck.. H0wever,. the 
i 
libretto of Badini. is tedions and taeks concentration--, Haydn had 
i 
I 
•• 
tc use the conventional forms of his day1 suoh as the ~e:ltative i 
se~eo and the coloratura aria, thu* showing that he was Mt reall'Y' 
I 
at home in the .opera., .at least not I in the serious opera. 
ltoweveP1 Haydn did wr.t ~ so~ 24 operas patterned· after I . 
. I 
the Viennese opera ... !hey are mosti;r drammas p_oooso or playful 
I . . .. 
operas, of' the type . that the Es2ite~hazys lilted. Throughout these 
i 
. . . I . . . 
works one oart see 'l'.lW result or a life time spent :Ln ~rim.entattcn ... 
I 
,i 
an art of thematio devalopmen.t 'tha~ is Haydn's mm genius1 a . 
. i 
developnt$nt that puts an idea throagh _aU kinds of ohanges md t o:nal · 
shadings~ Haydn had no systematic training in opera# and learned 
by observation. His operas of the middle period. {1770•1790) do 
not show the tunefulness. of prt£K>~' but :rather a tenden.,- towards 
p~riting., 
Aot I opens as Eueydiee, fl~eing from. Aristeo ~ tries to 
I . 
. . I 
ente:r a dark f~st. Bat the ehox;'ts~ in the spirit of the Greek 
oho~, wam her of dark savages w~ioh inhabit the forest. This 
. I . 
opening seene of .recita-tive-a, aria~, and ahoruses is very dramatio 
. . i 
and impresses one as 'being some o.tJ Haydn's finest. J!!USie. {see ex.l.) 
! Howev~.,. Eurydioets next aria (seei ex~ 5p.) 1 ttJ'l.lomena a'bbandonata.n 
I 
is too florid to ba sincere,. It ~ not supposed to be a raging 
' I 
,i 
· outburst like ~. a:rias or the Que~ ot the Night or Donna Anna• 
' ' 
but it impress~as one as being. ~uatl ~bat.- In <>ther words• the 
muSical sub$til,llee• Whil11> ..-11911\~ does not fit the dmmatic 
situation of the text* Ox-pheus apfears. to calm the savage farms 
with an aria~ altho'Bgh flori<l') rem~nda us of M0~art~ The preoeeding 
I 
I 
I 
arioso for harp and strings is particn.l<irly noteworthy . Scene ii 
of Act I shifts to Creon 's palace . Creon's aria (ex. 2.) is one 
of the most lyric and beautiftli in the whole score, r esembling 
i'1ozart 1 s Hagic F.lnt.e. in general musical treatment.; and it con tains 
an interesting flute obbligato. Creon, Eurydice 's father, llesses 
the approac:hing marriage, and the re ensues a very fine, and tender 
love duet (ex. 3.). 
The first scene of Act II (ex. 4.) presents the v:redding 
.festiviti es. lfuile Orpheus leaves to investigate a noise,. 
Aristeo a gain pursues Em.ydice , and in the fli~ht she :i. s bitten 
by a snake and dies . Al t · ongh this scene falls nat , t,he 
recitative befor e Orpheus's next aria is very movinr, and sorrowftu. 
The aria itself is very dramatic and contains parts th;:• t are 
almost impossibl e t o sin? . T'ne "melodic vtta1i t y of the strong y 
7. 
enotional Neapol:ttan school i.s revived" and although it is 
out- dated by Haydn 's t:iJne, he can "still nroduce remar kable resuJ ts." 
Als o note t hat before E tcydice dies, s he sint:s a Cavati.na , pr·'Jbably 
out of respect to the opG. a tic tradition tha t no one can dt e vri thou:t 
sin ing a long farewell. Scene ii contains a defia rrt aria by Creon, 
domina.ted by a turb ulent orchestra, 'trl.th trumpets predcm:tu.nt. 
Altough his res0lution 4 0 att ack Aristao is noble, the scene is 
hardly necessary . 
7. J oseph Haydn, Orfeo ~ Eurydice, libretto by Carlo Francesco 
Badlni, Analyti cal no t es by He . mut irth (anth er of t..he 
above quote) (Boston : 1 9$1) , P• 58 . 
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7. 
Act m begins With a warm ~and heartfelt introduction and. 
. . ' . 
' 
ehorns, sung first by the women ("!irgins}. and then the men1 and 
finally' the full chorus. (see ex. !6.) Orpheus bas. a most touching 
recitative, and then there is ano~el" aria b;r Creon, which seems rather 
. i 
I 
pointless. Soene ii is notable tor ~e appearanoe of Genio1 
' 
a sort of helper who gives the dratna trash impetus. She may ba 
i 
' 
compared. to ~or. o~ Eros in Gluck~'~ opera, or evan t() the old 
' 
deus ex m.aohi,na. !hrougb. Philoaop~. she. brings comfort and 
! 
consolation to Orpheus. She sings; a ver.y dii'.fioult coloratura 
i 
aria, tul.l of every known techn:.toai device, a piece de resistance 
• • I . 
of the Neapolitan s~ool., frruupe~ and timpani add to the f"l:oridi ty' 
which amply suits the optimism of hex" PhUosop~. (see ex. 7 .} 
The whole of Act III sal?Ves! little dramatic P'lll"POSe1 and 
could oertainl.y' be omi ttecii.J but it i does introduce· the "Philosopbylf 
and the ooloratu.ra aria waa ~ t? ~leaife the audience. 
Act IV begins with a sad and poignant ohorua which speaks 
! 
of resignation and rentUtciation. ±t. is an exaeptionally fine 
I 
moment in the opera11 A oho~a Gf lh:ale Fmes try to stQp Orpheus's 
descent to Hades. t.rhiS is a great i olimax, when the fiendish monsters 
i 
tell Orpheus of his impotence. ~$ music is ful2 o£ strong, I . . 
harmonic contrasts representing t~ diabolieal,~ harsh, ruthless 
FUries., However~ OJ:-pheus easU:r dtspersas them; there iS a short 
• I 
i Ballet, and the chorus again warns !Orpheus. When the Furies 
i . 
sueeeed in retaking Eur,ydice and ~nio depa~ts~ there is a definite 
I 
let ... down. 'l'he tmisio is not strong !enough; even Orpheusts aria does 
I 
not live up to the dramat1e situa~on-. ''lb.e final scene is tba 
. I 
I 
"11nale" and Orpheus dies 1-ti:thout a:ey oonsolation. fhere iS no 
theatrioalism., mt bra'VW."a aJ'ia1 he j\'IS'h slowly dies as the mu-sic 
\ . j 
itself almost disinte~tes.,. ~e. ia one outbUl"St when. he 
drinks the poison, but then all is quiet.; although ~ere are so.nuJ 
MUSual m?rlulations ... from a minor to D flat major and back to a 
again. A storm arises which prevents the Baeehan~s from diSJll,elnbel'ing 
the bod7 of 01tpheus and the river Lethe over.flws to drGWn. the Bacchae 
and earr;v his b?d.y to the iSland or Les'bos,. ~ia ending on a very 
quiet nota lea.vaa one ~th a feeling of eatharsis, ami an inw.a:t'(i 
4onvuls:i.on and emotion.., Al thou.gh there a:r~ moments of sty-lisms 
and araha!sms, and m.oman~ when the m.ttSic does not heighten the. 
drama enough" the whole op~ra. does eontain .some -yery fine sections, 
and the ending is partir.n:tlarJ:a' auacessful.- srhe overtu'te' is neatly 
Qonatruete4 and connected. themati~y with 'the rest of the opera. 
Many al'ias show an excellent use ot bel canto1 and the ~mportance of 
the chorus are some ot the more striking features,. 
Badini. adapted his libre-;tto tram Vi,rgiJ.'s Fourth !Jeox-mo and-
Ovi(ifa .Metamotpbc.td,~., Books IX and X. Little is knoWn about him1 
except that DaPonte, in .hi13 Memorabilia and letters to Casanova, 
described him as enviO'I.UJ1 c.~g,. and in debt~ Since he ~ote in 
English, and .often did the Ori.tio:tsm.s of' other operas~ the tate 
of' many operas in London rested on him:,. for his. vi•s were always 
aecepted... Altho11gh he wrote the libretto ~five acts, Haydn 
combined the last two s<aenes into one aet to enhanoe the dramatie 
•• 
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In London, Haydn oould write an opera in which he was not 
restr:tote(l'b;r·the regulations of court. fbe title, ttAnim.a del · 
Filos_o.fo, is an ada.ption or :reinterpretation of the Greek myth 
to suit .. the. prevailing mood of the time 1 ·the .Age of. Reason. 
!he original tragio ending is retained because there t~as a}growing 
trend · tmrards producing ttrealistie" dl*anlas. Whereas the seventeenth 
century did not demand a happy anding1 the eighteenth oentur:y didt 
i-.e. up until t~ end ot ths ~ntury'f;' As a matter o£ .raot, the 
tragedies of Shakespeare were otten ~tten, and it :ts said that 
Metastasio never moots an unhapp,y ending. Even Mozartts Don 
GiO'VtiUlni adds ·a final ohorus o.f joy after the Don t a demise. 
However 1 the young· people ware opposed to the happ;r ending o£ 
tn.uokts _·qrr~o. and Haydn, senSitive to th:ts :new feeling1 asked 
:Sadini to retain the original ending,., Although the rest of' the 
libretto has maey of the . older fashions bee& use Ba.dini did not 
. . 
always attain the h·ighest standards, Haydn infused life and artistic 
integrity into the text. 
!he opera ea11B for a small cast, but a rather large orchestra~ 
made up of two flutes. two oboes• English horn, two elarinets1 
two bassoons~ two horns, two trumpets,. two trombones, timpani, 
harp·_, and strings-. l!;xeept far the Allegro section o£ ·the Prelttde,~ 
there is an atmosphere of tragedy throughout. !rhe main theme 
of the Prelude occurs in arias ot Orpheus and Eurydice later. 
With eaeh aet the dramatic intensiw ino::reases, although the 
duets o£ the two lavers show very clearly Haydnts radiant attitUde 
towards life., Alib:>ugh Haydn 1 s Orteo sh()ws moments of real musical 
expresai"i1$tleSSI and apt descriptiveneSS,; We must remenwer that 
there is a strong influenoe of Oluck on thiS partifa:t.ar vo;rk# 
especiall7 in the use of ~he ohoru.a11 But itt is to HayO,nts credit 
that attar Winning wo:ttld""!'wide fame., and at the very peak of hiS 
creative powers., he could acoept ideas from tJther composers. 
But whenever Haydn willingly borrowed a va11d. idea f'rom another 
a . 
composer 1 the :t"eaul t is-~ unique mode o:£' expression and a musical 
id-iom which speaks onl.y of Haydn. , -Orfeo ie also si-gnificant for 
it marks Hay-dn f s growing concern wi tb serious matters towards tha 
end of' his life.. Or ttathe:r~ o.nee free of the frivolities of the 
Esterhazys 6 he .could express his deep l'Ooted feelings much more 
alearly than ever before., 
The wo:r:-ld premiere of Haydn T $ Orfeo I' whoch had to wait leO 
years, was held on June 101 19,1 at the *reatro Dela Pergola during 
the fourteenth Florence May Festival"' Howard !'aulmla.n reported 
8. 
of the performance this ~t the m'~C is ttr:teh1 varied_. and 
beautituln, there is no~ much aotiont the "orchestra adds color 
and oomment to the sto:ey'n ,, the chorus was seated behind a scrim 
at the sides and top of the stage· giving the e:ff'ect that the sound 
'l.ltas coming t,iom all partS of the stage, there was nplastic ballet 
movement., u ifhe east included Marla Menighini.ooCallas as Eurydice# 
Boris Ohristotr as· Creon, .and 'l)tge 'lygeaen as' Orfeo, with Erich 
Xleiber; the condurior-. 
OHA.PTER ·FIVE 
O'l'!mR MUSICAL 'l'REATMENTS OF Tim ORPHEUS LEGEND 
The, O~heus legend, by aetual eotQlt1 Ma been uaed more 
times non ... operatioally than it has operatically., *l'hese non• 
operatic versions can be diVided into t.-. main categoness those 
- . ' 
of a serioue .nature, a>nd those or a cqmie nature~ Serio'?-8 
uses h~ve 'been b~U.ets, pant~mines, oanta~~, and oratorios • 
Non":"serious uses have been parodies 1 burlettas, operettas 1 masques 1 
and paatieoios., ·~he. Appen&i$ to this· thesis contains as· complete 
• !' • . • 
a list of' all 'treatment$ ef the tlrPbe~ legend as' it bas bean 
. . ' ( . . 
possible. to compile. In the main body o:r the thesis it has been · 
necessary to inclUde mention of' all ope-ratio versions.'* HoWeVer,_ 
in this bri:e£ s~otion., onl.y those wol'ks will be included fOX' ~ioh 
information~ other than f~usts of th$ first pel"£omance1 was readily 
available,. The uiseussion will be enrono1-ogillal- and at' the end of 
the chapter, mention will b$ made of certain Orpheus operas in the 
twentieth century. 
(1} A canzone~ 9rfeo1 was p$rformed at the maiTiage of 
:Ferdirui.nd III to the Infanta Maria Anna of Spain in Vienna in 16;31. 
The Archduchess Claudia appeared as the Moon and the ladies of the 
court as Planets 1n t.b.a introduction to a ballet which was also 
included in the festivities. 
• 
(2) M.A. Charpentier (l6,3h.-170k) wrote a ballet prp~e 
which was performed at the JesUit College, the College of Olermont. 
Oharpentierfs most original contribution to mt~in was that he 
established the oratorio in F:rance"' Be was a pupU of Canssimi, 
and thus he was a henahman with Italian standards1 whereas Lully 
was an Italian With Freneh standa:tds4 Although Charpentie1"'s melodic 
invention was better than Lully''s, he could never teall.f rival him in 
the realf11 of French music. 
(3} Cleramba'lll t (1676•1749) wrote a cantata called Orphee 
which shows his interest in nwthologi.c;tal subjects J other worlcs 
being Hero,!! Leandre and Pitaalion •• !!!.! Christian Science Monitor, 
in an articale by w.P~'f~ of December U,t 1942 reports the follOH'ing 
of" a Boston performance,. The eantata sh~s the revival in France 
of olassieal. learning,_' and the idantifi0(3tion of French society 
with the pagan world., especially in the reign of touis m.. The 
cantata was performed on December 311 1942 by the Boston Society o.f 
Ancient- Instruments at the Woman's Cit.Y Club,. The performers wei"El 
Olga Averino1 soprano, Paul li'edorovsky;t Violin,. Alfred Zighera, 
viola da · gamba1. and Putnam Aldrich1 harpsichord~ The cantata was 
cmUed a uoharming piecett with "clear .tom*' and 6measured proportion'* 
so typical of French music~ "Whereas Gluck presents Orpheus as "nable 
and pathetion and Oftenbaeh gives a nsatiric and ~omio11 picture, 
Olarambaul.t presents Orpheus as a "classic demigod",., n cold, polite, 
rational .figu.rett 1 and the work thus abounds in abstraction~ The 
cantata ~s divided into many small sections of reeitatives and da capo 
lOG 
arlas with indications such as Air !andre~ P~9,!:~ ... Air qa;&, or 
Air :Fort Lent at Fol"b 'fanau;., fhe nn.tSie is Ml of dotted rhythms 
-.....-~~~~ -_ 
and grace notes~· and appears to be sung by the dead Eur,vdiee who 
retells the event$ ot her life with Orpheu~. She tells Orpheus to 
serve as an example for the tmiverse.. The ten is set sylla.bioa~ 
with a veJ!y careful ·mylfuni$ tt'ea.tment.,. !he eomplate orehe~tra 
includes a nuts allemande, and probably more violins• violas1 and 
eellos ... 
(h) In 17.3)_. 040 B. Pergolesi wrote Orfeo, Cantata E!!! 
soprano~ aeco!flE• ~ arebi tne~ chiuso centron, 1ifusioally and 
~sthetieally it ia ditferent from hiS preceeding cantatas which are 
in the Neapolitan style~ It is his penultimate work~ and for 
two reasons his health began te decline at this timef, hastening 
his death in 1736 at the age ot 26"' His love lUad been taken 
away by death, and his lyric opera Olimt!iade <1f· 17).!) was a 
failure., However~ this opera shows Pergolesi as a precursor ot 
t.nuck,.. The cantata Of:feo has a classic baa1:1.ty· and a sweetness 
in the vocal line which makes it one of Pergol$s1's most per~ect 
works 1 and it has thus· often been oi ted :as a model of its kind 
by musicologists., Ybe work opens with a grave and dramatic 
accompanied recitative in which the text., Dntsical phrases, and 
modulations all contribute to the general effects of an anxious 
trepidation,. The following aria,. the lament of Orpheus, !J!'tdi.ce, 
.! dove~ ! dov~ s~i is healing and eff'usi ve., The ini t1al phrase i$ 
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tollowed by a troubled demartd.t chi m•ascolta? ()hi m'aita"-. 'fhe 
poetic invocation and human palpitation unite in the phTase ~a vital 
~ mio, and after a short episode comes t.be cry Euridiee ... ~ sei? 
'The instruments are silent, and one admires the intense melodic 
eXpression and its echo 'b:r the strings"~ Ai"tber a sec co reoi tati ve 
of some length there is a presto {moderato) aria in F major, 
which begins with a sudden vehemence" The f'irst phrase presents 
the highest dramatic antithesis, and the music represents the 
happy outburst at the reunion ot the wo lovers,. ''l'he cantata is 
not theatrloa11 but rather it realizes the tone of grandiose power, 
l:tt 
which is eharacterl.stic of the tragic spirit of the Orpheus legend'~~ 
(See the examples of' sections referred to above.) 
{5) LeSage 'W:ri'Ote librettos tor b'U.tlescaues at the beginning 
of the eighteenth oentury-1 jeering at the opera serl.a of L~. 
These parodias given by the market~aae theaters were rel!ly 
erit:toiams acted out~ !hey are the outgrowth ot the Italian 
intermeezi.~ and we:te probably part of the aommedia dell'arte 
stroUing play'&rs ._ Ol'"phetia ·was pla:red by Arlequ~ who goes to 
the Underworld as nepera11 and his hypnotis singing puts all the 
infernal spirits to sleep, including Pl.u.to and Oerbens, this 
sleep..-inducing is suppcwed to represent the deadly reci tatives of 
the opera serta.., 
Pa:reties fJt Jreneh · opera were WX7 cemm.on in the seventeenth 
eent'1:117, sud are the forerunners &f hlillldreds of similar pisees in 
the first. hal.f f# the eighteenth ~S!lt1U'7; •e ot which is descrlbed 
abov-e., As a matter of tattt• there were se many pandies. that 
paroq was ·tde'tate<i "to the status ot a distinct art, with its 
own special. pmcti:tioners,~ its t:nm. rules~ and its own thearists.·P2•. 
~ )e tnnteessM, the thing pa:t>c:>died trnlSt be .ta:ndli a.r to, and 
esteemed by the f>ubl.ic~* and tttne nmdel. must ha'Ve eertain faults 
·of ocmst~;~~ style, or taste - fe:ults that are not, immediatelY 
apparent.., bat may be tell.ingly- revealed by the parodist. n3• 
(6) OB Marl\fu 2 and llt1 17361 a pastiee:to conce~g the 
OrphellS stm:7 was performed 1n Londonti ~e music was by Hassel' 
Vinci., A1'aja1 ad :Porpera) the words b;v l'aoJ.o Rolli1 a eolla~orato .. 
ll4 Handel, On April $, 1736, this ~k was performed ill hono:tt 
o.f the ~age flf the Prl.r.ule of Wales w Princess Augusta gf 
~ttJth~ Kandel . wote his Atl.ant!l £or this tnan'iaga. 
{1) In l7k0 there wexae three Et!g1iab. librettos written 
"Shh'th cencal."lled the Orpheus legend. !the ftrst CJf these was by 
LewiS Theeb~, en editor ot Shakespeare.. l'be musitt :was by- John 
lh'edm.ok ~e and was pe;t".fo:rm,ed in L~ $ll F~ 12,. l?4o. 
~ seenenr a!ld .staging etfeeta made i~ e. nocess, espeeiall.y the 
huge tma~te wbieh bat ~oe. ta.mpe had also written a. ald.~ Ql1. 
Handel J s ~stino whioh Handel bitnSel.f axij&yed. 
' 
The second libretto 'ras by John Hill. It was printed in folio, 
but n~r composed or acted. ·It is worse than Thecbaldfs and was 
wr-ltten in protest against a new character introduced by Theobald. 
fhe third libretto was bY" Henry Sommer" It is a ri.dicnle of Hill and 
'ttas performed, omitting serious parts.-. 
(8) Orpheus, fu! English Burletta; Introduced. ,!!! ~ Faroe 
called'! Mev Rehearsal, ~! PeeE Behind the ~in';!,! ferformed 
!! t}le Theat~ ~ ~ Draa!% Lane, set ~ Musick ez F.rancis 
Hippoli t~. Bar-thOlemon is the title of .a work printed in London 
in 1767. · David Garrick px>cdueed a farce in a Prologue and three 
aots1 Act III of which is fb.¢ ~lef.ta. 2! O;rpheus. It is a 
nonsense story, including the charactel'S Orpheus, Rodope, and an 
Old Shepherd., Orpheua feels that his dead wH"e is annoyed because 
he is reveling with harlots. Rodope scolds him for this1 but Orpheus 
is unmoved. He puts hex> to sleep by his incantations, and descends 
to the Underworld.., leaving his mistresses behind.- Orpheus brings 
joy to both beasts and yOtUlg lovers.t and the taree concludes with 
a dance by Orpheus and the Old Sbapherc:l~ 
(9) Dittersdorf lald written a comic opera in two acts, 
entiilad DieL.i.ebe 1m Narrenhaus, which was altered by F.,L. 
-=..;;;;;;:,;;.:;,;;;.- ... _,.' 
Schroder and performed as a pasticcio on April 121 1787 at the 
Vienna Kllrntnerto7" Theater. The libretto was by Stephanie. 
DiU;ersdor.f, who had gone on a tour with Gluck to Italy in 17611 and 
t-ras f'riendly with Haydn_, held ma117 important posit1.ons throughout 
106. 
.. 
his life,. His total works, which f'Uled 10· volUlllas when published 
in. 16991 number among them 3h operas and 19 symphonies_. His chief' 
contl'ibution to the field or mn.sic was with the Garman Singspiele .. 
Doktor und A:Po;theker.. a. lively and rough work is still played in 
Germany. 1.'his work, plus Betrug durch Aber~auben,. Die Liebe !!!! 
Narrenhaus # and Hieron;v:2mous Knicker were all brilliant 
successes. The first three, plus an Italian failure, D,emarito,, 
were written in only seven months. What Gretry was to France, 
Dittersdort was to Austria, although less delicate, and although 
his depth of sentiment was not as great.. He was a popular composer 
Who rtpossessed a real vein of cr.medy, vivacity and qu5 .. ck invention6 
bright spontaneous melody 1 original instrumentation and breadth 4 .. 
in the concerted numbers and finales." 
Die Liebe ira Narrenhaus contains the following characterst 
~- ...... . 
Constaoze, c:ru.trohen-~t 'fiirg:i.nia" Luo:re~ia, Albert., Orpheus, Nicolo, 
V.Jo poets, Trube1 and Bast,. . The ~1o acts each contain ten arias 
and an elaborate Finale.- 'The story is rather silly and deals with 
the fact that nothing is more pqwerftil than lo~; the concluding 
line being 9 Amor treibt mit grauen tlaa:rens manchmal treUich wohl. 
sein Spiel,u 
(10) On February 28, 1792 a pasticoio was performed at 
Oovent Garden which eontained musie by Gluck, Handel, Bach (J10Ch 
probably),. Sacchini, 1'1uchsel1 and additional music by Wm .. Reeve., 
Although it was unsucoess.ful1 it had ma.IW" $Ubsequent performanoest 
June 2711 · 1860 at Covent GardGn.J September 21.1 1860 in DublinJ 
Deeeinber 12, 1861 in Mancb,ester in an English concert version by 
ChorleyJ May 13, 1890 at Cambridge, conducted by o .. v. StanfordJ 
November 6, ~890 at Covent Garden1 Deoembe1• 10, l89a at the Lyee'I.1Illl 
May 17, 1698 in French at Covent Oarden.; June 22.1 l90S at Covent Gardea; 
April 12, 1910 at the SavoyJ July 1 1 1920 at Covent Garden.J and 
June 20, 1937 at Covent Garden,. The musio that Reeve wrote seems to 
have been that for a ballet, wh.i.oh probably .formed part of the 
pastiocio,. 
(ll) Like the Flwentines and m.uok before hinl1 Offenbach, 
/ 
whose caricature operetta, .P!Ph~e.!!.! Et1f'ers,. was first performed 
in 18~8~ stal"ted a revolution., although to a lesser degree,. b;r 
doing away with the traditions or the French ope:ta ... comiqu.e of the 
old school.- The text was by Cremieux and llalev,-g the reci tativ:es 
and part or the scoring were finished: by E. ~iraud,., By 1874 it 
had seen aoo per.fol"m.anues. The operetta would not show ite age 
if actors and stage directors would refrain from forced 
contemporary .asides.- -rhe music is fresh, s.legant, and at. times• 
ironic J frivolous 1. an.d ye~1 lllCVing'~~' Offe~aoh uses small forms,. 
lilting dancesf cha~ melodies$ good declamation of the text, 
ana· brilliant orchestration ... 
{12) In 1893 the prize cantata i,n a eompeti tion sponsored 
by Methuen Simpson & Oa.., waa Qxpheus 1 a dramatic cantata for-
four (or two) soloists~ ohol"t.tSJ and orchest~a by Frank J,. Sa'lOyer, 
D~ t-fus .. 1 Oxon. Soene I is on the banks ot the Styx whe:tte Orpheus 
persuades Obaron to ferr:'S' hi!Jl across. 'fhere is an orohest1'al 
interlude leading to Scene II in whil'lh Eury'dioe ~sts between 
'l'artarus and Elysium, and Orpheus receives permission to take ~ 
back to the upper world*' Scene III depicts the journey, in which 
Orpheusta songs have to disperse Fire and Water. However, the Dead 
seize her 1 and when Orpheus t.'wms back she is lost" The w:rk is 
extremely romantic t oon.ta.ining a motive for eaelf of the two lovers J 
very chromatic harm~) an~ even some stage (?) directions~ 
/ (1.3) In 191.3$ RQger ... Duoasse vrote ~11>hee1 Mimodrame 
Ll£!gue ~ 'frois Acts-. The actors and/or dancers include Surydice1 
Orpheus, Le Dieu Hymen1 'lhanates., yaung boys and girls, Bacchantes,. 
and :people. Voice parts include Un Vieillard1 Un Jeune Ho1Jlll1a., 
and a ohoros with soprano solo"' Act: I is the Wedding ot Orpheus 
and El'O:'y'dice1 and includes and evocation ot ff.vmen by' Orpheus1 a 
torch ra.ce1 and the &rbh of Etlley'dioe. In Aot II 1 Orpheus 
returns from the Underworld wi thent his wife 1 and his lyre i& 
broketh '.l'he llacohantb~ kill Orpheus in Aat III and his head floats 
down the Hebru.s.., t;rtw score is full of rhythmic oomplexi'ties1 much 
chromaticisnl, tone clnste4:t1 and elaborate stage iii.reotions for 
the pantomines •· 
. / 
(lh) In 1924, l,el\t Mallnntrs d'O;ryhee was first perfomedJ 
. . 
the libretto was by Armand Lunel1 and the music by Darius Milha.ud. 
SUbsequent performances were at La Monnaie in Brussels in 19261 
in Paris in 19!71 in Buenos Aires :in 19:27, and in Amsterdam in a 
. 
ooneert version in 1928~ There are three short aets~ each containing 
seven shollt numbel"S~t The characte:rs inel.ude Orpheus., Etl:f'Y'dioe, 
three workmen, f'our animals, and three gypsies"' It is a little 
masterpiece ot only forty minutes in length_, ·employing a modest 
ohamber orchestra of' solo s-trings 1 and the small solo choruses 
noted abo-Ve~ Each nuniber ia a set n'Qnlber, i.e. there are no 
reoitativas and no interludes-lV- It is not sophistioated,~ but does contain 
. ' 
much :l.ntmlsity, and pathos• and lyrtei.Sm, It has also been performed 
in Paris in December, l9h9J and on May 1.2 ~ l95lt by the Op~ra Players 
at the Pravincetown l?layhot\Se alsng with two otbel' one act operas 
by Reutter and Toch. 
. . 
{lS) Malipierota trilogy,;. ~tOrteide, l1hio~ received it$ 
. 
first full performance on OctobeF 30, 19251 shows hGW his st.yle 
baa been influenced by' a etu.dy of old Italian m.U$ie"' After the 
First World War, there was a~end in Italy towal'd.s reviving 
Olassioal subjects, light ballet pieces" or eighteenth oent'U1"9' 
opera butfa * The trilogy oons:tats of· a PrologUe entitled !! Morte 
Delle MasohereJ seven short detailed soenes entitled Bette. Ca.nzoni 
or sette espressioni ~ammatidheJ and a semi~sat~~cal epilogue 
in which a puppet show is introduned:r entitled 9rfe() .... 0'(1V&r0 
l t pttavaa oanzona.. Ma.lipier~ has pointed out that these are not 
a cycle n£ three ope:tas ·in one act,~ but a single opera it). 1fhrae: 
paX't&J and even though part I was wri:tten last, the trilogy does · 
not lose its organic mrl.ty- Persons in the Prologue aret Impressario1 
Or.feo, ~nd the •sques which inol:a.de Bnghella., Arlaoahino# Dr,. 
/ ' 
llala.xwon, Oaptain epouvanta de Val d 1Enter, hntalon, fartaglia~ 
and Pulcinalla. Ortao a:rrtvss: to quell all the eonfusi®. With· 
his harp and ~nno"Onces the dea:t;D. of the masques. 
Part n o£ the 'Trilogy o~nsiats. of' seven soenes, alternately- . 
tragia and eomio # ba:sed on shol"t drmnatio . ine:idenu-. the action 
is· thus redtte.ed i;o the mere elements ·ot contrast or envirbmnent, 
oharaeters, or passion'!! liiaeb , s.Gene is condensed into a ·song which 
tol'lttS the fliomina:ting part o.t the t::Hiene~ !tb.a seven pieces are 
entitledl the Vagab01\l.ds1 l$le Vespers1 !he .let'l.lm1 'The lfhttm~d, 
The Sel'enade 1 ~e Ya:t"g~ ~ and Ash Wednesday fl· Sette aan~orii 
eombines. the $tage ideals ot d'Ann\lMia and the mitnie danoe. 
and attracted agreat deal fill· attent!ion in"the l9201s when it 
had many per£omanttea ~ ':ebe Philadelphia $etrl.ety for Contam})orar.r 
Music perfQ~d it :tor the first time in the United Sates on June 
1.31 19.30. A yet!:r praviously it &ad been presented at the Taatro 
R$ale dell'Oper~~ and received sueh a oeld :l:"eoeption that the 
evening was oonsider:ed free to s'llbseribers.,. However1 it was liked 
in Turin in 1926~ 
The third part ot the trilogy., Orf'eo1 Baw:resen~i~na muioale 
~!a atto contains the foll0t4'ing persons-: in the first 'l'heatEar -
ldng1 qu.aen, their following, cavalier, lady 1 seller of dnnks6 
. the publio; in the. theater on the left "" the Reactionaries olt the 
b:i..gwigs1 and th$ Relative ladieSJ in the theater on the ~ght'"" the 
girls; and in the theater in the llliddl:e ... Nero, his servantt Agrlppina, 
the executioner ( the.se latte:t" three being parsons o:t wood)., and Orfe(h 
'!'he ,.~ol$ work is W'ey' sbQrt, hut en<is with a_ long solo 'by tlrphaus~ Thf:l 
Italian ~xt was by the composer; the Geman version was by W'~ Aron and 
E. Orthm.ann. It was pertormarl in Russian ~t Leningrad on November 2L., 
l928J and again in Italian at Venice on lfacruar.r 231 19,36. 
(16) Ernst Krenek's cpu 21 is ~;rehetJ.S; ~ !ftrtdike, w1 th 
libretto by Oska.r Kokasehka~ It was fil'St performed on Npvember 27t 
1926 at Cassel,. It WaS probably' the mnst interesting of the netor operas 
presented at the Oassel State Opera in 1926. The J!lll$iQal idiom iff 
extremely dissonant and lineal*,; and the libretto is incomprehensible: 
at tirst, containing· ·~ginative ideas ana half though-tis. The theories 
of Strindberg bad muon. inn uenee on the soo:re 1 for it is the mood o:t the 
scene which is expressed in the tll'IJ.Sio ~ ~ere is no real melody 1 but 
the music is highly e~~ssiw. 'The conductor was Dr. Zulauf',., Oharaoters 
. . 
in the opera inel ude ·Orpheus 1 Eur,rdil.te _, Amor, Psyche, t'tro Fu:ries, 
Betl'Unkener,. Krl~ger~ Ma:trcse, Naar, plus Knege:r, Bauern1 Scbi.ffsvolk1 
Werber 1 ~nd !ote~ · A.et :t is sa~ in the garden and house ot Orpheus J 
i 
Act. II in the Underworld and on a sailboat) and Act In ia in the 
home of Ox-pheus* An .EpilogtlS ceneludes the opera~ 
(18) Oasella (188)!<1947) preduoed on Septem.be;J1 6, 1932, ·his 
opus 51,, !!!. Favola C\tOrf$0,. in V$lrl.ce\lf. It wa;s a. chamber opem 1n one 
.aot, the libretto by 0:._ Pavolini being a new setting of Poli~ianofe 
poem. It was performed in Italian in Anwterdam in 193SJ ~d in Stutgart 
hll9.38 in a German version by R~ich. 
{19) The :tirst p.arformance of fh;2heus, und !n7dike~ a 
choreographic drama in fou~ scenes 1 was given at the Stadtheater iD. 
Amsterdam on J\prll 17, 1941. !he muaie was by Henk Badingt:J ~ the text 
by' J.,W.F .. Werumerls :Suning, and the choreography by Yvonne Georgi •. 
In a4dition to the dancers, there is a $preobstimme and a sings~ who 
sing$ the lament of Orphet.lS11 · !he finale is the dance of the Maena.ds 
and Orpheus 1s death* 
(20) !lie first peri'Ol'lllUnce of Igor Stravin$kyts ballet 
Ql2he~ is :reported in ·~~ ~iaal D~gast o£ Juna-ruly' • J.948 J 
"Ballet Society (no rahtion to Ballet Theatre) 
presented Se'V'eral per.formanees of Ba.lanoh:lne works. at 
the City Center" Petthaps the most. important o£ these 
was the premiere ot 9!:fheus,. to music 'by Btra.vinsk;y 
(who oond:u.eted. the opening performance) , soen.ar:r and . 
eostUlllea by' Noguehi. In thre.e seenes ~: the action· follws 
the Gre$k legend p:$'t.'by ta1 th fUlly.- ~re will be a 
certain amount or <:tontx-Ocversy about ~beus~ wh~ch is 
somewhat avant P;~1 thanks to Nogn~ 1 . and contain. s 
soma of the arties · · effects any ballet has shoWn fo~ 
some :rears* On.e felt, though , that. despite ell the 
striking stage effects there was little invention in 
the choreography:# wbieh had the attributes Il10l"e of a 
st-yli»sd play than dance. There was, in addition, something 
too out tish and pr$oiou.s about the handling ot the 
mAtenalS. Stravi.ttsky's superb music, with some especially' 
lyrio episodes, dese~ a m~ penetrating eh~o~phic 
tr$atm.ent,.tt 
,; 
(tl) llo'be:rto Lup~ts aimless choreographic c~nta:ta~ O~flO~; 
was first performed in Veniee in Octobwi' 1~1• Al tbftUEth the text 
•• 
j NOGUCHI SETTINGS FOR THE NEW BALLET BY GEORGE 'BALANCHINE SET TO STRAVINSKY'S ORPHEUS) 
is ~ten from Virgil, there is a ~otesque character called Lamentation. 
who always aooompnies Orphenet., 'rhe music is statio and conf':tnedJ the 
invisible chorus and two singen {a baritnne and a brief passage for 
soprano) repeat "in moUl'Dful ({agrees the same semitonal melodic patterns 
and come to Uta at the end with 'the itiea that the spirit of music is 
. '~· releas~d-~ Orpheus•· death." 
This coverage b3t no mean.s exhausts the musical references to 
Orpheus, to say nothing of the :referenCQs to him in the other arts, 
although I have trted to include a1l .the known works which nee the 
Orpheus legend as subj'ei:rli fol* S01!1El sort of dramatic presentation. 
But there is1 :for a.xample1 the 9!theon .. a French male choral society 
made up chief)¥ of .farmeJ~S1 workers, and middl.e~olass people. It 
startad in 1835 and spread so rapidly" that by' 1910 there were 1200 
. ' 
of them. ln 18h2 Boo~an Wilhelm started p~lio 4ompetitions. oallet 
" Concours Orpbeo!t:!lues, one of which Gounod condunted ill Paris from 
. - - . . . 
185! to l860~~r 'l'here ·waa an Orpheus ments choral sooiety in Dresdens 
an Ol'pheus lfusical. Sooiei'q itt B:ostonJ the O';t"Pheon Method t~r Teae1linS 
~ingins Olasses J many alb\\tllS of mnsio pulUished some of his secular 
songe under the "title Orpheus BP.t ttanicus J and many book$ about musicians 11 
espeeially avan~ garde musicians~ with name Orpheus in the title. 
IS'c..ry, 
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Ufbe opera is perhaps more than any other musical 
form sensitive to its cultural environment, being 
conditioned not only by the cutTent state of musical 
development 'but also by contempt»*a.l7 movements in 
l.iterature, in the theater, :1n religious belief, and 
in economic or social condi tiGllS that tend either to 
promote or to discourage the preduetien of so con~c· 
uous and expensive a type of public enterl.a.inment.nl. 
The Introduction to this thesis began with a quote that 
showed how the cultures of ancient Greece have maintained their 
:i.nfluence throughout. the histor.y of the western world. fh.e above 
quote shows that if a complete histor.r of the opera. were to be 
written6 taking into account all the factors mentionedt that history 
woul.d fin rr.tany vol'UI!les. Therefore• in this short thesis, it has 
not been possible to discuss all the infl.lllences that have been 
brought to bear on the musical treatments. of the Orpheus legend. 
However t what has been noticed is that the :noble figure of Orpheus 
and his t:ragie mal'riage has appealed t& eemposers in all periods 
of music history. The striking featUX'e is that serious treatments 
of the Orpheus lJi'th have come in the so-called classical or ethos 
periods; and that, as the Appendix shows, there have always been 
parodies of t..b.e legend. It does· no't seem surprising, however~ 
that the noble bard of music could be treated with reverence and 
sarcasm at the same timeJ for while the cemedia.n makes fun of 
1~ DotUild Ja:}J Grout, liaerman Baroque Opera," The Musical guarterl:l• 
' XXXII ( Octobe:r1 1946) 1 $74. . . . . 
'What others consider serious, this often points up the value of 
the t;~er:lous wc.;m. 
Nevertheless,. what is surpr1s~g1 is that the major periods 
of operatic reform have al:ways returned to the Orpheus legend for 
inspiration. And one must never forget the obvious tact that 
opera, when it .finally emerged as opex-a1 was synonomous w.i.th 
the llVth ot Orpheus and Ellrsdiee. Praotically all the major 
composers of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries set soma 
fom of musS.c to the or[meus legend. *the deep ... root.ed significance 
o£ tb.e sal.tlessness of the two lovers has therefore continued to 
hold an attraction tor musicians. 
The reasons tor this a.ttra.tion need to be restated and 
draa together in a precise fashion. The S'bory ot Orpheus and 
Eurydice tunlishes good material tor an epera libretto ... although 
it is bas1cal.l.y a tragic story 1 not onl.7 can the ending be changed 
to &'l.rl:' operatic tradi tiona of the day, but also comic and pastoral 
episodes can be inserted.. There is room too, for elaborate and 
beautitul stage effects. Being a story simple ::tn action, the 
librettist and composer can devise a sc~o suited to almost 
any- tastes. Whether there are any- inVolved psychological reasons 
tor the attration of the Orpheus myth is difficult to ascertain. 
It is possible that for composers to treat o£ the life o~ the 
original bard or muse of music, is to give not only the art o£ 
music, but also the composer h1mselt1 a. certain ennobling character. 
• 
!he moat euocessful treatments et the Orpheus legend have 
eome in the early seventeenth and middle eighteenth centuries, 
pax-ieds deft.nately elassioistic :in their simpl1o1 ty and nobility. 
The ~~-~ operas ot Mollteverdi1 Gluck, .aul H~ are highpoints 
in the creative output of each composer. there have also been 
some reJDUikable failures in treatments ot the Orpheus legend-. 
These ue large].7 the Baroque opetu ot Luigi Rossi, Louis tully,~ 
and ethezeJ w the operas written in Wtation of Gluck, such aa 
Be~ e:r Naaann. The signit!canee or the large number ot 
bBlleta., cantatas, and operas written ter wedding festivities is 
l~Qb:ink1 obv:i.OUSJ for to recount a st&17 ot true love and lasting 
devotion !s itsel.t a testiMony to the bridal pair-. 
The leg period which extended ba 1791 until 192$ pl'Odueed 
no 0.11pheu operas, but this was the ttomantio Era, an era whiCh real.lJ' 
began with the French Revolution an4 did not end until the Firat 
Werld wu. 'When the Romantic period finally came to its forced 
ccnolusion in the early twentieth eentUJ71 there was a neO.clusica:t 
movement, and mm;y composers turned. ~ tor inspiration to the 
aneient werld, a11d once mwe Orpheus was beard singing. Even the 
tiftJt knnn dramatic treatment ot the legend• the poem of Po~,. 
was 7tesGt, and thus the qola bas come f't.iU arotmd. Although 'it. 
m!sbt. b$ an. GDggeration to sq 'that the history · ot music could 
be told USillJ 03:pheus as a guide, itS.$ not too mtteh an exaggeration 
to use the original-minStrel as ·a guide to operatic history,. as 
we have dGne1 eapeoially in the seventeenth and eigh~eenth cellt;eies. 
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Al'PENDIX 
!he follOWing Appendix is a. listing of all musieal treatlnents 
of the Orpheus legend which ! have been able to uncover. nsourc(;)u' 
irldicates the place where I have found infermaticm and/or verification 
ot tbe particutaxo work. Saurces will not be l.isted for works 
'ihose authenticity is net doubted. A'bbreri.ations are as .foll«msl 
G = ~'s ~ionarz, R = Riemannts 0!.!!! Handbuch, s = Sonneok«s 
Oata.toru!! OR,era Librettos Printed .}le.tore l.BOO# L = Loewenberg~s 
A:mlals !! pPera..~ and E = Ei tner• s L~cnt.l for complete infoX"lllation 
consult bibliography. 
"Score" indieates the location er the score; however, When 
"the seore bas been available to me through the Boston Public tibral'7 • 
the indication is simply ~t. Widener is the Harvard University 
Library. 'When a question mark (1) is inserted, it indicates 
that I am doubtful wether or not the score exists in the plao~ 
indicated. 
Oceasionall;r an explanatory note w.:tll be included in the 
• 
ns 
DATE COMPOSER LIBBE'l'fiST TITLE mE SOURCE SCORE 
- -
1472 Germi Poliziane Orfeo intermezzi. Reese last 
.1 1,74 ZarlinG 
1600 Peri. Binuceini L'Euridiee (epera} BPL 
1602 caccini Ri.mmcin1 L'Euridtce Composta in musica. in 
stile rappresentativo 
(opera) BPL 
1607 Monteverdi Striggie tt orr eo., favola in musica (opera) BPL 
1616 Belli Ohiabrera Or.feo Dolente intermezzi Breslau 
1619 Landi La Horta d~Orfeo, Tra.gieomedia pastoral.e Briit.Mus~ 
pastorale 
;~ 1631 ca:azene Wellesz 
1638 SchUtz ballet lost ·~ 
·' 
' 
Le Mariage d'Orph'e et Earidice 
. 
1647 Hessi Buid 0pera RDlland Rome 
16,9 Loewe Orpheus ae Thrac:i.en opera L lost 
1672 Sarmorio Aurele LiOrfeo opera GSRL S.Marco 
1683 Draghi M:i.naU La Lira D'Orfeo opera GR Vienna ' t 
1690 L. tully DuBoulay Orph~e, 'fragedie Lyri.que en trois opera GRS Widener:: 
4cts at. un pl'Glogue l 
1699, Keiser Bras sand Part 1: ~r Sterbende Eurydice cder Orpheus opera GSRL Bamburg: 
1702 Part 2: Die Verwondelte Layer des Orpheus (?) i 
Widener . 
1'::: 
'\() 
1699 Oampra Rsgnard Or.feo nell.'Inferni (It4J.ian om1-aet opera L Widener 
opera inserted into ~Le Carnaval 
de Venise: a.n opera-ballet 
(?) Charpentier orphee ballet G 
1705 Bladen The Masque OzpheliS and Euridice = masque RS London 
Act m. Sesne 11 of the tragicomedy 
''Solon tJ1' Pb11Gsophy, no defence 
(?) 
against lO'Ve" 
1707 Dennis R Louden 
1657•173.3 (?} 
1710 Clerambaal~ 
, . 
Orpb.ee, cantate .francaise cantata G BPL 
1714 Fmc Pari.a.ti opera GR Vielma 
(?) 
1717 J. Weaver (a dance-master} masque R LGnd<tn 
(1) -
1735 Pergolesi Or£eo, cantata per soprane can cantata. BPL 
accomp. di arabi 
3/2/1736 Hasse, Venci• Mli pasticcio s Ltmd&D 
Ara.ja, Porpom (?) 
5/9/1737 Oren~ Le Triemphe de 1 *harmonia - ballet s 
" Orphee., Ballet heroique en t.rois 
acts et un Prologue 
1738 Adolphe or (a weU .. known parodist) ballet R Paris 
Benoit Blaise (?} 
(died 1772) 
1740 Wagenseil Pas guild I Lamenti dtOrfeo opera GR 
(?) LeSage Parod7 Gra£ 
t; 
0 
1740 J .. F.o- Lampe The$ bald (said he did no-t plagiarize from pantomine s 
Mr. Hill, the Apothecary) 
1740 not eompeed Scmmer (performed) parody 
1740 not composed J.HU.l (n&t performed - said· he gave 1 t to 
Mr. :Rich Wh$f' did not produce ii;J 
paredy 
thus he published it and attacked 
Mr. Rich in the PoreWGrd) 
1741 Rich p;mtomirle R London 
(?) 
1752 K..,H. Graun. Villati Orfee ed Euri.diee• t~dia per :nmsica opera GRS 
1760 ·a ... A LeMessier perfomed in Galupp11s"La Clemezma eli ballet s 
Tite0 
1762 Gluck Ca1zabig:l. Orteo ed Euridice* dramma per musiea opera BPL 
2/ll/176) Deller Metastasi& Orfea ed Eu.ri.dice, ball.e ereico# part ballet R 
·&f Jemellits "La Didone Abbandonata.tt 
1767 F. furch1 Orfeo ed Euridiee~: in a two-act. work" ballet 
on Ba1.1erofonteU by MiStiWSCgek 
10/23/1767 Barthol.emen Orpheus" an English burletta b'!ll'letta BPL 
Apr. 1710 J,.C. Bach (date frem G) pastiecio Landcm. 
(?} 
1770 A. Dauvergne opera R 
177S A. Tezzi Orfeo ed Euridice opera R Dresden, 
Mtmieh 
(??) 
1776 Bertoni Calzabigi Orfeo• aziene teatrale :in: 3 atti GRSL BPL 
li 
S/30/1119 (?) Lepicq Orfeo sul Mente Rodope~ in ballet s 
Ins~guine•s "Medonte0 
1780 Bianchc1 Bach, pastiecie R BPL 
GiustinellJ., Gluck, {is this what RS referred to as a 
Grassi# Guglielmi, pasticcio by J.C. Bach above?) 
Guadagni 
1/16/178'5 F,.W..Benda Orpheus, ein Singspiel. in 3 Autz. 
(score signed i/16/1787) singspiel 
S/7/178'5 J .. c ... Bach:~ Gluck Oal.zabigi, pasticcio 
Handel:, .Antessi Andrei 
1786 Namnaxm Biehl Orpheus nnd Etaridice, ein.e tragiscbe opera GRSL BPL 
oper 
1787 a.. Benda (in Gotha) (no opera o.f his prodooed in Getha 
after 1779 accerding te G ) 
opetra. R 
1787 Dittersdor.f Orphell$ der zweita., eine komis~ paredy- as BPL 
oper in zwei aufzugJm operetta 
1791 Droste~lil.she££ Jacobi Der Ted des Orpheus epera R 
1791 Haydn Badini Orfeo ed Eurid:tce, dra.mma per musiea opera GR BPL 
1791.. Paer Dl1PlesSis Orphee et Ea.rydice, melodrama en un m.el..t:nirama s Parma 
acte en prose per Mons D. au service (?) 
de SAR de due de Parme 
1792 wm. Reeve (17'57-ltM) Ballet RG lt.C:.. of 
Mus~ Br;. 
Museum 
1793 P .D. Deshayes La Petit Orphee parody- R. Par.ts 
operetta (?) 
3/10/1795 M.R. Le Petit Orphee• 4 acts parody. R Paris 
operetta (?) 
...... 
1\) 
N 
1798 Gettle~·: !aehmaml Jacobi Orpheus unci ~ee sinspiel R 
1800 Lodovieo Lamberti Or fee opera R 
160.5' Peter von Winter ballet R 
1810 Ranne opera R Vienna 
(?} 
1813 R. Meisl Go geht es im Ol;vmpus zu .... 2 acts R Vienna 
(?) 
.1827 Berlioz La Mort d*O.rphea for voice and orchestra., seena. G 
lmf:!nished~ and unpublished 
1854 Liszt Orpheus tone poem BPL 
, 
18.5'8 Offenbach Oremieux Orphea aux Enters caricature- BPL 
operetta 
6/27/1867 K.F.. Conradin Karl Elmar Orpheus im Derfe - i act operetta R Vienna 
(?} 
1893 Sawyer Orpheus cantata BPL 
191.3 Roger-.Dueasse Orphee, Mimodrame Lyrique en trois acts pantem!me- BPL 
and voices 
192S Malipiero LtOrfeide1 a Trilogy {various} BPL 
1926 Milhaud Ltmel Las Malheurs d*Orphee opera GL BPL 
1926 Krenek Ka.kosehka Orpheus und Eurydike opera GL BPL 
1928 Meti · opera. Grout 
1932 
1941. 
1948 
1951 
Casella Pavolini 
Badings Btming 
Stravinsky 
Lupi 
I. !forks i!lelud~ the Operatic Sectioa 
{These were Grigina'l.ly called 
inte1"lJ!eZzt.., favole in music~ 
pasterue. mel~. singspiel.s, 
as wen. as operas .• ) 
Before 1600 2 
1600..3.619 s 
1641-1114 8 
174G-.l810 l6 
. 
1925-1932 s 
La Favola dtOrfeG - one act., based chamber L 
on Poliziano' s peem opera 
Orpheus tmd Eurydike_. choreographisches ballet-, 
Drama in v:i.er Bndem and voices 
Orpheus ballet BPL. 
Or.tee ehoreegrapbie-
cantata 
IL AU the other werkst 
A. r antemines and Ballets 11 
:e., Burlettas• 1a.rodies" Operettas .. 
Masques, and Pasuecies 17 
c.. Cantatas 
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clippings lrlrl.eh have been found in see-res of the Brown oolleet.ion 
in the Boston Public Library. These have been. documented as 
fully as possible in the body ot the tan. 
SinQe I have included in the thesis remarks concerning 
the merits of various books and periodicals, I shall not repeat 
those here. However,. there w111 be annotations conceming 
editions of various scores. 
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I. SCORES 
Barthelemon., Francis Hippoli te. cJ!Peheu$41 !!!aish IBurletta., 
Iatxoeduoed 1n the Farcm ~d I-,!!!· *Sarsal, or!. Pecw 
Be.b;ind the ~urtain, as· Perfor.me"d' at the Theatre Royal in 
. D:rtn7 l;ane,. Loiidon: Printed by Welcker in Gerrard street 
st. Ann's Soho, 1767. 
Benda, Jriedri.Ch. 0?::Pheus1 ein Sin§iel !'!!, drei aqtz~f;1en1 vom her.tn 
VQB L ... zu Dresden# in Milsik gesetzt unci J:hxte Konglich Hohel't 
der Pr!nzessin Frederika Oharl.Gtte Ulrike Catherine von Preussen., 
in ttetster Unterbanigkei t zugeugnet• ven Friederich Benda., 
Konigl_. Preussisohen Cammernmsiklm, Op. IX dar Druokeren, !m 
Ve~age des Auwrs. Gedruckt tm.d in: Cmnm:lssion in dar 
Rellst.absehen verbesserten mus:tkdrnckeren zu Berlin, 
Bertoni, Ferdinanda. Orfee, Azione Teatral§, Ra.ppresentata Nel 
Nobilissime Teatro Qi "§.,. Benedett& Di Venena, nel camavale 
dell' Anno 17761 Oemposta in Musiea dal Signor Ferdinando 
Bertoni, Maestro del Pio Conservatme de Mendicanti. Accadimico 
F:i.l.armtmi.oe, Corretamente restamptQ !n Venezia, A Spese di 
Innoeente Alessandri1 e Pietro Soortagl.ia, Incisore, e venditori 
de Musioa stampata sopra il Ponte di. Rialto., (a taos. of or.tg. M'ss.) 
Cacoini, Giul.ie,. L*Earidice co5sta in Musioa. in Stile Rappresentativo 
da Giulio .Qacc;!Pl dett'o 5ii.~niet Appresso Giol~@:o ' I 
~escetti1 MDC. 
Caccini, Giulio,. Enridice, nach den Quellen Sergesellt unci mit 
einem ausgesetzten Generalbass versehen von lk»b.t Eitner, 
~ Bandt. Berlin1 T,. Trautevemtsohe Hof•Buch, und Mu.sikal.ien .... 
bandlung1 1881. (Ih Publikation Ael.terer Praktischer unci 
'fhee:retiSoher Mtmic ... Werke verzugeweise des XV unci XVI J~ 
hunderts herausgegeben von det,. Gesel.schaft .fiU. MusikforsohungJ 
Die Oper von ihren ersten Anfangen bis zu Mitte des 18 J., 
Erster Theil.) This contains music only up through "A1ziam. n 
. , . , 
Clerembaul. t., Ni(tolas. ograae., can?te ~aise,.. a ve:;x seule .. avec 
Symphonie., de Nico as OlerenmaGJ.\, ifio. Publiee d1 apres 
lteditioa de 1110 avec r6al.ipation de la basse chiffree4 
nuances at :indications d'execution par Charles Bordes, Fondateur 
de la Sohola Contormn, Direoteur des Cha.nteurs de Saint-Gervais, 
Pa.r:ts1 Au bureau dlEdition de la Schola Cantorum, 1801. 
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Deldevez1 E.M~~ Tr.ans~~tions et Realisations 4t0euvres averennes ~ C~teurs c ebres Tepliis Ba.itizar:tnl jusquia fuuCICj I 
avecs ~es concertantes ajout~es au Texte criginaJ. pour chant 
et orchestre. Parist Chea s. Riehault1 l!'diteur de Musique,. 1898. (Conta.ins.t the Air of Tirsi with tlu"ee flutes by Peri, three 
selections from Caacini's Nuove Musiche, and the Moresca of Monteverdi.} 
- . . -
• 
Dittersdorf, Harm Ditters., Edlen von. Die Liebe im Narrenhaus, 
eine Komisohe oper in zwe:L aufzugens :rur' dasClavier einge. 
· richstet von Berm Ignaz Walta~. Mainza Schott .. 
Gluck, c. von. Pm.heus. an opera in three acts. edited, and the 
pianoforte accorilpaniment revised according to the French score, 
by Berthold Tours. '.the Fnglish version by the Rev. J. Trout... 
beck, D,D. London: Novello and Company, Limited. (other 
editions ot this opera are by Abert, of the original score 
of 1762.; Dorff'el.J HalleJ and Kohler. tb.ere is also a book 
ey ltataurene:t.e, ~!l&ee ,!! OO.uck,1 !tud~ ,!! ana.l.l!l!e•) 
Haydn_. Joseph. Ori'eo e Eurldice1 Dramma. per Mu.sica1 composto di Giuseppe ~.-:tn lar£!tura. Presso Breitkopf e Hartel in 
Lipsia., before 1891. {Contains ll numbers.) 
Haydn, Joseph. Orfeo _!!! Euridic@ (L'Anima del iilosofo), Dramma pez-
. Mlmioa,. London# 1791. tibret.to by cairo Francesco Badini 
and Analytical Notes by Helmut Wirth. Haydn Society .t Boston, 19;.1.. 
IU-enek1 Ernst. i!heus und Eurydike1 dichtung von Oskar Kokoschka, Op-. 21. 
Wien and· ew '.t'oi'k~Fdition_. 192S. · 
•• Liszt# Franz. Symphonische Dichtungen fur grosses orchester., Partit'IU*# 
No. 4,0tJ?!'!ee .. Leipzig: Breitkip£ &:. Hartel. 
Malipi.ere• G. Francesco ... tt_Orf'eidet I., La. Morte Delle Ma.schere ( t1h 
Prologo),. II. Sette" darmon£ (sette expresSioiii drammatiche)$ 
III. Or£eo • ovver:o l 1ettavas ca.nzone (Un EpUogo). London: 
J tt & w; Chester, Ltd~; 
Milhaud, Da:rius. Lea Malheurs D'~hee, opera. en trois actes, Paroles 
de Armand Lunel. Pa.r!st Au . enestrel~· Heugel, 1926:;7 • 
Monteverdi, Claudio. Or.teo,. Complete recording originally by MIA 
in 1940 • later reissued by Italian HMV ..;. twelve 12" records ... 
MIA • 14/2$ .... ( OB 5370/81) II 
Monteverdi., Claudio. Or.t'eo* Reconstitution d'apres 1 1edition originale 
reaLisation cle ia Basse continue nuances et signee d' execution 
par Vincent :0* Indy_. Diree)ur de la Schola. Cantorlll!l1 1926. 
Acts I and V are omitted, and parts o:f Act II are cut-. 
The opening Toccata is in D major, not 0 major& and the 
toccata is repeated after an intervening ritor.nello. 
"Possente Spino" is shortened ... it opens with an introduction 
for double harp, and begins With the stanza "Orpbee• je JJ!liat" 
Persephone and Pluto are Olllitted. 'the realization is 
good, it often dullJ and the scoring uses :ma.ny cld 
instruments. 
Monteverdi~ Claudie. Or£eo, nach den Quellen Servesell t und mit 
einem ausgesetz'Een Generalbass ve:rsab.en von Rob. Eitner .... 
X Band. (In Publ:lkation Aal. terer Praktischer und Theoretischer 
Musik .. Werke vorzugsweise des XV und SVI Jahrhunderts herausge ... 
geben von der Gesellsoha.ft .fUr Mu.s:tkfo:rschungJ. Die Ope:t• 'VG 
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ihrell. ersten Anf'angen b1s zu Mttte des 18 J. Erster Theil) 
Berlill, T., '!'rautwein*sohe Hot-Buch; und Mns:lkalienhandlung, 
1881. . 
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Although several pages are missing1 this is a fUll score (i,.e. 5 parts) and a piano re.dueti.on,. with a rather neutral 
realization ot t.he figured bass. A few "co:rrectionatt have 
been made1 but a. aote :ts :made to that e££ect. Pluto and 
Persephone are em1 tted., The passage in Act II which caused 
S$ muoh rhythmic treuble is given tl}UEU 1:2. ) J JJ :S Jm fn m 
There is also an attempt made to bndge f ' ... ~ ~- ~ ' , ... - - ~- ... 
the gap harmonically- from E tla.t to E by the use of a ohel'th 
e• cfl, '1!#1 and b fiatt Both versions ot npossente Spirtott 
are reta.ined. 
Monteverdi, Claudio. Or..f'eo. Libretto i;ra.nslated into_ English by 
ElleD A,. Lebow especially for The Elaine Music Bhop1 Sl East k4th Street~: New York 1.71 N.-Y., Ncwember, 1949. 
Monteverdi• Cland.ie~ LtOrfeo, tavola _in musica di Claudio Monteverdi_. 
ra.ppresentata: iri :&aiitova LiAiiiio 1607 et novamente data en luce 
da G. Francesco Malipiero.. Lonciont J. &. w. Chester, Ltd, 192),. 
Although the bass is realized~ the original notes are 
kept in large print. The ~iza.tion is certainly not 
interest.ing in i tsel£ # but the score is perhaps the bes-t. 
ene stylistically._ There are a .few wrong tempo J!IB.rkinga., 
This is the first complete edition to be printed since 
the seventeenth century. 
Manteverdi1 Claudie., ttOrteon Sinfonie,!. .ft:!:tornelli~; Trascrizione d1 
G. Francesco Maiipi'er.o per ercbesira d'Areh:t. M:Uancu 
G., Mcordi & c. 1 1930~ 
:!Jhe SOO:ring is fer violin$ divided in three, violas, eallOS.t 
and basses. The selections a.ret Toccata# Ri.tornello from 
Act I:, Sinfonia from Act III:, the opening Ri tomellOt 
and the Moresoa,. 
Monteverdi, Clattdio.- ttOrf'eo, hv:ola in mu.sioa d:l Claudio Monteverdi 
16011 in freier ·aeutsoher Eaciigestalttmg von Oa:rl Or.f'£1 1923. 
Text von Dorathee Gtmthe):'-. Mainz und l.ae:tpz:tg;· B .. Schott's 
Solme• 19.31. · 
T.be scoring iS for the modern fUll orchestraJ Act V is 
omitted; the Maresca is inserted at the end ef Act I., 
He solves the rhythmic trouble this wq: fJ.JJJ m m 
Persephone and Pluw are omitted. The 'I , J 
musio fer Orpheus and Apoll.G and the end is given~ ~ 
Orpheus and Eur.vdiee as they ascend. Thus., this disgraceful 
defermation of the soore emits parts, alters the text,. and 
intrcduces a. happy ending •. 
&nteverdi_. Claudie. ~'Orfeo, fayola Rasto:r,ale de Alessandro Striggio , 
ada.ttata. :tn tre atti. per la. rappresenta.z:tome da. Claudio 
Guastalla, realizzaz:tone orohestrale d1 ~orino Respighi~ 
riduzione per canto e pianoforte di Giovanni Salviueci1 193$. 
A & G Oarisch & c., editori, Milano. March 16• l93S at Teatro 
aUa Scala,, M:tlano. 
'lhe toccata is in D, and is repeated after an intervening 
Ritomello. The accompaniment is ve%7 flor:td., and much too 
original with Respigbi.The scoring indications are also 
too fanciful. A bumming chorus· is inserted at the erul of 
the Pre!ogue, and a. whole new section is put in before the 
Pastore speaks.. nviene lm.eneo" begins on aD, not a G. 
Many connecting interludes and introductory passages are 
added. ~e rhythmic problem in Act II is solved thusf I m llJ I 1 n n 
'When Orf'eo has a g/1 over an a in the bass, Respigb.i '-:' 
inserts a chord made up of a., f 6 f111 1 and d I His Act n:I 
includes Monteverdi's Acts III, IV • and V • It is great]3 
scrambled up1 beginning with Speranza, and including a 
humming chorus with "Possente Spirto"• The firml duet1 
nsaJ.iamn is put from g miner into c minor; the f:.tnal chorus 
is greatly lengthened! and· words are set tcr the Maresca. 
Naumann, ? • O!iheus und Euridice1 eine Tragisebe oper, von Nauma.nn1 
churi'ul'sti!cii sicli'Sisiha.m capell.meisterg claviera.uszug der 
partiturJ ihro kOniglichen hobart Luise AUguste~ kronprinzesstn 
von Dannemark und Norwegen; Untertha.nigst gew:ldmet; herausgegeben 
von c. F. Cramer. Kiel; Bey dem lierausgeber, Und in Hamburg 
in CommissUm. Bay Her:rn Hofmann: Bttehhandler~ 1787. 
Orfeo, the Favourite Son~s !!! the 9J?era,.. London: Printed and sold Wa. Bremmer, oppositeTomtnerset House in the Strand. This 
is a pastiecio et 1780 containing music by Dianohi1 Bach1 
Giustinelli1 · Gluck, Grassi, Guglielmi; and Guadagni., 
Pergolesi, G.B. Or.teo ed. Euridice. In ,9Eera Omnia Di Giovanni 
Battista Pergol:esi; V'Oi~ !, La Musics. da Camera. F • ciif.t'a.reUi,. 
ealii:r~ f1Dma1 · GI Amici della musfca Cia camera, l91a. .. 
Peri, Jacopo. ~dice, La Prima Opera in Mus:t.ca, poesia di ot~o 
Ri.nuceirll. Fireneet Stabilimento musicale pre:miato e 
brevettato di G. G. Guidi vias. Egidio Palaz Batell:t1 1863., 
This is a facsimile of the original edition of' 16001 and the 
same plates were used in an Edizioni Ricordi1 ~anoJ 1888. 
Peri.; Jaoopo. L'E1-tridice. Trasorizione per canto e pianoforte a cura. 
di Carlo Perinello. Societa Anou.ima. N'otali. La Santa (Milano) 
Istitut& Editoriale Italiano~ 1919., Volume 24 in! Classici 
della MUsioa Italiana, Raccolta Naziouale diretta da Gabriele diAnb.u,nzio. · · 
This edition is divided into seven sections J the bass is 
reali0ed in an elaborate fashion. 
Peri, Jacopo. LtE'Ilridice. In volume 6 o£ L'Arte Musicale in Ital.ia,. 
La Musica seenioa, Sec ole XVII• 190'?, · G~ Rioorai & C:, iii'l1iiio 
. - The rea.J.ization is by Torchi_. and etten seems toe meledic1 
as it to detract from the recitative line. There are also 
some hatmonic anachronisms. 
, . . 
Roger-Ducasse.. O!'Jlhee, MimoC!rame Lyrique en Trois ActsJ part:i:tion 
pour Chant e't Piano Reduite par l•Auteur. Paris: A. Durand 
& F.Us,. Editeurs, 1914. 
Sawyer, FJ.tank J. O!l;?heus, Dramatic Cantata for Four {ef Twa) 
Soloists, chorus and orchestra. Mae Cantata, Methuen 
Simpson& Co.'s Competition, 1893. 
II. BOOKS 
Apel• Willi. Harvard Dictionarz ot Music. Cambridge., Mass.: 
Harvard tlii!versi'ty Press, ~S. 
Biancolli, Louis, oompUer and editor. The Opera Reader. New Yorke 
McGraw~HUl Book Company, Ina., 1953. · · 
Breck:wq# li'allace,. and Weinstock, lierbert. T~eJ!era - A histo;st 
.of its creation and ;perfe:rmancea 1600• 9 .. New to'rkt Simon and Schuster" l91i!. . . . . . 
Bukoher 1 Manfred F. Music in the Bar~que Era, from Monteverdi _to BaoJl. 
llew Yorln w. w. Norton '&'C'oxnpany, l'iio.', 1947. · · 
Bul.fineh'e ~oloq. Vol .. I .. The ,!e of Fable (written l85S) 
New Y•riu · 'l'h.e Modern Library {Random ftouse, Inc.), No Date. 
Burn$71 Charles, Mus.n .. , F.R.s. ! GenE!ral Histo:rz !!£.Music - £!!!!! the 
earf.iest. ;§es ~the present Eedod, volume the fourth. Mnaoru l 9. · · 
Dent, Edward J~ Qpera. ~ar:mondsworth, M14dlesmu Penquin Bocks, 1951. 
Dittersdert, Karl von,. Autobiagra~ Dictated to his SanJ 'translated 
tram the German by A. D. Oo~e dge. London: Richard Bentley 
and Son, 1896. 
Eitner, Rebert. Biogrfkhisoh ... BibliofEaJ!!iaches Quellen-Lexikon ~ 
Masaer und !4us . gelehrten ~. christlichen Zei truhnll'9i . 
iii'S zur Mitte des neunzehiiten Jabm'iiiider1s.. Leipzige · 
Breitkep.f & Haertel, 1900. · 
Fergusen1 Donald N. .4. Bistorr of Musieal Thousb;t1 second edition. 
New !ork1 App:Leton...Cent'U.'ry ... brof'ts1 :me. 1 1948. 
Ferguson, wallace K. .!!:.! Renaissance!!!. ~istorical. Thought ... Five 
Centuries of Interpretation. BGstonl Boughton Miti'lin CGI11pany1 i94B •.. · ·.-
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Friedrich• C.J., The Ase.!!!: the Ba:roqu~ • 1610-1660.(vo1. !) in 
The Rise of"'Modem EUX'o~1 Wnit L. Langer, editor.) 
New 'Yerleo-Harper &. Br0 era Publishers, 1952. 
Geiringer, Karl. tta.vdn;, ! Creative Lite in Music. New York# 
w. w. Norton&. Company, Inc .. , 194~ 
Gershoy, Lee. From Despotism !2 Revolution, l763·1789,(vol. 10 :in 
The Rise'o.r Modern EUrope. Wm, L. Langer, editor.) 
Iii York:~& Brothers Publishers, 1944. 
Grat, Herbert~ The Qpera and its FUture in America. New Yorkt 
w. W, Norton & Compaiiitl94T:--- . · · · · 
Grout, Donald Jay. A Short Histe& of 9J?.e:ra.. New Yorka Columbia 
University Press, 1947. - ' 
Grove's Diction!R,!! Music and Musici~1 Fifth. Fdition, edited by Sc ·em. London: Miomillall ift co., Ltd., 19.$4. 
Harvey, Sir Paul, compU~ and editor. The Oxford Oe!!Panitm te 
Enft!.ish J:4.terature1 third editi(!)ll,-OXfomt at the Clarendon 
Press, 19413. '· · 
Henderstn, w., J.. Same F~rerunners!!. Italian QPera. New l'orkr 
Henry Hel t and Company ,11; l9ll. . . 
Highet, Gilbert, The Classical. Traditi()1l - Greek and Roman 
Influences ~terawre• New York and London: 
6ii'ei=a till1vers1iy Preas, ·m9 ... '" 
Lang, Paul Hen%7.,. Musio in Western Civilization. New York: 
w. w. NortOn & ConiPQny 1 lric., "'.'l94i~ · 
Loewenberg1 .A:ltred. Annals ef Ope; M9T""l91Ua, compiled from the 
anginal sources~ Wi"tii an traduction by E11 J. Dent. 
Cambridge: W* .Hetfer & Sons, Limited, 1943. 
Malipiero, G. Francesco,. Teatro •. (Oon~ns Pantea, Sette Canzoni, 
~ Baruffe1Chiozzotte1 and Orfee.} Oon,tma Prefazione di · GUido M, Gatti. Bologruu N1cole. Zanichelli, editore, No Date; 
Nussbaum; Frederick L._ The Tri:M(!h .of Seieaoe and Reaaon1 1660...:1.685. ( vel., 6 in~ Rise,!! oderttEt1\'()pe1 ~L. Langer, editor.) 
New lorkJ Harper & Brothers PUbliShers, 1953~ 
Parry, O, Hubert H. The Music ef the Sevr;;nteentb Centur.y;1 vol. ni in The Oxford m:iwrr ofMusic., second edition revised by 
Edwiri' J. Dent •. Londoru Oxford Universitl"' Press, 1938. 
Nussbaum, en page 266 af the abeve bcok says ot the 
first. edition of' Parry, l902o it ttshows a complete laek 
0£ understanding of the musical developments of the 
peried1 but is useful as a oatalegue •. u 
131. 
Redlich, Hans Ji'el'd:lnand., Claudie Mcnteverti .,. Life and WerltsJ 
tra.12alated by Kathleen Dale. Geeff'rey C1iiii6er1ege1 Oii'ord 
University Press, L0ndon1 l9S2. 
Reese, Gustave. Music in the Renaissance. Net-r Yerkt w. w. Nert<m 
& CGmpai\Y: 195Ti.- - . . . . . 
Riemann, H\lg(')w pPern...Hancibuch. Leipzig, 1884. 
Reberts, Penfield. The Quest for Securitlti~ 715-1740. ( wl. 8 :tn 
The R:lse!! :Midern Europe" wm. t. ger, editor.) 
New 'iii~( arid L$ndent Harpe!* & Brethers Publishers, 1941. 
Rc!>lland1 Romain., Mnsiciens dtautrafoi.SJ Troisieme &iition Revue. 
Paris: Librai?.te HaChette et die.. 1912. 
Sachs., curt. Our. Musical Heritafi!1 ! shor! ~!!music, 
second edition. New York: Prents.e~c., 1955. 
Schrade., Lee,. Monteverdi, Creator .ef Modern Music. New Yol.ict 
w. w~ N&rton & Campa.h_y"' &.:;)J~o. 
Selerti, Angele. ,2!! Alberi ~ Melodrammal v&l. Ic Intrcdtlld.onet 
vel. II: ,Maschera.te, Balletti1 .2 ~el.edrammi di OttavioRiiiuceitd:t 
vol. m$ uno'btainab'fe# conta.inS ~iapte d1 0rfeo by cmrrexaa1 
Orfee by Striggio• and La MQl'te ,iiOrfee 'b;y s. Landi. 
Reme Sandron1 editor~! Li.'bra:ttit ·dE;fii Real Casa1 Milano, Palermo, 
Napell-. Val,. I .:; 1904J V0l. II I;# 1906. 
Solerti.,. Angele. Le ori~ ~ Me1od~ ... Testimenianze dei 
CentemR;raner. Tarine; Fra.tell.i B0cca1 Editorlg ttiiaii'O; ~, renze1 1903. 
This boek gives a bibliegrttphy or various editions,. 
as well as dedications and Prefaces, and pertinent facts 
abwt first performances. There :ts also a bibli0graph\9' 
e! secendary sou:t*ces including looatiens of ~ 
Grigibal scares. 
Sel.erti,. Angel.&. Musica~: Ballo.! Drammatioa. allaCerte Medioia. dal 
1600 ~ ~renze' If.. Bimperari & Fig1.ie1 Editerit · i90~. 
'.rJrl.s -cmttains the libretto of the Belli epera. 
Senneak1 O .. G..T., prepa:t*ed-by. Oata;Legse,!! Qpera Librettes Print:.eg 
Bef'\We 1800., Washington, o&vermnent Printing Office, l§i4. 
Tl."'!) VGltmleS • 
Streatfield, R. A.1 B.A. ~~era. With an intraduotion by 
J .A. Fuller-Maitl.arid. endent Jebn c. Nimmo,. 1897. 
Strunk, Oliver~. selected and annetated by. Source Readi!!e, B! !fBM! 
Histo;r:z ~ Classical Antiquitz through the Remantic Era. 
New Yorkt w. w .. Norton & Company, Inc,.,. 195'0. · 
1.32 
Wellesz, Egen.. Essam e Pie~~· Translated frem the German by 
Patricia Kean. New or I Re:y Publishers, 19SO. 
W0l.t, John B. The Emergenoft ef the Great Pewers, 168S·171~. 
. (vol. 1 in The!\!! .!?!'"1hcrem~e~.· Wili. L. Lan. ger, editor.) 
New Yorkt Harper and Brethers~shers1 1951. 
Wooldridge, H,.F., The Pol;rnhonio Per:i.()d1 Part.!! • Method!! 
Musical Artl:li'QO-e. 1600 J vol,. It"'In'"Tbe OxfQrd HiStory 
a! &:te";Second editien revised. by Percy c. Buck. Lona:ona 
H:umpnre,rMilferd~ Oxford University Pressl 1932. 
Wersthorn.e1 Sim.tm Townele:y. Venetian geera ~the Seventeenth, C<f»;tmr,r. Oxford:: At the Clarenden Press, 19m!. · 
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